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Abstract

Neuronal processes in the brain give rise to electromagnetic signals that can be measured by

means of EEG/MEG. However, the ambiguity of the bioelectromagnetic inverse problem limits

the localizability of the underlying generators. The solution of the inverse problem requires

additional assumptions. A very common method is to model brain activity using distributed

sources. In that case, a large number of equivalent current dipoles covers the volume in which

activity is expected (usually the cortex). Reconstruction methods on the basis of distributed

sources allow the incorporation of additional information on the functional similarity between

sources (i.e. information on the spatial structure of brain activity). This kind of information can

be derived from prior knowledge, for instance from the subdivision of the cortex into distinct

functional areas (i.e. parcellations) or from fMRI.

The work presented here is based on a previously published method that combines a general

smoothness constraint with priori knowledge on the (binary) similarity between neighboring

sources by means of a 2nd order spatial derivative operator (PatchLORETA). The first part of this

work addressed the systematic evaluation on how the integration of prior knowledge into the

derivative operator affects the estimation of a priori assumed source covariances. It turned out

that the method introduced incorrect prior assumptions. Consequently, some extensions were

proposed to generalize the approach. These are an additional normalization operator and an

additional parameter to encode arbitrary mutual similarity between neighbors. Moreover, a

technique was developed to adjust the correlation structure according to a desired smoothness

level. The final method (called informed LORETA) is particularly suited for the use of functio-

anatomical boundaries.

The second part addressed the systematic evaluation of the question whether the use of prior

knowledge (derived from parcellations) can improve source localization. This was done using

Monte-Carlo simulations. A main focus was the evaluation on how potential errors / uncer-

tainties in the prior knowledge influence the reconstruction performance. Finally, informed

LORETA was used for the localization of auditory evoked potentials from experimental data. It

turned out that spatially informed methods provide very plausible reconstruction results.
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Zusammenfassung

EEG/MEG ermöglicht die Messung elektrischer Gehirnaktivität, die durch neuronale Pro-

zesse im Gehirn hervorgerufen wird. Die Lokalisierbarkeit der Aktivität ist aufgrund der fehlen-

den Eindeutigkeit des bioelektromagnetischen inversen Problems allerdings eingeschränkt.

Zur Lösung sind Zusatzannahmen erforderlich. Eine Klasse von Lösungsverfahren basiert auf

der Verwendung verteilter Quellenmodelle. Dabei werden im gesamten wahrscheinlichen Quell-

raum (typischerweise im Cortex) Stromdipole modelliert, um schließlich eine räumliche Ver-

teilung der Dipolstärken zu bestimmen. Dieser Ansatz erlaubt es, Zusatzannahmen über die

funktionelle Ähnlichkeit zwischen den Dipolen (d.h. über die räumliche Strukturierung von

Gehirnaktivität) zu formulieren. Derartiges Wissen kann zum Beispiel aus der Unterteilung

des Cortex in funktional unterschiedliche Areale (Parzellierungen) oder mittels fMRI gewon-

nen werden.

Diese Arbeit befasst sich mit einer bereits zuvor publizierten Technik, bei der Zusatzwissen

über die funktionelle Ähnlichkeit benachbarter Quellen in einen Differentialoperator integriert

und mit einer allgemeinen Glattheitsannahme kombiniert wird (PatchLORETA). Im ersten Teil

dieser Arbeit wurde systematisch untersucht, wie sich eine derartige Integration auf die tat-

sächliche Korrelationsstruktur auswirkt. Dabei wurden verschiedene Probleme identifiziert,

die zu fehlerhaften a priori Annahmen führen. Aus diesem Grund wurde die Methode um

einen Normalisierungsoperator, lokale Ähnlichkeitsparameter, und ein Verfahren zur Einstel-

lung einer definierten Glattheitsannahme erweitert. Im Ergebnis liegt ein als informed LORETA

bezeichnetes Verfahren vor, in das grundsätzlich beliebige Ähnlichkeitsinformation eingebun-

den werden kann. Es ist besonders zur Integration funktio-anatomischer Grenzen geeignet.

Im zweiten Teil dieser Arbeit wurde die Nutzbarkeit informierter linearer inverser Verfahren

mithilfe von Monte-Carlo-Simulationen und unter Verwendung von Parzellierungen systema-

tisch untersucht. Im Fokus stand dabei vor allem der Einfluss möglicher Fehler im Zusatzwis-

sen auf die Rekonstruktionsqualität. Abschließend wurde informed LORETA zur Lokalisierung

auditorisch evozierter Aktivität aus EEG/MEG-Daten eingesetzt. Dabei konnte gezeigt werden,

dass die Plausibilität der rekonstruierten Quellenverteilung durch die Integration von Zusatzwis-

sen deutlich gesteigert werden kann.
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1 Introduction

1.1 General Introduction and Problem Statement

The functioning of the brain is based on biochemical and bioelectrical processes, which are

the basis for information transfer between neural cells. These processes generate electrical

currents. It can be distinguished between so called primary currents, occurring in the close

vicinity of electrically active neurons, and secondary currents far away from active regions,

flowing through the different tissues in the whole head. It would be great if a direct image

of primary currents could be drawn because this would allow to map brain functions to real

neuronal processes.

The detection of primary currents using imaging techniques, such as positron emission to-

mography (PET) and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), is not possible. They uti-

lize effects of metabolism and, therefore, are not sensitive to any electrical activity. Moreover, it

is usually not possible to sense these currents directly inside the brain. Thus, the only practical

solution is to detect their electromagnetic effects on the head surface (skin) using electroen-

cephalography (EEG) and outside the head using magnetoencephalography (MEG) (Andrä and

Nowak, 2006).

EEG is based on measuring potential differences between electrodes. These differences oc-

cur due to currents, which are driven by neuronal activity, flowing through the different tissues

of the head, including skull and skin. Thus, EEG highly depends on the volume conducting

properties. In contrast, MEG is sensitive to the magnetic field generated by the currents inside

the head. While the magnetic field itself is not prone to volume conducting properties, the

measured signals are superpositions of fields generated by primary and secondary currents.

Hence, neither EEG nor MEG measure electromagnetic effects which are exclusively related to

primary currents.

The reconstruction of electrical brain activity from EEG and MEG measurements is referred

to as the bioelectromagnetic inverse problem. Due to its ambiguity, i.e. the fact that an infi-

nite number of different source configurations can explain the same EEG/MEG signals (von

Helmholtz, 1853), a unique solution can only be found by defining additional assumptions

about the sources. Several components are required to tackle the inverse problem. First, it

is necessary to define a source model that already reflects fundamental assumptions about the

brain activity, for example, concerning the number of sources (see Sec. 2.2.1). The model must

contain free parameters, which can be optimized in the light of data, for example location and
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orientation of source activity. Second, a volume conductor model, which describes the conduc-

tivity properties inside the head, and a model of the sensors is required to calculate a forward

solution (see Sec. 2.2.2). Given that, EEG/MEG data that would be generated given a certain

source configuration can be determined. The goal function, which is the third component, is

necessary to optimize the model parameters such that estimated sensor values are in sufficient

accordance with real sensor values (see Sec. 2.3). Thereby, it is possible to constrain the model

parameters using additional assumptions or even knowledge from independent information.

The optimization result represents one possible inverse solution.

A very common method is to model brain activity using distributed sources. In that case,

a large number of equivalent current dipoles (ECD) covers the volume in which activity is ex-

pected. The strengths of all ECDs are the only free parameters, that is, locations and orien-

tations are fixed. This approach allows a linear solution of the inverse problem, given that a

suitable goal function is selected (see Sec. 2.3). Moreover, it is easily possible to encode infor-

mation on the correlations between neuronal sources (Dale and Sereno, 1993). This is a key

point for this work because it is the basis to incorporate prior knowledge on the spatial cor-

relation structure of brain activity. Such information can be derived, for instance, from the

functio-anatomical organization of the cortex (for example, parcellations), which describes the

relationship between common anatomical properties of neuronal sites (for example, regard-

ing cytoarchitecture and structural connectivity) and their functional similarity (that means,

whether their activity correlates).

The present work utilizes functio-anatomical prior knowledge to constrain the linear inverse

problem. In fact, this kind of spatial information has been combined with linear inverse prob-

lems before (Cottereau et al., 2012, Knösche et al., 2013). The key concept in these two methods

is the use of information on the belonging of sources to functional areas to define a priori cor-

relations between sources. In the former method (i.e. functional area constrained estimator

(FACE), Cottereau et al., 2012) this is realized by the explicit definition of source correlations.

In the latter one (PatchLORETA, Knösche et al., 2013), the correlations are rather estimated

on the basis of a second order spatial derivative operator. This operator, known from the low

resolution electromagnetic tomography (LORETA) method (Pascual-Marqui et al., 1994), in-

troduces a general similarity assumption between all neighboring sources. In PatchLORETA,

this similarity assumption is modified according to functio-anatomical prior knowledge. How-

ever, PatchLORETA is limited to the use of parcellations (i.e. patch information) to define prior

assumptions. More importantly, the method introduces artifacts into the estimated source co-

variance matrix, which implies unapparent a priori assumptions on the solution. Another is-

sue is that the benefit of using functio-anatomical prior knowledge with linear reconstruction

methods has not been sufficiently studied yet. Therefore, this work has two main focuses.

The first one is the generalization of the PatchLORETA method. This includes the exploration

of the smoothness operator based integration of functio-anatomical prior knowledge, the re-

duction of artifacts (that means, implausible a priori assumptions) in the source covariance

matrix, which are inherent with LORETA-based methods, and the extension of PatchLORETA

in such a way that alternative functio-anatomical prior knowledge can be used. This is relevant

since, for example, it has not been investigated yet if the correlation between sources estimated

on the basis of the smoothness constraint (i.e. based on a spatial derivative operator) is actually

consistent with the expected underlying a priori assumption. The result presented in this work

2
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is an informed LORETA method that accounts for major artifacts, and allows to use even gen-

eral functional borders such as, for instance, the course of major sulcus lines (see Sec. 2.5.3).

Moreover, it provides a solution to systematically control the a priori correlation structure with

respect to the spatial resolution of the source space, which is another issue that has not been

considered so far.

The second focus of this work relates to the question how the use of functio-anatomical

prior information influences the reconstruction results of linear source reconstruction meth-

ods. On the one hand, this comprises the identification of characteristic properties of spatially

informed linear source reconstruction methods. On the other hand, it is evaluated under which

conditions minimum norm based source reconstruction methods can benefit from incorpo-

rating prior knowledge on the functional organization of the cortex. This includes studying the

reconstruction quality given that the imposed prior is either consistent or inconsistent to the

underlying activity. This is accomplished by using both full parcellations, i.e. a complete subdi-

vision of the cortical surface into distinct functional areas, and local parcellations, i.e. multiple

subsets of patches drawn from full parcellations, to express a belief on the underlying source

configuration. The results are highly relevant for the analysis of realistic EEG/MEG data.

1.2 Outline of this Thesis and Contributions

The subsequent chapter 2 gives, first, a condensed overview on the main ingredients of source

localization in general, including source model, forward solution and goal function. Then,

it focuses on linear inverse problems using distributed source models and, in particular, on

the derivation of the inverse solution using Bayesian inference and Tikhonov regularization.

Their relationship provides an important basis for the smoothness based inverse solutions ad-

dressed in this thesis. The chapter will then shed light on possible sources from which a priori

knowledge on the spatial correlation structure of brain activity can be derived. Finally, two ap-

proaches for informed linearly constrained source localization will be introduced - these are

PatchLORETA (Knösche et al., 2013) and FACE (Cottereau et al., 2012).

Chapter 3 covers the extension and improvement of PatchLORETA and deals with the plau-

sibility of LORETA-based source covariance estimates in the light of the underlying a priori

assumptions. As mentioned above, PatchLORETA has several limitations, which will shortly be

summarized in Sec. 3.1. Section 3.2 introduces an extension that allows to encode information

on the mutual similarity between neighboring sources. This is the basis for the use of alter-

native functio-anatomical information. Section 3.3 considers the estimation of a priori source

covariances by means of the inversion of a second order spatial derivative operator (Laplace op-

erator), which is crucial for LORETA methods. In particular, it will be pointed out that the mod-

ification of this Laplacian using prior knowledge introduces discrepancies between intended

and actually imposed a priori assumptions. Moreover, an additional normalization operator is

presented, which effectively reduces some of these artifacts. Section 3.4 focuses on the adjust-

ment of the Laplacian regularization parameter to control the estimated correlation structure.

The proposed method eliminates the influence of the spatial resolution of the source space on

the estimated spatial correlations.

Chapter 4 is focused on the evaluation of spatially informed linear inverse methods. Two

different types of simulations are used: (1) Simulations with carefully controlled activation pat-
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terns, and (2) Monte-Carlo (MC) simulations. The former are subject of Sec. 4.3. The source

patterns are defined manually in these simulations, and their agreement to prior knowledge

is systematically varied. Thus, the effects of incorporating prior knowledge into linear source

reconstruction methods on the localization results are presented in an illustrative manner. The

MC simulations are subject of Sec. 4.4-4.6. Here, several parameters for generating source pat-

terns are determined by random sampling. This is the basis to examine main characteristics of

the reconstruction results and to assess the benefit of using prior knowledge for linear source

reconstruction. Moreover, it allows to evaluate the accuracy of spatially informed methods with

respect to uncertainties in the volume conductor model, which occur, for instance, due to co-

registration errors.

Chapter 5 covers the application of informed LORETA-based linear inverse methods to re-

construct evoked brain activity from EEG/MEG data recorded in a language experiment. Sec-

tion 5.2 describes the methods used for the analysis, i.e. the experimental setup, EEG/MEG

data preprocessing, the forward model, prior information, the estimation of the noise and data

covariance matrix used for the determination of the Tikhonov regularization parameter, and

criteria for the assessment of the localization results. The reconstruction results are shown in

Sec. 5.3, separately for EEG and MEG, and are discussed in Sec. 5.4.

Finally, chapter 6 contains a summary and conclusions of the results presented in this thesis.

Two key points are targeted in this thesis. Chapter 3 contributes to the improved integration

of functio-anatomical prior information into the linear inverse problem. Chapter 4 and 5 pro-

vide important insight into the characteristics of informed smoothness based inverse methods

and how such approaches might facilitate EEG/MEG source reconstruction. The original con-

tributions listed below are given to the best of the author’s knowledge of existing literature.

1. A novel extension of the LORETA-Laplacian allows to encode the mutual similarity (i.e.

even gradual information) between neighbors. Such similarity information can be de-

rived from functio-anatomical prior knowledge (for example, parcellations, course of

major sulcus lines). Chapter 3.

2. A study on the plausibility of source variances and covariances estimated using an exist-

ing spatially informed LORETA-based inverse method (i.e. PatchLORETA) revealed that

the modification of the Laplacian introduces undesired a priori assumptions (i.e. arti-

facts) into the source covariance matrix. Chapter 3.

3. An additional normalization operator is introduced to compensate for major artifacts in

the estimated source covariance matrix. Chapter 3.

4. A measure is presented that allows to adjust the Laplacian regularization parameter ac-

cording to a desired smoothness criterion. It allows to carefully vary the strength of the

smoothness constraint and, more importantly, to control the covariance structure inde-

pendently of the spatial resolution of the source space. Chapter 3.

5. A simulation study, in which several subsets of a realistic parcellation are used as a prior

for informed LORETA, underpins that the consistency between a priori information and

the “true” activity pattern is of crucial importance to avoid only prior-driven source lo-

calization results. Chapter 4.
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6. Main characteristics of source distributions (i.e. features as the spatial extent) estimated

on the basis of spatially informed linear inverse methods are determined. This is done

using Monte-Carlo (MC) simulations. Chapter 4.

7. MC simulations are used to asses the benefit of incorporating functio-anatomical prior

knowledge into linear source reconstruction. Chapter 4.

8. The informed LORETA approach is used to analyze experimental EEG/MEG data recor-

ded in a spoken language experiment. Chapter 5.
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2 Theoretical Background

2.1 Overview

The reconstruction of brain activity from bioelectromagnetic data requires to model electri-

cal sources (Section 2.2.1), tissues inside the head (volume conductor) and the solution of the

forward problem (Section 2.2.2), that is, the prediction of the magnetic field and the electric

potential at sensors given a known activation. The goal of the reconstruction is the estimation

of the free model parameters using a certain goal function. Due to the ambiguity of the neu-

roelectromagnetic inverse problem, the integration of prior knowledge to constrain both fixed

(Section 2.2.3) and free model parameters (Section 2.3) is important.

This thesis focuses on the use of distributed source models, which allow to reconstruct a

spatial activity distribution (Section 2.3). A linear solution can be derived by means of opti-

mization using Lagrange multipliers, for instance Tikhonov regularization (Section 2.4.3), and

on the basis of probability theory using Bayes’s law (Section 2.4.2). Their relationship with re-

spect to the definition of additional assumptions on the functional similarity between sources

is particularly important (Section 2.4.4).

On the one hand, information on the functional similarity can be based on assumptions. For

example, the LORETA method (Section 2.4.5) employs a general smoothness assumptions. This

assumption introduces a certain degree of correlation between sources, particularly between

sources which are close to each other . LORETA is the basis for the reconstruction method that

is extended in this work (see below). On the other hand, functional similarity between sources

can be derived using explicit knowledge, e.g., drawn from other functional modalities (Section

2.5.2) or the functio-anatomical organization of the cortex (Section 2.5.3). An example for the

latter one are parcellations, which were recently integrated in two linear reconstruction meth-

ods. (1) The FACE method (Cottereau et al., 2012) encodes such knowledge on the basis of the

explicit definition of source correlations (Section 2.5.5). (2) PatchLORETA (Knösche et al., 2013)

utilizes parcellations by means of a spatial derivative operator whose intrinsic smoothness con-

straint is lifted at boundaries (Section 2.5.4). This method is the basis for the generalization to

utilize functio-anatomical information presented in chapter 3. The improved method and the

FACE method mentioned above are used for the evaluation carried out in chapter 4.



2 Theoretical Background

2.2 EEG/MEG Source Modeling and the Forward Solution

2.2.1 Source Models

The solution of the bioelectromagnetic inverse problem aims at reconstructing the primary

current density of neuronal processes. Therefore, a model of the current density is required. If

the current density concentrates in a small area whose extent is much smaller than its distance

to sensors , a so called equivalent current dipole (ECD) can be used to model the current density

(cmp., for instance, Knösche, 1997). An ECD describes a quasi-pointlike current flow and is

parameterized by location, orientation and strength. ECDs are the atomic elements in most

source reconstruction methods.

Two general approaches to utilize ECDs can be distinguished. (1) Single- and multiple dipole

methods might be used to model focal brain activity, either on the basis of moving, rotating, or

fixed dipoles. Moving dipole methods estimate location, orientation and strengths of the ECDs.

In contrast, the location is fixed in rotating dipole methods, only orientations and strengths

may vary. Single-/Multiple dipole models are particularly useful if a small number of active

sources (focal activity) can be expected. This is the case, for instance, in the field of analyzing

epileptic seizures (da Silva, 2008). (2) An alternative is the use of so called distributed source

models (Singh et al., 1984), where a large number of fixed dipoles (i.e. ECDs with fixed loca-

tion and orientation) is used to sample the volume in which activity is expected. In contrast

to single- or multiple dipole models, the concurrent reconstruction of all dipole strengths pro-

vides a spatial current density distribution. Either multiple dipoles, i.e. typically three orthog-

onal dipoles1, or only a single ECD are placed at each location, see Section 2.2.3.

The present work is based on the use of distributed source models. Before the estimation

of source parameters from EEG/MEG data is possible, the solution of the so called forward

problem is required. This is addressed in the subsequent section. Moreover, it is often useful to

constrain the source model using additional prior knowledge, e.g. on the likely location of the

generators. This is subject of Section 2.2.3.

2.2.2 Forward Solution

The forward solution draws the relationship between the source parameters and the sensor

values. This requires to consider the volume conductor properties, i.e. the conductivity struc-

ture of the tissues, fluids and bone inside and on the head. This section gives a condensed

overview on the calculation of the forward solution. A much more detailed explanation of this

topic can be found in literature (e.g. Grunwald, 1996).

Following the law of Biot-Savart, a current density~J impressed in the volume V located at r ′

generates the magnetic flux density

~B (~r ) = µ0

4π

∫
V

~J
(
~r ′)× (

~r −~r ′)
|~r −~r ′|3 d~r ′ (2.1)

at the sensor location r . The parameter µ0 is the magnetic constant. Likewise, the electric

1For source localization based on MEG data it is common to use only two orthogonal ECDs because radial source
components cannot be detected.
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2.2 EEG/MEG Source Modeling and the Forward Solution

potential at the distance r in a medium with the conductivity σ is

Φ (~r ) = 1

4π

∫
V

~J
(
~r ′) · (~r −~r ′)
σ · |~r −~r ′|3 d~r ′. (2.2)

Under the assumption that the extent of V is small in comparison to its distance to sensors, the

current density at r ′ can be approximated using a current dipole, i.e. ~Q = ∫
V
~J

(
~r ′)d~r ′. Conse-

quently, Eq. 2.1 and 2.2 change to

~BD (~r ) = µ0

4π

~Q × (
~r −~r ′)

|~r −~r ′|3 (2.3)

and

ΦD (~r ) = 1

4πσ

~Q · (~r −~r ′)
|~r −~r ′|3 . (2.4)

The parameters of ~Q are its magnitude, orientation, and location. Equations 2.3 and 2.4 allow

to calculate the magnetic flux density and the electric potential generated by a current dipole in

an infinite and homogeneous volume conductor. Hence, they are the fundamental basis for the

forward solution in the neuroelectromagnetic inverse problem. Signals generated by multiple

ECDs as used, for example, in multi and distributed source models can be derived from the

superposition of the individual components.

However, two issues must be taken into account in practice. First, although one is only inter-

ested in estimating the primary currents, the effect of secondary currents, which particularly

depend on the volume conducting properties, need to be considered. Second, the conductivity

distribution and the physical structure of a realistic volume conductor is very complex. Thus,

an adequate model of the head with its various compartments is mandatory in order to reliably

predict the magnetic field and the electric potential.

The compartments of the head in which secondary currents flow are scalp, skull, cerebrospi-

nal fluid (CSF) and brain tissues. These compartments can be segmented from magnetic res-

onance imaging (MRI) data using, for example with the Neuroelectromagnetic Forward Head

Modeling Toolbox (NFT) (Acar and Makeig, 2010) or using Freesurfer (Fischl, 2012). The com-

partments are mainly arranged as concentric areas. That means it is in principle suitable to

assume that the conductivity profile changes much stronger in radial direction than within

the compartments themselves. The first approach to construct a model of the volume con-

ductor is to use spheres to approximate the boundaries between these compartments. In this

case, the analytic solution of the bioelectromagnetic forward problem is still possible (Munck,

1989, Sarvas, 1987). The second approach is to use the boundary element method (BEM) to

model the inter-compartment boundaries by means of triangulated meshes (Fuchs et al., 2001,

Hämäläinen and Sarvas, 1989). This is also the method of choice in this thesis. It requires a

numerical solution of the forward problem (see, e.g., Bommel et al., 1993, Mosher et al., 1999,

Zanow, 1997, Zanow and Peters, 1995) but allows a more realistic approximation of the individ-

ual, non-spherically shaped boundaries. The most sophisticated approach to model realistic

volume conductors, which is also based on a numerical solution, is the finite element method

(FEM) (see, e.g., Haueisen, 1996, Wolters et al., 2002). In contrast to BEM, where the conduc-

tivity inside the head is piecewise constant and isotropic, FEM is based on the subdivision of
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the whole head volume into many volume elements and allows to account for inhomogene-

ity and anisotropy in the different compartments. For example, the natural structure of the

human skull causes inhomogeneities in the conductivity. These inhomogeneities finally influ-

ence source localization results (Pohlmeier et al., 1997). The accuracy and the quality of the

volume conductor model are of crucial importance for the quality of source reconstruction

(Dannhauer et al., 2011, Güllmar et al., 2006, Lanfer et al., 2012).

The combination of a realistic volume conductor model and sensor information (i.e. sensor

position, orientation and physical properties) allows to determine a so called leadfield operator

for each pair of ECD and sensor. This operator describes the relationship between the dipole

parameters and the sensor values. In case of one dipole with fixed orientation and location

as, e.g., used in distributed source models, the evaluation of the leadfield operator yields the

scalar value l which transforms the dipole magnitude to a sensor value by means of a linear

projection. Consequently, the forward solutions for one ECD and a set of n sensors can be

condensed in the leadfield vector~l ∈ Rn . Finally, in a distributed source space with m sources,

all m leadfield vectors,~li , i ∈ 1. . .m, span the leadfield matrix L ∈Rn×m , which will subsequently

be shortly denoted as the so called Leadfield. Thus, the Leadfield defines the forward model.

The projection of the dipole magnitudes ~q ∈Rm of m fixed ECDs to the sensor space using the

Leadfield defines the linear forward solution

~d = L~q , (2.5)

where ~d ∈Rn contains n sensor values. Subsequently, these vectors will be denoted as d and q .

2.2.3 Using a priori Knowledge for the Source Model

Different approaches to generate source models based on ECDs were summarized in Section

2.2.1. In practice, it is often useful to employ additional knowledge to constrain the fixed pa-

rameters of the ECDs, that means to restrict the source model. This effectively narrows down

the space of possible solutions. Note that constraining fixed parameters is different from em-

ploying prior knowledge on the free parameters of ECDs (see Section 2.3): While the latter are

optimized in the light of the data, the former are taken as ground truth so that these a priori

assumptions cannot be rejected during source reconstruction. Thus, constraints on the source

model have a very strong influence on the solution.

The parameters that are usually constrained are number, location and orientation of dipoles.

Sources for this kind of information are, for example, general anatomical and physiological

knowledge and functional knowledge drawn from imaging modalities such as, for instance,

functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI). The use of such information will be shortly

outlined below. The main focus is on constraining distributed source models.

The main contributors to measurable EEG/MEG signals are the pyramidal cells of the cor-

tex (da Silva and van Rotterdam, 1999, Nunez and Srinivasan, 2006). Therefore it is, first, often

reasonable to restrict the sources to the cortical sheet, that means to constrain the location of

dipoles to tissue in which the measurable fields are likely to be generated. Dale and Sereno

(1993) proposed to approximate the cortical surface using a triangular mesh, where ECDs are

placed on each grid node. This consequently pursues the idea of distributed sources. A loca-

tion constraint was also employed by Im et al. (2005b), who placed rotating dipoles at certain
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locations in the cortical sheet. The dipole locations were chosen according to the peaks of a

spatial source distribution pattern that was identified from a prelocalization of EEG/MEG data

with a linear reconstruction method (Dale and Sereno, 1993, Dale et al., 2000). Similarly, Scherg

and Berg (1991) used multiple dipoles whose locations (and orientations) were constrained ac-

cording to their relative distance to match main aspects of cortical gyri.

Second, the pyramidal cells are usually oriented perpendicular to the interface between gray

and white matter. It is therefore reasonable to align the ECDs in a similar way. This is possi-

ble for single- and multiple dipole models (Scherg and Berg, 1991) and for distributed source

models (Dale and Sereno, 1993). For example, it is straightforward to place a single perpendic-

ular dipole at each node of a triangular mesh (see above, Dale and Sereno, 1993). However,

the estimated perpendicular direction is prone to errors from the MRI based segmentation and

subsequent tessellation of brain tissues, which is needed in order define a cortical mesh. An

alternative to this strict orientation constraint is to place multiple dipoles on each mesh node.

All dipoles together define an effective orientation. Deviation from this orientation is possible

by means of, e.g., a projection matrix (known as loose orientation constraint, Lin et al., 2006a)

or based on a tripod with non-orthogonal components (Knösche et al., 2013). Another alter-

native to prevent such uncertainties was presented by Phillips et al. (2002). Firstly, they used a

voxel space that covers the whole cortical sheet rather than only a two dimensional hypersur-

face (i.e. a folded cortical surface). Secondly, they placed one ECD in the center of each voxel

and aligned it towards the interface between gray and white matter. Thirdly, they assigned a

probability to each source. The probability expresses how likely it is that the source is covered

by gray or white matter.

Another type of prior information is functional knowledge which can be drawn from func-

tional imaging modalities. Imaging techniques measure second order effects of neuroelectric

activity. For example, PET indicates ongoing metabolic processes in neuronal cells based on ra-

dioactive markers. fMRI detects the blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) contrast that

results from changes in blood flow due to the energy demand in neuronal active and inac-

tive areas (Magistretti et al., 1999). There is considerable evidence from both studies in animals

(Grinvald et al., 1986, Logothetis et al., 2001, Malonek and Grinvald, 1996) and humans (Benson

et al., 1996, Puce et al., 1995, 1997) for a general correlation between the spatial distributions of

electrical brain activity and hemodynamic changes during a given task. It is therefore obvious

to constrain EEG/MEG source estimates using the (local) fMRI response or the PET signals as

prior knowledge.

One possibility to incorporate functional information to constrain the source model can be

seen as an extension to the cortical location constraint (Dale and Sereno, 1993). Baillet and Gar-

nero (1997) restricted the source space only to voxels that are simultaneously active (patches)

during hemodynamic measurements. Similarly, Fujimaki et al. (2002) subdivided large fMRI

activation volumes and placed single ECDs in the center of each subvolume. Obviously, ap-

proaches like these give a very strong weight to fMRI prior knowledge in that sources with-

out significant support from the functional modality are completely discarded from the source

model and, therefore, from EEG/MEG source reconstruction.

Unless otherwise noted, a cortical mesh with high spatial resolution is used in this work as the

source space. In this case, potential uncertainties concerning the perpendicular orientation of

dipoles are less problematic (Lin et al., 2006a). Thus, only the strict orientation constraint will
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be applied. No additional prior knowledge is incorporated into the source model. However,

prior information is used to constrain the free parameters, i.e. the dipole magnitudes, in the

inverse problem (see Section 2.3 and 2.5).

2.3 The Inverse Solution and Constraints from Independent Prior Information

The goal of the solution of the bioelectromagnetic inverse problem the determination of the

free parameters of the source model in the light of EEG/MEG data. A variety of methods have

been developed to estimate electric brain activity. This includes methods based on single-

and multiple dipoles, e.g. dipole fitting (Scherg and Berg, 1991, Scherg and von Cramon, 1985,

1986), multiple signal classification (MUSIC, Mosher et al., 1992), beamforming (Robinson and

Vrba, 1999, van Veen et al., 1997), and methods based on distributed sources where the solution

is found using an iterative optimization scheme (e.g. Gorodnitsky et al., 1992) or by means of a

linear inverse mapping (Hämäläinen and Ilmoniemi, 1994, Pascual-Marqui et al., 1994), which

is sometimes also referred to as Leadfield imaging. An overview on this topic can also be found

in literature (see, e.g., Baillet et al., 2001, Grech et al., 2008, Wendel et al., 2009).

Moreover, there are a variety of possibilities to incorporate independent prior information to

constrain the free parameters. For example, the strength and location in a multiple dipole ap-

proach can be fitted subject to the cortical location and orientation constraint (Auranen et al.,

2007). Similarly, these dipoles could be replaced by compact patches which cover an area of

predefined size (Kincses et al., 1999, Lütkenhöner et al., 1995). Other approaches minimize the

distance between the EEG/MEG inverse solution and the fMRI subspace or use statistical maps

drawn from fMRI to control a statistical prior on source locations (Jun et al., 2008). For the use

of distributed source models, it is very common to employ independent prior knowledge into

weights for the dipole magnitudes. Since this is also a key concept in this work, it is discussed

separately in Section 2.5.

The estimation of a unique solution, which determines the free model parameters, requires a

so called goal function. For single- and multiple dipole models, for which the inverse problem

is overdetermined since the number of free parameters is much smaller than the number of

channels, the goal function needs to balance the agreement between predicted and recorded

data. In contrast, the number of ECDs employed in distributes source models usually exceeds

the number of senors by far. In order to find a unique solution to this underdetermined prob-

lem, the goal function additionally needs to balance the agreement between the estimated so-

lution and a priori assumptions, e.g. by means of regularization. In principle, there are many

different ways to derive a goal function. However, two are of particular importance for this the-

sis and, therefore, they will be outlined below briefly. They are discussed in some more detail

with respect to distributed source models in Section 2.4.

First, a widely used technique is the optimization of a functional which consists of several

terms (e.g. Marquardt, 1963, Tikhonov and Arsenin, 1977). Each of these terms measures a

certain agreement (i.e. a certain constraint on the solution, see above) by means of some `-

norm. They are combined using a weighted sum to scale their individual impact on the solu-

tion. This is also known as a regularization approach (see Section 2.4.3) and can be understood

as an optimization using Lagrange multipliers. Typically, the minimization of the functional

using non-linear or linear algorithms (see, for instance, Section 2.4.3) provides a unique solu-
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tion. Constraints can either be formulated with or without using additional prior information.

In the latter case, additional weights determined by independent prior knowledge are usually

used for weighting free model parameters.

The second strategy with relevance for this work is the derivation of a goal function on the

basis of probabilistic theory, particularly on Bayesian inference (see Section 2.4.2). In this case,

all parameters are treated as random variables with a dedicated probability density function

(PDF). According to the law of Bayes, a likelihood, that means a PDF of the forward solution (see

Section 2.4.2), and a prior, that means a PDF of the free model parameters which are known

a priori, allow to determine the posterior, i.e. the PDF of the free parameters in the light of

both data and prior, by means of conditional probabilities. Theoretically, Bayesian inference

is very powerful and allows source analysis in a probabilistic sense, for instance to answer the

question if it is likely that the activity strength in a certain region exceeds a certain threshold

(Schmidt et al., 1999). However, this requires the full determination of the posterior, which is

usually not possible (see Section 2.4.2). Therefore, most methods are based on the evaluation of

prominent features of the posterior (cmp., e.g., Friston et al., 2002, Trujillo-Barreto et al., 2004),

for example the maximum probability density. Similarly to regularization based optimization,

this allows to define a unique representative solution. Others sample the posterior by means of

Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods (e.g. Jun et al., 2008, Schmidt et al., 1999), which

is a technique that tries to estimate the probability distribution of the posterior.

Bayesian inference provides a formal means of incorporating independent prior informa-

tion. In practice, however, the PDF of the prior information does not exist, at least not by means

of an analytic function. It is therefore common to approximate the prior using a model func-

tion, for example a Gaussian distribution, whose parameters serve for the encoding of indepen-

dent prior information. Thus, prior information is encoded by means of statistical parameters,

whereas regularization based approaches employ prior information by the definition of weight

factors. The relationship between these different approaches is of crucial importance for prior

information which embodies assumptions on the spatial correlation structure of brain activity

(see Section 2.5). This kind of information is employed in this thesis.

2.4 Approaches to Solve the Inverse Problem using Distributed Sources

2.4.1 Introductory Remarks

Main aspects of the biomagnetic inverse problem were outlined in the previous sections, for

example possible approaches for its solution and the integration of independent prior knowl-

edge. Since distributed source models are of key importance in the present work, their use for

the solution of the bioelectromagnetic inverse problem is discussed in more detail in this very

section.

According to Eq. 2.5, the electric potential and the magnetic field, respectively, recorded at n

sensors and generated by usually m À n dipoles with fixed location and orientation is given by

d = Lq +ε. (2.6)

This means that the data is composed of a projection of the dipole magnitudes into sensor

space through the Leadfield, and of noise, ε ∈ Rn . Noise contains both technical noise of the
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sensors and background activity in the brain, that means activity which is expected to be un-

correlated to activity which aims to be reconstructed2. The dipole magnitudes are the free

model parameters which have to be estimated in the light of the data. Due to the ill-posed na-

ture of the inverse problem, there is an infinite number of possible solutions which can explain

a certain measurement, d . A unique solution can only be found with the help of additional

constraints.

Various ways exist to derive such a solution, see, for instance, Liu et al. (2002), Mosher et al.

(2003) and Hauk (2004) for an overview. A lot of them lead to a linear inverse solution. Two

of these methods are of particular interest for the present work: Bayesian inference and the

Tikhonov regularization based solution (Tikhonov and Arsenin, 1977). These two methods will

be introduced and compared in the subsequent sections. Finally, the linear inverse method

which employs a generic smoothness constraint (LORETA, Pascual-Marqui et al., 1994) will

be introduced. It is fundamental for the method proposed by Knösche et al. (2013) to employ

functio-anatomical prior information. This, in turn, the basis for the method developed in this

work.

2.4.2 Bayesian Inference

Bayesian inference provides a generalized framework to solve inverse problems. As already

stated in Section 2.3, the Bayesian approach relies on the definition of probability density func-

tions for noise, i.e. the likelihood, and for a priori assumptions on the free parameters (prior).

The noise is usually assumed to be normally distributed with zero mean. Following this as-

sumption and Eq. 2.6, the likelihood can be expressed as a function of the source strengths, i.e.

using a multivariate Gaussian distribution given by

ρ(d |q) ∝ exp

(
−1

2
(d −Lq)T C−1

ε (d −Lq)

)
. (2.7)

The noise covariance matrix, Cε ∈ Rn×n , contains variances and covariances of the noise. The

likelihood, ρ(d |q), defines the conditional probability of the data given the particular model

parameters.

As stated above, Bayesian inference provides a formal means of incorporating independent

prior knowledge. This means that any arbitrary PDF that describes the probability of the source

strengths in absence of the data could be used. While a precise, quantitative definition of the

prior would be desirable, it is simply not possible to derive it from other modalities, e.g. fMRI,

since their relationship to electrical brain activity is highly non-linear and still not fully under-

stood.

Therefore, the prior, ρ(d), is usually expected to follow a Gaussian distribution with zero

mean as well. This leads to a so-called shrinkage prior, that means the mean activity is ex-

pected to be zero. The variance controls the possibility to diverge from zero. A large variance

renders the activation of a source more likely and vice versa. In principle, the use of non-zero

expectation values is possible. However, it is only hardly possible to derive a precise expecta-

2A typical application of source reconstruction is the localization of event related potentials, i.e. of signals which
are expected to be correlated to some event as, e.g., a certain visual, auditory or motor stimulation. Background
activity, i.e. spontaneous activity somewhere in the brain, is expected to be uncorrelated to such events.
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tion value from other knowledge as well. Finally, the shrinkage prior is given by

ρ(q) ∝ exp

(
−1

2
qT C−1

q q

)
. (2.8)

The source covariance matrix, Cq ∈ Rm×m , defines a priori source variances and covariances

between sources. It eventually allows to encode independent prior knowledge.

According to Bayes’ Theorem, the posterior, ρ(q |d), can be inferred from the joint PDF of

likelihood and prior, i.e.

ρ(q|d) = ρ(d |q)ρ(q)

ρ(d)
. (2.9)

The model evidence, ρ(d), is defined as

ρ(d) =
∫
ρ(d |q)ρ(q)∂q . (2.10)

This is the marginal probability distribution of the measurement and it can be treated as a con-

stant. In practice, its calculation is usually computationally not tractable. That means that the

posterior cannot be fully determined. However, since both likelihood and prior are Gaussian

functions, the posterior is a Gaussian as well. Thus, the model evidence can be omitted if the

evaluation of the posterior is limited to features of the Gaussian. This is, in fact, common prac-

tice.

A multivariate normal distribution is characterized by two parameters, i.e. a vector of expec-

tation values and a covariance matrix. The former defines the location of the maximum of the

probability density function. This point can easily be determined by means of linear optimiza-

tion (Tarantola, 2005), for instance by minimizing the exponent of the joint PDF ρ(d |q)ρ(q), i.e.

q̂ = argmin
q

{
(d −Lq)T C−1

ε (d −Lq)+qT C−1
q q

}
. (2.11)

The solution of this minimization problem is

q̂ =Cq LT (
LCq LT +Cε

)−1
d , (2.12)

which is referred to as the linear maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimate. Thus, the solution to

the inverse problem is represented by a single ’best’ estimate of the dipole magnitudes. This

estimate corresponds to the maximum probability density.

The linear solution in Eq. 2.12 requires a quantitative a priori definition of source variances

and covariances. Usually, however, only qualitative information is available. It is obvious that

an arbitrary source variance information, which is encoded in Cq , gives rise to an imbalance

between predicted signal strengths and noise. To account for this, consider multiplying the

right hand side of Eq. 2.12 with the scalar σ2
q /σ2

q where σ2
q denotes the unknown mean source

variance. Then, Cq /σ2
q can be replaced by the normalized covariance matrix, Rq ∈Rm×m . This

matrix encodes qualitative rather than quantitative prior knowledge. This can be, for instance,

correlation between sources or arbitrary weights on the variance (de Peralta Menendez and

Gonzalez Andino, 1998, 2002, Phillips et al., 2002). In other words, this matrix allows to employ

information on relative covariances. For example, it is possible to express the belief that source

A is more likely to be activated than source B, or that source A has a stronger connection to
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source B than to source C. Given this, Eq. 2.12 changes to

q̂ = Rq LT

(
LRq LT + 1

σ2
q

Cε

)−1

d . (2.13)

The unknown mean source variance σ2
q , which is the remaining free parameter, serves as a

regularization parameter to scale the signal-to-noise ratio. It might be fitted from the data, for

example by means of an L-Curve method. An alternative is to estimate σ2
q from the noise and

data covariance matrix. The basis for this is a technique proposed by Smith (1992). They es-

timated the full source covariance matrix (i.e. not only variances) from sensor signals on the

basis of two essential assumptions. First, they assumed that signals and noise are uncorre-

lated. Second, none of the projections of active sources to the sensor domain is part of the

nullspace, that means any activity is visible in the data. Knösche (1997) followed this idea and

estimated the source variance in a least squares sense for the case that the noise is uncorrelated

over channels. Here, however, it is necessary to consider spatially correlated noise. Therefore,

a more general formulation of the underlying problem was employed here. Consider the fol-

lowing expression:

tr(Lσ2
q Rq LT ) = tr(Cd )− tr(Cε). (2.14)

Cd is the covariance matrix of the noisy data and tr(·) denotes the trace of the matrix. The

equation states that the predicted accumulated variance in the sensor domain equals the ac-

cumulated measured variance of the noise-free signals. Solving for σ2
q reveals

σ2
q = tr(Cd )− tr(Cε)

tr
(
LRq LT

) . (2.15)

This estimation of the source variance is the basis for both simulations and the analysis of ex-

perimental data carried out in this work.

2.4.3 Tikhonov Regularization

Another approach to derive a unique solution q̂ that explains the measurement d can be

found by solving a constrained minimization problem. Based on Eq. 2.6 (data term) and an

additional (arbitrary) `2-norm based assumption on the dipole magnitudes (model term), the

problem states as

argmin
q

∥∥W q
∥∥2

2 subject to the constraint
∥∥d −Lq

∥∥2
2 = 0. (2.16)

It can be written as a combined optimization problem using Tikhonov regularization (Tikhonov

and Arsenin, 1977):

q̂ = argmin
q

{∥∥d −Lq
∥∥2

2 +α2
∥∥W q

∥∥2
2

}
. (2.17)

The regularization parameter α scales between the influence of the data term and the model

term on the solution. The matrix W ∈Rm×m allows to constrain the source parameters with dif-

ferent assumptions (see below). Since Eq. 2.17 is based on squared norms, it is straightforward
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to derive a linear solution, i.e.

q̂ = (
W T W

)+
LT

(
L

(
W T W

)+
LT +α2I

)−1
d , (2.18)

where (·)+ denotes the regularized inverse matrix.

If W = I is the identity matrix, Eq. 2.18 simplifies to the well-known minimum norm (MN)

solution (Hämäläinen and Ilmoniemi, 1984, 1994),

q̂ = LT (
LLT +α2I

)−1
d , (2.19)

where the solution matrix G = LT
(
LLT +α2I

)−1
corresponds to the Moore–Penrose pseudoin-

verse (Golub and van Loan, 1996) of L in the absence of additional constraints (α= 0). The MN

method tends to prefer superficial sources because they have a larger impact on the sensors

(Fuchs et al., 1999, Jeffs et al., 1987). To account for this bias it is common to apply the so-

called leadfield normalization (Crowley et al., 1990, Hämäläinen and Ilmoniemi, 1984, 1994,

Jeffs et al., 1987, Köhler et al., 1996, Wang et al., 1993), which weights each source according to

its impact on all sensors. This can be done using a diagonal weighting matrix, i.e. W =Ω, with

a definition of the elements according to Köhler et al. (1996), i.e.

Ωi i =
√

‖L·i‖2. (2.20)

This definition ensures an equal balance between deep and superficial sources (Fuchs et al.,

1999), given that the `2-norm is used to penalize the dipole magnitudes. This is commonly

referred to as the weighted minimum norm (WMN) solution. Another approach involves the

`2-norm of the solution weighted by a smoothness operator, which approximates the second

spatial derivative (Laplacian) and, therefore, imposes a general source correlation pattern. This

technique has been put forward as Low Resolution Electromagnetic Tomography (LORETA) by

Pascual-Marqui and colleagues 1994. It selects a solution with both small current strengths and

high smoothness. It will be discussed in Section 2.4.5 in more detail.

MN solutions produce a rather blurred image of the brain activity. This reflects the non-

uniqueness of the inverse problem and the limitations in quantity (number of sensors) and

quality (signal-to-noise ratio) of EEG/MEG data (de Peralta Menendez and Gonzalez Andino,

2000). Less blurred images can be obtained by employing an `1-norm to constrain the dipole

magnitudes (Gorodnitsky et al., 1995, Nagarajan et al., 2006, Uutela et al., 1999). This, however,

requires non-linear optimization techniques. Of course, such an approach does not increase

the spatial resolution of EEG/MEG but only expresses the assumption that solutions are sparse

or focused. To some extent, this is similar to the use of single- and multiple dipole models.
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2.4.4 A Bayesian Perspective on Tikhonov Regularization

The aim of this section is to emphasize the relationship between linear solutions derived

using Bayesian inference and Tikhonov regularization. This relationship is a very important

basis for the incorporation of prior knowledge on the spatial correlation structure. The mere

comparison between Eq. 2.13 and 2.18 reveals the two following relations:

Rq = (
W T W

)+
(2.21)

1

σ2
q

Cε =α2I . (2.22)

Equation 2.21 describes the formal relationship between the weighting matrix employed with

the regularization approach and the normalized source covariance matrix. It means that - given

a suitable definition of W - the inversion of the squared weighting matrix allows to estimate

the source covariance structure, which is encoded in Rq (see below). Equation 2.22 relates to

noise. It is only valid under the assumption of uncorrelated homoscedastic noise, i.e. Cε =
σ2
ε I . It follows that the Tikhonov regularization approach implicitly assumes an uncorrelated

zero mean Gaussian distribution for the noise. This means that EEG/MEG data needs to be

prewithend before source reconstrucion. In contrast, Bayesian inference directly employs the

noise covariance matrix. The regularization parameter defines as α2 = σ2
ε/σ2

q , that means it

scales with the noise variance. Hence, the model term in the Tikhonov approach becomes

more influential if the uncertainty of the observed data increases.

Additionally, one can also assume uncorrelated homoscedastic source strengths, i.e. Rq = I .

Substituting this expression into Eq. 2.12 leads to the MN solution (Eq. 2.19). Thus, it can

be concluded that the MN approach implicitly assumes uncorrelated zero mean Gaussian dis-

tributions for source strengths and noise (Lewis et al., 1995). Likewise, the WMN approach

assumes that sources are uncorrelated, but have different variances. Since this weighting at-

tenuates superficial sources with respect to deep sources, the latter ones are expected to have a

larger a priori variance, that means they are more likely to diverge from zero. However, it is very

likely that superficial sources are the main contributors to measured EEG/MEG signals. This

emphasizes that leadfield normalization is a rather arbitrary assumption.

The analysis of Eq. 2.21 is particularly interesting for LORETA based methods. Again, it states

that the inversion of W provides an estimate of the source correlations encoded in Rq . LORETA

is based on a general smoothness assumption, that means it employs information on the corre-

lation structure (see Section 2.4.5 for a detailed description). However, this is not based on the

definition of correlations but rather on a spatial derivative operator. In other words, LORETA

provides a means of defining a correlation structure without the need for an explicit defini-

tion of correlations. This is interesting for several reasons. For instance, it allows to impose

a rather strong smoothness assumption, which actually implies that a lot of sources are cor-

related to each other, at least to some small (i.e. non-zero) extent. The integration of such

an assumption directly in Rq would be inefficient since a huge number of non-zero elements

drastically reduces the sparsity of Rq . This is particularly problematic if the cortical sheet is ap-

proximated using a high spatial resolution grid. In contrast, W is always sparse since it defines

a local smoothness criterion (i.e. it only depends on weighting neighboring sources), which is

finally transformed into the global smoothness assumption by means of the efficient inversion
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of W T W 3.

It can be summarized that Tikhonov approach provides an efficient way to impose assump-

tions on the spatial correlation structure by means of the weighting matrix W . This is particu-

larly important for informed smoothness based methods (e.g. Knösche et al., 2013, see below),

in which the degree of correlation depends on both the geodesic distance and the functional

similarity between sources. However, it must be considered that the inverse of the squared

weighting matrix only provides an estimate of Rq . Hence, it depends on the properties of W

and the inversion procedure whether the estimated correlations are plausible. Equation 2.21

can be used to verify whether certain assumptions formulated by means of W lead to a desired

correlation structure4. It will be shown in Section 3.3 that this is not always the case, particu-

larly when functio-anatomical prior knowledge is employed.

This work utilizes both the Tikhonov regularization approach and the Bayesian solution. The

latter one allows the definition of noise covariance matrix, while the former one provides an ef-

fect way to encode correlation assumptions. Therefore, Eq. 2.21 is substituted into 2.13. Hence,

the linear solution which is used for simulations and experimental evaluation in this work de-

fines as

q̂ = (
W T W

)+
LT

(
L

(
W T W

)+
LT + 1

σ2
q

Cε

)−1

d . (2.23)

Using Eq. 2.15 and the relationship Rq = (
W T W

)+
, the estimation of σ2

q is straightforward.

2.4.5 Low Resolution Electromagnetic Tomography (LORETA)

As introduced above, the LORETA method, which has been put forward by Pascal-Marqui

and colleagues (1995, 1994), exhibits a general spatial smoothness assumption. It is the basis

for the informed smoothness based method proposed by Knösche et al. (2013) and, therefore,

essential for the method presented in this thesis.

The general smoothness constraint is defined by means of a second order spatial derivative

operator, i.e. the Laplacian B ∈Rm×m . It encodes a functional dependence between neighbor-

ing sources in the weighting matrix W . In LORETA, the Laplacian is combined with a leadfield

normalization operator, i.e.

W = BΩ. (2.24)

The definition for B depends on the underlying source space (see below). Given this, the full

LORETA solution writes as

q̂ =Ω−1 (
B T B

)+
Ω−1LT

(
LΩ−1 (

B T B
)+
Ω−1LT + 1

σ2
q

Cε

)−1

d . (2.25)

Since Ω is a diagonal matrix it is obvious that B imposes the correlation structure. This has

already been pointed out by Pascual-Marqui (1995). In general, the Laplacian is defined as the

3The explicit calculation of the inverse would lead to a similar problem as directly defining Rq . However, the
inverse does not have to be calculated for the solution of Eq. 2.18 since LU-decomposition can be applied to
solve (W T W )+LT (Golub and van Loan, 1996).

4In practice, this is only possible for source models that consist of a rather small number of sources. The explicit
inversion of a matrix is computationally intensive and the inverse requires approximately m2 · 4 · 10−6 MB of
memory.
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divergence of the gradient. Its application to a scalar field of dipole magnitudes determines

the strength of the variation of the magnitudes. Hence, the Laplacian actually constrains both

the curvature and the norm of the spatially distributed source activity. The simultaneous min-

imization of these two constraints leads to a compromise between the activation of topologi-

cally close sources and those with similar leadfields (e.g. sources on opposite sides of a sulcus).

LORETA was originally introduced on a cubic grid with three orthogonal dipoles per node.

Pascual-Marqui et al. (1994) approximated a Laplacian for such a grid using

Bi i =− 6

r 2

Bi j = 6

r 2 · 6+|Θi |
12 · |Θi |

j ∈Θi .
(2.26)

Θi is the set of all dipoles that belong to the direct neighborhood of dipole i , |Θi | denotes the

number of neighbors of i (usually six for inner voxels), and r the euclidean distance between

two neighboring dipoles. Note that sources with a different number of neighbors (i.e. less than

six) are treated differently. Knösche et al. (2013) demonstrated that this leads to a punishment

of sources in edge, corner and surface voxels, i.e. activity is suppressed there. They introduced

a row normalization of B to account for this issue (see below).

The fundamental assumption of LORETA is that close reconstruction points exhibit simi-

lar source activity. This was criticized since the actual scale of neural smoothness is different

from the smoothness scale imposed by LORETA (Hämäläinen, 1995, Ilmoniemi, 1995, Nunez,

1995). In fact, the smoothness constraint has no neurophysiological justification at all, neither

between neighbors on a volumetric source space nor between reconstruction points on a 2D

hypersurface. The latter is often used to restrict the sources to the folded cortical sheet. The

smoothness constraint is rather a means of expressing the inherent uncertainty of the neuro-

electromagnetic inverse problem.

The approximation of a Laplacian on a folded source space is somewhat more difficult. Usu-

ally, distances and angles between neighbors vary on a triangulated grid (see Fig. 2.1). More-

over, the number of neighbors is not necessarily constant. While Pascual-Marqui (1995) pre-

sented an simplistic definition for B on a 2D surface, the operator proposed by Huiskamp

(1991) is better suited and has actually been applied to LORETA on a folded cortical surface

Figure 2.1: Approximation of a Laplacian on a triangulated 2D surface. Angles and distances
are not constant, the number of neighbors can vary.
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(Riera et al., 1996, Trujillo-Barreto et al., 2008). As already pointed out by Knösche et al. (2013),

this operator is an approximation for a planar 2D grid, that means it disregards the curvature

of the cortical surface. In order to minimize possible negative effects, the curvature between

spatial neighbors should be as small as possible. This can be achieved by a sufficiently high

spatial resolution.

Knösche et al. (2013) combined the Laplacian introduced by Huiskamp (1991) with the pre-

viously mentioned row normalization and proposed the surface Laplacian

Bi i =−1−λB

Bi j =


γi j∑

k
γi k

j ,k ∈Θi

0 j ,k ∉Θi

γi j = Φi j

ri j
= 1

ri j

(
1−cosΦ+

i j

sinΦ+
i j

+
1−cosΦ−

i j

sinΦ−
i j

)
(2.27)

The anglesΦi and distances ri j are defined as depicted in Fig. 2.1. The regularization parame-

ter λB is required since B is singular due to the normalization. Note that such a parameter was

not required with previously introduced Laplacians (e.g. Huiskamp, 1991, Pascual-Marqui,

1995, Pascual-Marqui et al., 1994), because irregularities of the grid, e.g. a varying number of

neighbors or varying distances between neighbors, actually embody regularization.

The normalization to the row sum of all off-diagonal elements is important for the 2D Lapla-

cian. The potential differences between the number of neighbors is certainly not as large than

on a cubic grid, for which a corner voxel with three neighbors has only half as much neighbors

as an inner voxel with six neighbors. However, the 2D mesh is comprised of irregularities which

may introduce an additional bias. The normalization accounts for both aspects and ensures the

same overall weighting of each source. Moreover, this normalization becomes particularly im-

portant when the regular neighborhood is modified using prior knowledge (see Section 2.5.4,

Knösche et al., 2013), which may lead to a rather large variation in the number of neighboring

sources.
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2.5 Prior Knowledge for the Source Covariance Matrix

2.5.1 Background

As introduced in Section 2.4, the source covariance matrix can be used to encode prior in-

formation for the localization of brain activity from EEG/MEG data by means of distributed

source models. The diagonal entries control the probability for a source to be activated dur-

ing reconstruction. Large values with respect to others increase this probability and vice versa.

Off-diagonal elements can be used to encode functional similarity, that means if it is likely

that two sources are concurrently activated. The methods mentioned in previous sections are

based on rather arbitrary assumptions on source covariances. The subsequent sections deal

with the integration of independent prior knowledge on source covariances drawn from func-

tional measurements (Section 2.5.2) and from the functional organization of the cortex (Section

2.5.3).

The present work is focused on the use of functio-anatomical prior knowledge (see below),

e.g. given by the functional organization in terms of a cortex parcellation. The use of such infor-

mation for linear source reconstruction was proposed by Cottereau et al. (2012) and Knösche

et al. (2013). Since their methods, i.e. FACE (Cottereau et al., 2012) and PatchLORETA (Knösche

et al., 2013), are part of the evaluation in chapter 4, they will be outlined in Sections 2.5.5 and

2.5.4. Moreover, PatchLORETA is the basis for the method developed in this thesis introduced

in chapter 3.

2.5.2 Encoding Functional Information into the Source Covariance Matrix

As introduced in Section 2.2.3, it can reasonably be assumed that the spatial distributions of

electrical brain activity and hemodynamic changes during a given task are correlated. Hence,

BOLD activity drawn from fMRI can be used to constrain EEG/MEG source reconstruction.

An alternative to the restriction of the source space, as it was outlined above, is to encode

fMRI in the diagonal elements to constrain the source variances. Thus, regions with strong

BOLD signals are preferred for reconstruction. This was proposed in several publications, e.g.

Babiloni et al. (1998), Dale et al. (2000), Im et al. (2005a), Liu et al. (1998, 2002), Sato et al. (2004).

A common strategy is to binarize the BOLD information using some threshold. Assuming zero

variance for voxels without significant fMRI activity corresponds to the restriction of the source

space proposed by Baillet and Garnero (1997). Since, however, the time scales of BOLD and

neuroelectric activity are highly different, Liu and He (2008) presented a time dependent prior

on the source variance. fMRI appears as a prior on the integrated source variance over a time

window (averaged evoked response) and EEG data is used to retrieve the temporal variation

of the source variance within this time window. Alternatively, one can employ the PEB frame-

work introduced before to encode fMRI into multiple source covariance components (Henson

et al., 2010, 2011). Since this framework usually employs a minimum norm like weighting in

addition to the defined components, it does not require evidence from fMRI for a source to be

reconstructed.

Besides the derivation of source variances, one can also account for the functional coupling

between sources. This can be done by encoding the correlation between hemodynamic time

courses in the off-diagonal elements of the source covariance matrix (Babiloni et al., 2002,
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2003). Likewise to the PEB framework, this is an alternative to exclude sources without sig-

nificant fMRI activity. An overview on integrating EEG/MEG source reconstruction with fMRI

can be found in, e.g., Dale and Halgren (2001) and Liu et al. (2006).

All approaches that integrate fMRI into EEG/MEG source reconstruction imply a strong re-

lation between BOLD and electrical source activity that might not always be justified for the

following reasons. First, the paradigms for the imaging and EEG/MEG experiments are often

different, even within the same study. Second, fMRI integrates activity mainly over time and

EEG/MEG over space, that means time and spatial resolution, respectively, are fundamentally

different. Third, the actual relationship between neural activity and the BOLD effect is still

not fully known and certainly non-linear. Even if BOLD and EEG/MEG sources generally have

good correlations, they have different origins and errors in one measure might bias the other

(Nunez and Silberstein, 2000). Fourth, EEG and MEG reflect only part of the neural activity,

namely temporally coherent activity of spatially aligned pyramidal cells. This restriction does

not apply to fMRI or any other functional imaging method. A more reliable approach towards

EEG/MEG and fMRI integration might be the establishment of joint generative source models

(Babajani and Soltanian-Zadeh, 2006, Sotero and Trujillo-Barreto, 2008) with an inverse frame-

work that explains both hemodynamic measurements and neuronal activity at the same time

(Daunizeau et al., 2007).

2.5.3 Source Covariance Constraints drawn from the Functional Cortex Organization

On a microscopic scale, brain function is based on interacting neurons that influence each

other due to biochemical and biophysical processes. On a macroscopic scale, a certain function

usually exhibits correlated activation in a certain brain region (Durbin and Mitchison, 1990,

Tononi et al., 1992) and, often, involves several areas. It is therefore reasonable to employ prior

information on the functional similarity structure between sources in the brain, which can be

effectively encoded in the source covariance matrix.

In principle, assumptions on similarity open a whole new world of possible sources for prior

knowledge. While it is impossible to infer the neural activity from anatomical properties, like

cytoarchitecture or long-range connectivity drawn by means of tractography methods (Behrens

et al., 2003, Catani et al., 2002, Koch et al., 2002) from diffusion weighted MRI (dwMRI) (Beaulieu,

2002, Bihan et al., 2001, Mori and van Zijl, 2002, Pierpaoli et al., 1996), in a particular experimen-

tal condition, it is much more reasonable to assume that similar structural properties coincide

with similar functional properties (Barbas and Rempel-Clower, 1997, Felleman and van Essen,

1991, Passingham et al., 2002).

Often, the similarity structure of functional or anatomical properties of the cortex is discon-

tinuous, featuring structurally and functionally distinct areas with relatively constant proper-

ties, e.g. cytoarchitecture (Knösche and Tittgemeyer, 2011), separated by more or less sharp

boundaries. Such a parcellation is known for cytoarchitecture (Brodmann, 1909), myeloar-

chitecture (Braitenberg, 1962, Vogt, 1910, 1911), and neurotransmitter receptor density (Zilles

et al., 1996, 2004). Unfortunately, individual parcellations of the cortex based on these prop-

erties are only available post-mortem. The only possibility to utilize such information is the

generation of standardized maps from empiric measurements that can be projected to the in-

dividual cortical surface. Today, individual parcellations are available in vivo. For example,
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long-range connectivity information drawn from dwMRI (Anwander et al., 2007, Johansen-

Berg et al., 2004, 2005, Rushworth et al., 2006), correlation between BOLD signals drawn from

task-related fMRI (Neumann et al., 2006), and low-frequency correlations in BOLD derived in

the absence of any task (Wig et al., 2014), i.e. resting state functional connectivity (Biswal et al.,

1995), has successfully been employed to derive parcellations of several parts of the human

brain.

Parcellations can be utilized in different ways for source reconstruction. First, it is possible to

assign a certain variance for all sources within a functional area (patch). For example, if there

is any reason to assume that a certain region is likely to be active, the variance of the sources

can be increased. Regions which are expected to be inactive can be attenuated by lowering

the source variances. For example, Cottereau et al. (2012) increased the variance of sources in

visual areas for the analysis of experimental data recorded under visual stimulation. Alterna-

tively, the Bayesian model averaging (BMA) Trujillo-Barreto et al. (2004) framework employs

one diagonal source covariance matrix for each patch and selects a certain combination of

patches by means of the model evidence to represent the solution.

Second, a parcellation represents a functio-anatomical structure of the cortex which can be

encoded in the off-diagonal elements of the source covariance matrix. This is based on the

assumption that (neighboring) sources within a patch exhibit a certain degree of functional

correlation, while sources in different regions are expected to be uncorrelated. Cottereau et al.

(2012) (Section 2.5.5) and Knösche et al. (2013) (Section 2.5.4) pursued this idea and proposed

different linear reconstruction schemes, where the functio-anatomical structure defined by the

parcellation is effectively approximated in the covariance matrix. However, the particular en-

coding of the prior knowledge is different.

Changes of the functio-anatomical properties (similarity structure) of the tissue can also

be expected at other functional borders, e.g. drawn from even purely macroanatomical in-

formation. There is evidence that some of the fundus lines of the major sulci, which can be

extracted from individual MRI (Goualher et al., 1999, Kao et al., 2007, Tu et al., 2007), repre-

sent strong functional boundaries and, thus, clearly separate distinct functio-anatomical areas

(Hinds et al., 2009, Toro and Burnod, 2005, Welker and Campos, 1963). This is supported by

the theory that functional fields rapidly grow during the early development of the brain, which

leads to the formation of gyri and, finally, renders fundus lines as functional borders between

gyri (Sanides, 1962, Welker, 1990).

It is straightforward to employ functional borders similarly to parcellations for linear source

reconstruction (Knösche et al., 2013), e.g. by encoding an approximation of the functional sim-

ilarity structure in the off-diagonal elements of the source covariance matrix.

2.5.4 PatchLORETA: Informed LORETA-based Source Reconstruction

PatchLORETA (Knösche et al., 2013) allows the incorporation of a cortex parcellation into

the linear inverse problem. It is based on a general smoothness assumption, that means close

sources should exhibit similar activity. However, the smoothness is expected to end at bound-

aries between adjacent functio-anatomical sites.

The method utilizes a spatial derivative operator, i.e. a Laplacian as defined in LORETA,

which imposes a smoothness constraint on the solution. The smoothness constraint is bro-
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2.5 Prior Knowledge for the Source Covariance Matrix

Figure 2.2: Neighborhood and patch definitions for PatchLORETA. Left: topological neigh-
borhood of node i (blue), middle: patch affiliation including node i (petrol), right: in-
tersection of neighborhood and patch affiliation defines modified neighborhood for
PatchLORETA1(orange). Reprinted from Knösche et al. (2013) with permission from Elsevier.

ken up at patch boundaries. This Laplacian is modified according to patch affiliations drawn

from parcellations. Two derivations of the algorithm were proposed: PatchLORETA1 effec-

tively lifts the smoothness criterion at patch boundaries while preserving smoothness within

patches. PatchLORETA2 extends the smoothness criterion by treating all sources within a patch

as neighbors.

In general, PatchLORETA is based on definitions for the topological neighborhood Θi and

the patch belonging Ψi for each node. The former contains all direct grid neighbors of node i

(Fig. 2.2, left). The latter is a patch definition which contains all nodes of the patch in which i

is located (Fig. 2.2, middle).

PatchLORETA1 is based on the Laplacian in Eq. 2.27, however, with a modification of the

neighborhood definition. Given Θi and Ψi , the intersection Ξi = Θi
⋂
Ψi determines a mod-

ified neighborhood (Fig. 2.2, right), which replaces the node neighborhood Θi in the defini-

tion for the surface Laplacian. This effectively lifts the spatial smoothness constraint at patch

boundaries, that means it allows a more or less independent activation of different functional

units.

PatchLORETA2 completely ignores the topological neighborhood and only accounts for the

patch belongingΨi . This is used to define the patch neighborhood of node i , i.e. Ξi =Ψi − {i }.

This way, all nodes in the same patch as i are defined as (direct) functional neighbors of node

i . The Laplacian now defines to (Knösche et al., 2013)

Bi i =−1−λB

Bi j =


1

|Ξi | j ∈Ξi

0 j ∉Ξi

, (2.28)

with |Ξi | being the number of patch neighbors of i . Compared to PatchLORETA1, this defini-

tions imposes a much stronger intra patch-correlation constraint.
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2 Theoretical Background

2.5.5 FACE: Informed Correlation-based Linear Source Reconstruction

Cottereau et al. (2012) proposed a linear reconstruction scheme (Eq. 2.13) which is based on

a so called functional area constrained estimator (FACE). It aims at constraining brain activity

to functional areas. Information on the functio-anatomical organization of the cortex is directly

encoded into the source covariance matrix. While they derived information on the functional

organization from retinotopic maps of the visual field drawn from fMRI, their method can be

used with any parcellation.

Given is a set of K distinct regions defined by a parcellation, each consisting of mk sources

with
∑K

k=1 mk ≤ m. All sources in area k span the submatrix Rk in the full normalized covariance

matrix Rq . The diagonal elements in Rq are defined according to, e.g., the minimum norm

constraint, i.e. Rq = I . The off-diagonal elements in Rk can be used to introduce functional

correlations between sources in k. The correlation Rk (i , j ) for each pair (i , j ) of sources can

be modeled by a function f (di j ) of their distance di j . For the sense of simplicity, the distance

measure is realized in terms of 1st or 2nd order neighborhood relationship. Then, the submatrix

Rk of Rq for a region defines as

Rk (i , j )i 6= j =


α1 if j ∈ Ni (1),

α2 if j ∈ Ni (2),

0 otherwise,

(2.29)

with α2 ≤ α1 ≤ 1 encoding the strength of the correlation. Ni (1) contains the set of sources

in region k which are directly connected to i . Ni (2) contains the neighbors of the sources in

Ni (1), except both i itself and those which are already connected to i . Based on this definition,

Cottereau et al. (2012) distinguished between two different algorithms: (1) Focal FACE with

rather small scaling parameter values, i.e. α1 = 0.2 and α2 = 0.1, to enforce focal solutions.

(2) Extended FACE with larger values, i.e. α1 = 0.6 and α2 = 0.4 to obtain a more widespread

reconstruction.

Moreover, Cottereau et al. (2012) proposed to prefer sources within predefined functional

regions by increasing their a priori variance using

Rk (i , i ) =α. (2.30)

Again, two algorithms were distinguished: (1) Autocorrelated FACE which does not consider the

correlations defined in Eq. 2.29. (2) Combined FACE where the submatrix Rk is composed of

Eq. 2.29 and 2.30. Note that information onα is not derived from the parcellation but only from

arbitrary assumptions on regions that are likely to be active due to the particular experimental

paradigm.
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3 Generalization of Informed LORETA-based Source Reconstruction

3.1 Introductory Remarks, PatchLORETA’s limits

The PatchLORETA method proposed by Knösche et al. (2013) can be used to incorporate par-

cellations into the linear inverse problem. It is an efficient alternative to the FACE method Cot-

tereau et al. (2012), in which functio-anatomical information (i.e. derived from parcellations)

is directly encoded by means of correlations. However, its original definition as presented in

Sec. 2.5.4 has certain limitations and problems, which are summarized briefly below. Content

of this chapter is to solve these issues and to provide a generalized informed LORETA-based

source reconstruction method.

PatchLORETA is limited to the use of parcellations since the incorporation of prior informa-

tion is based on the affiliation of sources to patches. This means that only patch boundaries

can be used to introduce discontinuities in the local similarity structure. However, changes of

the functio-anatomical properties of the tissue can also be expected at other functional bor-

ders, e.g. drawn from purely macroanatomical information (cmp. Sec. 2.5.3). The extension

presented in Sec. 3.2 allows to utilize alternative information on functio-anatomical cortex or-

ganization by means of a mutual similarity parameter. This allows the use of general functional

boundaries and even supports the usage of non-binary (i.e. gradual) prior knowledge. The

latter, however, is not straightforward, which is also discussed in this section.

Generally, linear inverse methods are based on the definition of a source covariance matrix

to pose a priori assumptions or to integrate prior information. In LORETA - and PatchLORETA

as well - this matrix is not defined directly but estimated by means of the inversion of a Laplace

operator. It turned out that this inversion introduces an additional bias to each source. This

bias apparently depends on the size of the patch in which a source is located. This emphasizes

that it is necessary to investigate the estimation of the covariance matrix more closely before

spatially informed LORETA-based methods can safely be used for source reconstruction. Sec-

tion 3.3 starts with considering some basic properties of the Laplace operator and inevitably

properties of its inverse, which is major component of the source covariance matrix. Subse-

quently, it is analyzed how modifications of the smoothness constraint specifically affect the

source covariance matrix. The particular focus lies on the question whether the estimated (co-

)variances are, in fact, consistent with the prior assumptions expressed in the smoothness op-

erator. Moreover, an additional normalization operator is introduced which accounts for major

artifacts.



3 Generalization of Informed LORETA-based Source Reconstruction

Figure 3.1: Encoding of prior information on the local functional similarity using the mutual
similarity parameter p. Here, a low similarity value would be assigned to edges crossed by the
functional border, e.g. edge i k.

The inversion of the Laplacian requires regularization. The regularization parameter has a

fixed heuristically chosen value in PatchLORETA. The careful selection of this parameter is,

however, of crucial importance. It controls the strength of the smoothness constraint and,

therefore, strongly influences the estimated correlation structure. A method to adjust this pa-

rameter is presented in Sec. 3.4. It ensures that the estimated correlations are independent of

the spatial resolution of the source space.

3.2 Mutual Similarity based Formulation of Spatially Informed LORETA

3.2.1 Surface Laplacian with Similarity Information

The Laplace operator used in LORETA-based inverse methods imposes a smoothness con-

straint on the solution, that means, it introduces a functional dependency between neighbor-

ing sources. Its modification according to the patch affiliation of sources proposed in PatchLO-

RETA aims at lifting the smoothness constraint at patch boundaries. Here, a more general ap-

proach is proposed. It even allows to use alternative functio-anatomical prior information such

as, in particular, the course of functional boundaries.

The basis for the proposed extension is the introduction of the similarity parameter pi j . It

defines the a priori mutual functional similarity between directly neighboring sources, i.e. i

and j . Hence, a unique similarity value is assigned to each edge of the mesh that approximates

the cortical surface (see Fig. 3.1). The combination of the mutual similarity pi j with the topo-

logical neighborhoodΦi changes the Laplacian defined in Eq. 2.27 to:

Bi i =−1

Bi j =


pi jγi j∑

k
pi kγi k

j ,k ∈Θi ; pi j ∈ [0,1]

0 j ,k ∉Θi

γi j = 1

ri j

(
1−cosΦ+

i j

sinΦ+
i j

+
1−cosΦ−

i j

sinΦ−
i j

)
(3.1)
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3.2 Mutual Similarity based Formulation of Spatially Informed LORETA

Angles Φi and distances ri j are defined as depicted in Fig. 2.1. The off-diagonal elements in B

define the effective weighting between neighboring sources. Here, this weighting depends on

both common geometrical properties and a priori assumptions on their neural activity.

The similarity parameter has the following effect: If, on the one hand, pi j = const.∀ j ∈ Θi ,

the weighting for node i corresponds to the uninformed LORETA surface Laplacian (Eq. 2.27).

This means that only geometrical properties of the mesh are relevant. If, on the other hand,

pi k < pi j for j ,k ∈Θi , the impact of neighbor k on source i is reduced relative to the impact of

j on i . This lifts the spatial smoothness constraint in the direction of k. The relative weighting

is important and will be discussed more detailed in Section 3.2.2.

Note that the Laplacian regularization parameter λB (cmp. Eq. 2.27) vanished from the def-

inition of the Laplacian presented in Eq. 3.1. Regularization is now directly applied to the

estimator of the source correlation structure (cmp. Sections 2.4.4 and 2.4.5), i.e.

(B T B)+ = (B T B +λB I )−1. (3.2)

While this is only a minor modification, it allows a slightly simpler notation of both the full

inverse solution (Eq. 2.25) and of the Laplacian normalization matrix, which is introduced in

Section 3.3.6 of this thesis.

The following section discusses the actual effect of encoding similarity information in the

Laplacian. Section 3.2.3 considers the question how such information can be derived from

available functio-anatomical knowledge.

3.2.2 Possibilities and Limitations for Encoding Mutual Similarity

The introduction of a continuous similarity parameter allows the incorporation of gradual

rather than only binary similarity information. Hence, any value between zero and one can be

used to describe the a priori functional similarity between anatomically connected sources. A

parameter value less than one reduces the functional connection between two sources. How-

ever, the actual smoothness constraint that results when adjusting this value also depends on

the similarity parameters used for all other sources in the neighborhood. This follows from the

fact that off-diagonal elements in the Laplacian are normalized to the corresponding row sum

(cmp. Eq. 3.1).

As already stated in Section 3.2.1, Eq. 3.1 implies the same weighting for the ith source as

the uninformed surface LORETA operator (Eq. 2.27) in case that all similarity parameters in its

neighborhood are equal, i.e. pi j = const.∀ j ∈Θi . Given that, the following two scenarios can be

considered. Suppose that prior knowledge provides evidence that a source exhibits maximum

functional similarity with its neighbors (i.e. pi j = 1). Applying this information to the Laplacian

leads to a smoothness constraint that is consistent to the prior. Now, let the a priori similarity

between all neighboring sources be almost zero and equal1. The neighbors are now considered

to be similar since the smoothness constraint is preserved. This clearly reflects a contradiction

to the imposed prior knowledge. Note that this characteristic holds for any value of p, that

means equal similarity between a source and its neighbors results in the maximum smoothness

constraint. The strength of the contradiction between the smoothness constraint and prior

1pi j = 0∀ j ∈Θi would introduce division by zero and render Eq. 3.1 invalid.
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3 Generalization of Informed LORETA-based Source Reconstruction

Figure 3.2: Effect of similarity based weighting on the Laplacian demonstrated using a toy ex-
ample (see text). The superscripts inf and uninf refer to informed LORETA and uninformed
LORETA, respectively.

knowledge increases for lower values of p.

The following toy example illustrates similarity based weighting. Given is a source with only

two neighbors. The two geometrical weighting parameters are assumed to be identical, i.e.

γi 1 = γi 2 = 0.5. The corresponding a priori functio-anatomical similarity is defined by the pa-

rameters pi 1 and pi 2. The ratio between these two parameters, i.e. pi 1/pi 2, reflects the simi-

larity contrast in the neighborhood of source i . Given that, the Laplacian B is evaluated with

respect to this contrast. The result is shown in Fig. 3.2. The left panel shows the resulting ab-

solute weighting (i.e. the off-diagonal element in the Laplacian) of the first neighbor. The right

panel illustrates how strong the weighting on source i changes compared to the uninformed

Laplacian (Eq. 2.27). The main findings are:

1. The similarity parameters have no impact on the Laplacian if their values are equal, i.e.

B inf
i 1 = B uninf

i 1 = 0.5 for pi 1 = pi 2.

2. The absolute weighting of a neighbor varies between 0 (e.g. pi 1 << pi 2) and 1 (e.g. pi 1 >>
pi 2). Thus, a sufficiently large ratio between both parameters suppresses the impact of

one neighbor.

3. A major impact on the smoothness constraint can only be observed in case of a high

similarity contrast. For example, the ratio pi 1/pi 2 = 1 : 2 leads to an absolute weighting

of B inf
i 1 = 0.35. This corresponds to a change of only 30 % with respect to the case of equal

similarities. In other words, both neighbors still have a strong influence. A significant

change of 90 % requires a much stronger ratio of pi 1/pi 2 = 1 : 19. This emphasizes that

a rather strong similarity contrast is required to affect the smoothness constraint. Prior

knowledge that implies more or less balanced similarity information (i.e. parameters in

the same order of magnitude) is ineffective. From this perspective, the use of gradual

similarity information is inappropriate.

It is straightforward to generalize these findings for realistic meshes with more than two

neighbors per source. Finally, the possibilities to incorporate prior knowledge can be summa-
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3.2 Mutual Similarity based Formulation of Spatially Informed LORETA

rized as follows. Equation 3.1 allows to incorporate quantitative similarity information. Due

to the row normalization in the Laplacian, however, its actual effect depends on the similar-

ity contrast in the neighborhood of each source2. When the contrast is low, the smoothness

constraint is almost unaffected since all weights of all neighbors become similar. This effect is

independent from the absolute similarity values. More importantly, the smoothness constraint

expressed by the Laplacian is only consistent with prior knowledge if the functional similar-

ity between a source and at least one of its neighbors is high. It follows that cases where the

similarities in the whole neighborhood are low must be prevented3, for instance by using a

sufficiently high spatial resolution of the mesh.

3.2.3 Derivation of Prior Information on Mutual Similarity

In principle, similarity information could be derived from various types of prior knowledge

as, for example, functio-anatomical properties, correlation between fMRI time courses, and

correlation between long-range connectivity patterns. The Laplace operator as given in Eq. 3.1

requires the definition of a similarity value for each edge of the mesh. However, it is difficult - if

not impossible - to derive such fine-grained information for each pair of neighboring sources

on the whole cortical surface. Neither do imaging modalities provide suitable similarity param-

eters on a high spatial resolution, nor does the mapping of more general functional knowledge

on the individual cortical surface, for instance derived from a cytoarchitectonic parcellation,

provide such information. Available prior knowledge must therefore be utilized differently.

A suitable technique that has already been used by Knösche et al. (2013) is to assume similar-

ity between all neighbors (pi j = 1) unless it is evident from prior knowledge that neighboring

sources are functionally different. In such a case, pi j is reduced and the smoothness constraint

lowers accordingly. Thus, only information on the course of functional similarity borders rather

than detailed information on the a priori functio-anatomical similarity for each reconstruction

point is required. A special case of this approach is to use a binary similarity measure, that

means pi j = 0 at functional borders and pi j = 1 elsewhere. This ensures a maximum similarity

contrast. Fig. 3.3 illustrates the influence of functional boundaries on the Laplacian in analogy

to Fig. 2.2.

Prior knowledge must provide information on sharp boundaries to follow this approach.

Such information can be derived from various sources. It is generally accepted that functional

correlation between sources inside homogeneous cytoarchitectonic areas is much higher than

between sources that belong to different regions (Fischl et al., 2008, Hasnain et al., 2001). There-

fore, the outline of such areas (e.g. drawn from a parcellation) can be taken as a functio-

anatomical border which separates nodes inside a patch from all others on the cortical surface.

In PatchLORETA, these borders are indirectly expressed by means of patch affiliations. The sim-

ilarity parameter introduced in this work allows to directly encode the boundaries. Moreover, it

is now possible to use only a part of the outline of a patch as a functional border, while the other

part of the patch boundary can be ignored. This could be used, for instance, to incorporate

only boundaries between neighboring patches which are functionally different. Boundaries

between neighboring patches which have a similar function, or for which only poor prior infor-

2Renouncing row normalization would ensure an absolute impact of prior information, but it would also introduce
a similarity dependent bias of sources (cmp. Section 2.4.5).

3Anyway, this case would require some regularization to prevent false high similarity contrast.
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3 Generalization of Informed LORETA-based Source Reconstruction

Figure 3.3: Edge based weighting used in the Laplace operator defined in Eq. 3.1. Left: Edge
weights for node i derived from the topological neighborhood (blue, varying edge colors due
to grid inhomogeneities). Middle: Edge weights for node i derived from prior information
(petrol = edges connecting nodes in the same functional entity as i , gray = edges between
nodes with no similar function). Right: Combining topological and prior based weighting
reveals a new neighborhood weighting for i (orange). Adapted from Knösche et al. (2013).

mation on the similarity is available, can be omitted. The fundus lines are of the major sulci are

another source for this kind of priors. There is evidence that these lines represent strong func-

tional boundaries and, thus, clearly separate distinct functio-anatomical areas (Hinds et al.,

2009, Welker and Campos, 1963). Fundus lines can automatically be extracted from individual

MRI datasets (Lohmann, 1998, Seong et al., 2010, Troter et al., 2012).

It can be summarized that the limitation of similarity based encoding of functio-anatomical

prior knowledge to boundaries is useful for several reasons. First, it ensures a high similarity

contrast between different functional sites. Therefore, prior knowledge has a strong effect on

the Laplacian. Second, drawing information on the course of functional boundaries seems to

be much easier than deriving similarity information for all neighbors on the cortex. In contrast

to PatchLORETA, similarity based weighting allows the explicit definition of boundaries. That

means that it is possible to follow any boundary on the cortical surface for which a strong dis-

continuity of the functional similarity between neighboring sources can be expected. Although

Eq. 3.1 introduces the possibility to utilize any similarity measure, the studies and evaluations

in this work are limited to the use of binary similarity information. Such knowledge is easily

available and the strongest effects can be expected.

3.3 Plausibility of LORETA-based Source Covariance Matrix Estimates

3.3.1 Motivation

LORETA-based source reconstruction methods involve the estimation of the source covari-

ance matrix by means of Laplacian inversion (cmp. Sec. 2.4.4). In this inversion process, the

smoothness constraint is transformed into a kind of correlation information. More precisely,

the correlation between all pairs of sources is predicted. The correlation between two sources

is expected to decrease the more distant they are. Since, however, the inversion is a highly

non-linear procedure, it needs to be ensured that the covariance matrix estimate is consistent

with the a priori assumption expressed by the Laplacian. In particular, the question needs

to be answered whether the modification of the Laplacian, which is a key concept in informed
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3.3 Plausibility of LORETA-based Source Covariance Matrix Estimates

LORETA, can lead to a somehow inconsistent matrix estimate as, for instance, an undesired bias

of sources. In fact, Knösche et al. (2013) raised concerns that sources in small patches might

be less constrained by the smoothness criterion with respect to sources in larger patches. This

would correspond to an undesired and patch size dependent bias of sources. So far, however,

no effort was made to investigate this issue. In their study, such errors were prevented by using

the simplification that all patches are equal in size. The application of informed LORETA to a

realistically shaped folded cortical surface, which is comprised of differently sized and shaped

functional areas, requires a closer examination of the covariance matrix estimation based on

Laplacian inversion. This is looked at in the subsequent sections.

To study this issue, the source covariance matrix must explicitly be derived. In other words,

the calculation of the inverse matrix as defined in Eq. 3.2 is necessary. Note that this is generally

not required to solve the linear inverse problem (cmp. Eq. 2.25). This calculation is, however,

not trivial for practical reasons. The inversion is highly computationally expensive, that means

the typical complexity to calculate the full inverse of matrix A ∈ Rn×n is O (n3). Moreover, the

inverse matrix is usually dense, that means that at least about n2 elements need to be stored in

memory. It is due to these restrictions that the verification of the estimated source covariance

matrix is virtually impossible for realistic grids (i.e. with typically more than 200000 sources).

Moreover, drawing relations between the Laplacian and the covariance matrix is more diffi-

cult for complex grids (as, for example, the folded cortical surface). For these reasons, and

without the loss of generality, the following investigations are restricted to the use of (1) sim-

ple toy and test examples for which the LORETA-based normalized source covariance matrix

Rq = Ω−1(B T B)+Ω−1 can be directly calculated. Furthermore, (2) leadfield normalization is

omitted by usingΩ= I , i.e. Rq = (B T B)+ = (B T B +λB I )−1.

3.3.2 Properties of the LORETA-based Source Covariance Matrix

The basis for the estimation of the source covariance matrix Rq is the smoothness constraint

as defined in the Tikhonov regularization approach (see Eq. 2.17), , i.e. argminq

∥∥B q
∥∥2

2. The

Laplacian B introduces a functional coupling between neighboring sources. The i th row in

Rq = (B T B+λB I )−1 corresponds to the point spread function (PSF) of the i th source, that means

the i th row describes the activity pattern arising through the activation of source i . Obviously,

a uniform activation of all sources minimizes the penalty term. In this case, all covariances

would be constant. The estimation of Rq is mainly influenced by (1) Laplacian regularization

using λB and (2) the modification of the smoothness criterion using the functional similarity

parameter pi j . This has consequences for the resulting source covariances:

1. The regularization parameter λB controls the balance between main and off-diagonal el-

ements in the Laplacian. The larger its value, the smaller amplitudes of the neighboring

sources are required to minimize the penalty term. In other words, the smoothness con-

straint is reduced in this case. Consequently, the covariances in the PSF decrease towards

larger distances between sources.

2. Regularization has another implication for Rq . Since each row sum in (B T B+λB I ) equals

λB , each row sum in Rq equals 1/λB . This relationship can be derived as follows. The

row sums of the symmetric matrix A = AT = (B T B +λB I ), A ∈Rm×m can be expressed as
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3 Generalization of Informed LORETA-based Source Reconstruction

At = λB t , with t ∈ Rm and ti = 1 ∀i = 1. . .m. Similarly, A−1t = x, x ∈ Rm defines the row

sums of the inverse. The right handside multiplication of both equations reveals

At t T (
A−1)T =λB t xT (3.3)

Since the expression on the left handside is symmetric, the resulting matrix on the right

handside is symmetric too. From that it follows that all elements in x must be equal. The

left handside multiplication of above equations results in

t T AT A−1t =λB t T x. (3.4)

Since AT A−1 = I and t T t = m, this can be written

m =λB

m∑
i

xi . (3.5)

Finally, applying the constraint derived from Eq. 3.3 that all elements in x are equal, i.e.∑m
i xi = mxi , leads to the final relation xi = 1/λB . It is shown below that this relation

significantly influences the source variances and covariance estimates.

3. Another effect of Laplacian regularization is that the covariance Rqi j can be negative.

This occurs if the corresponding element in the Laplacian (i.e. Bi j ) is zero and if λB > 0

exceeds a certain threshold4. A negative covariance between two sources implies that

their activity is shifted by a phase of 180°. However, such an a priori assumption cannot

be drawn by means of functio-anatomical prior knowledge. In this respect, the LORETA-

based source covariance matrix estimation introduces implausible a priori assumptions.

Therefore, it needs to be considered whether strong artifacts must be expected by this

effect.

4. The similarity parameter pi j controls the functional coupling between neighboring sour-

ces. It is used to introduce discontinuities in the similarity structure. As a consequence,

the PSF in Rq is different for each source. More precisely, a particular PSF strongly de-

pends on the geodesic distance of a source to a discontinuity. For example, a source with

a relatively large distance will have a homogeneous covariance structure in its vicinity,

whereas the PSF for a source close to a discontinuity is anisotropic. This is discussed in

more detail below.

Based on these general properties it is possible to substantiate the assumptions on (co-)va-

riances estimated in informed LORETA when a binary similarity measure is used5. These as-

sumptions are briefly summarized below and discussed in more detail subsequently using sev-

eral toy examples.

Firstly, the estimated variance of a source depends on its distance to a discontinuity (i.e. a

cut) in the similarity structure. This is due to the fact that the row sums in the covariance matrix

4A practical approach to verify this statement is given in appendix A.1.
5This is much more difficult for the use of gradual similarity information. It is hardly possible to express a believe

on the point spread function for any non-sharp similarity contrast. Besides that, the full a priori similarity model
is different even if only one similarity value pi j changes. Since Laplacian regularization always affects the whole
model, comparisons using, for instance, test examples are not straightforward.
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3.3 Plausibility of LORETA-based Source Covariance Matrix Estimates

Figure 3.4: Estimated source covariance matrix for different λB . The values correspond to a
strong smoothness constraint on the left and a weaker constraint on the right. Each matrix
is normalized to its maximum, i.e. max(Rq ). The matrix elements are color coded. All results
refer to the same color bar. Arbitrary units.

are constant (item 2), and that the covariance structure is inhomogeneous (item 4). Particularly

sources close to a discontinuity will have larger variances than other ones. Secondly, it also fol-

lows from these two aspects that the variances of sources located in fully separated areas (i.e.

patches) depend on the patch size. Larger source variances can be expected in smaller patches.

Thirdly, the fact that Laplacian regularization renders the covariance as a function of the dis-

tance between sources (item 1) implies that negative covariances (item 3) have rather small

absolute values in Rq with respect to positive covariances. By analogy with filter theory, nega-

tive covariances in connection with the smoothness constraint can also be explained with the

well known overshoot of low pass filters at the transition from pass to stop band. It is therefore

likely that this implausible a priori assumption has only a weak impact.

3.3.3 General Effect of Discontinuities in the Similarity Structure

The objective of this section is to examine how discontinuities in the similarity structure ac-

tually influence the estimation of the source covariance matrix. The toy example used for this

purpose is based on a one-dimensional annular grid consisting of 1000 nodes (node index in-

creases in clockwise direction). According to Eq. 3.1, the LORETA Laplacian for node i with its

left and right neighbor j and k (i.e. pi j = pi k = 1 and γi j = γi k = 1) defines as Bi i = −1 and

Bi j = Bi k = 0.5.

This grid is now cut at one position, for example v = 200. The a priori similarities are pv,v+1 =
pv+1,v = 0. The Laplacian at index v changes to Bv,v =−1, Bv,v−1 = 1 and Bv,v+1 = 0, and for the

index (v +1) to Bv+1,v+1 = −1, Bv+1,v = 0 and Bv+1,v+2 = 1. This means that nodes v and v +1

are no more directly coupled.

Figure 3.4 shows the estimated source covariance matrix Rq for three different values of

λB . The smallest regularization parameter implies the strongest smoothness constraint. As

expected, the variances are not constant and the covariance structure is inhomogeneous. In

particular, it can be seen that the variance of a source depends on its shortest distance to the

interruption of the grid. The larger this distance, the smaller the variance. This becomes even
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Figure 3.5: Main diagonal elements of Rq for different λB . The values for each curve are nor-
malized to the corresponding max(Rq ). The discontinuity in the similarity structure is at
node i = 200. Arbitrary units.

more obvious in Fig. 3.5, which only shows the source variances. Another important aspect

can be noticed. The ratio between the minimum and maximum variance reduces when the

regularization becomes stronger. However, it does not significantly drop below ≈0.5 but rather

converges towards this value. This corresponds to the strongest bias that can occur on the one-

dimensional grid given that only a single cut is used to modify the Laplacian. The variance bias

and its particular dependence on regularization is a direct result of equal row sums in Rq and

of the anisotropy of the smoothness constraint. It can be explained as follows.

First, it is assumed that the regularization parameter λB has a large value (right matrix in Fig.

3.4). In this case the covariances decrease to zero in each row of Rq . It can be seen that the co-

variance structure is more or less symmetric for sources which have a large distance to a cut (i.e.

the covariance continuously decreases in both directions). That means, the functional similar-

ity unfolds into both grid directions roughly in the same manner. This implies that always two

sources in a row of Rq have a very similar covariance. In contrast, the functional similarity for

sources close to a cut unfolds into only one grid direction. As a consequence, the covariance

in a certain distance is unique in such a row. However, the row sum must be constant in both

cases. This is only possible if the variance and the corresponding covariances are larger in the

latter case. More precisely, they must be twice as large as for the source with the largest distance

to the cut. Therefore, it can be concluded that the variance of sources which are close to a cut

is larger than the variance of sources with a larger distance. Moreover, the smallest possible

ratio between the minimum and maximum variance depends on the number of neighboring

sources. Since each source has two neighbors in the given toy example, the smallest ratio is

≈0.5.

In the previously discussed case (i.e. strong regularization), each row contains a different

number of covariances which are zero. Now it is assumed that the regularization parameter

λB is reduced. As a consequence, more and more elements in Rq become non-zero. This ef-

fect continues until all elements are non-zero in a particular row (i.e. Rqi ·/Rqi i > 0). It will first

appear in the row that belongs to the source with the largest distance to the cut (that means,

rows of closer sources still contain covariances being zero). This can be explained with the de-
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Figure 3.6: Source covariance structure derived from Rq (λB = 1×10−11, see Fig. 3.4, middle
panel) using the following procedure: (1) Normalization of each element in the ith row (i.e.
Rqi j ) to the corresponding variance Rqi i , (2) centering each row to the main diagonal element
Rqi i , (3) rearrangement of the row elements such that sources in clockwise direction (towards
the cut at i = 200) are located in the right part of the figure (i.e. sources in counterclockwise
direction in the left part). The normalized matrix elements are color coded. Arbitrary units.

pendence of the covariance structure for a given source on its distance to the cut. A further

reduction of λB causes larger row sums in Rq and, therefore, leads to an increases of all ele-

ments (i.e. the variance and covariances) in this row. Consequently, the variance bias in Rq

reduces (i.e. variances become more balanced, cmp. Fig. 3.5). It completely disappears for a

sufficiently small λB . This is almost the case for the weakest regularization in Fig. 3.4.

It is useful to remove the variance bias to study further effects on the covariance structure.

This can be achieved by normalizing all row elements, i.e. Rqi · in the i th row, to the correspond-

ing variance, i.e. Rqi i . Moreover, it is useful to distinguish between a covariance structure in

clockwise and counterclockwise direction. This can be done separately for each source. The

starting point for the direction dependent assessment of the covariance is the source position.

The interruption of the grid marks the endpoint. The distance between the two sources whose

connection is cut corresponds to the maximum possible distance in each direction. Fig. 3.6

shows the direction dependent covariance structure for Rq with λB = 1×10−11. The following

conclusions can be drawn:

1. Assuming zero similarity between two sources when constructing the Laplacian does not

necessarily imply that their estimated correlation is zero too. For example, row 199 of Rq

reveals that the covariance between the sources 199 and 200 (i.e. at a distance of 1000

sources) is ≈ 0.3. Hence, the functional similarity between the two sources is not fully

lifted in this case. The estimated covariance rather depends on Laplacian regularization,

which controls the function according to which the covariance decreases with respect to

the distance.

2. The covariance structure is anisotropic. That means that the covariance is not only a
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function of the distance but also of the direction. The covariances consistently decrease

along the longer path between the source and the discontinuity in the similarity struc-

ture, and the covariances are constant or even slightly increase along the shorter path.

The latter aspect implies a very strong functional coupling. This kind of coupling leads

to a preferred distribution of the source activity towards functional borders.

3. The covariance is not only a function of both direction and distance but also of the source

position. This means that the covariance in a certain distance and for a given direction is

different for each source. However, these differences seem to depend on Laplacian reg-

ularization. Fig. 3.4 shows that a very strong (left matrix) and a very weak smoothness

constraint (right matrix) reduce this effect. In both cases, the covariance-distance func-

tion is only minor dependent on the source position. In case of moderate regularization,

however, the covariance-distance function strongly depends on the source position. This

can also be seen in Fig. 3.6.

It can be summarized that the incorporation of functio-anatomical borders influences the

estimated variances and covariances in an undesired manner. Especially the variance bias is

rather strong (cmp. Fig. 3.5) and needs to be compensated (see Sec. 3.3.6). In contrast, the ef-

fect on covariances seems to be weak. Nonetheless, both effects are important for the incorpo-

ration of multiple discontinuities in the similarity structure. This is relevant for incorporating

parcellations. Their use is discussed in the following section.

3.3.4 Effect of Incorporating Distinct Functional Units

The incorporation of distinct functional units (i.e. patches) requires to define multiple dis-

continuities (i.e. pi j = 0) in the similarity structure. As a result, only sources belonging to the

same functional region are connected. As discussed in the last section, each cut causes a bias

on variances and covariances. Here, it is of particular interest if non-uniform patch sizes intro-

duce an additional bias.

Again, the annular grid from above is used. The incorporation of patches is trivial in the given

toy example. Each additional cut in the similarity structure automatically creates an additional

patch, that means two cuts form two patches. In the first example used here, the grid is cut at

three positions (i.e. v = {300,800,1000}). This is realized by assigning the similarities pv,v+1 =
pv+1,v = 0. The Laplace operator entries for the indices v change to Bv,v = −1, Bv,v−1 = 1 and

Bv,v+1 = 0, and for the indices (v +1) to Bv+1,v+1 = −1, Bv+1,v = 0 and Bv+1,v+2 = 1. Figure 3.7

shows Rq and Fig. 3.8 the source variances for three regularization levels.

First, it can be seen at the right panel (Fig. 3.7) that every single cut influences the (co-

)variances in the way that was discussed above. The closer a source is located to a cut, the

higher is its variance as well as the covariance to sources in the same patch. These effects re-

duce when the smoothness constraint becomes stronger (middle panel). Obviously, the patch

size starts influencing the matrix elements. The bias of the (co-)variances almost completely

depends on the patch size in case of a very strong smoothness constraint (left matrix).

The influence of the patch size is closely related to the regularization parameter dependent

(co-)variance bias. It occurs as soon as at least one source in a patch, e.g. source i , exhibits a

non-zero correlation to all other sources in the same patch, i.e. Rqi j /Rqi i > 0, j ∈Ψi . The effect
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Figure 3.7: Estimated source covariance matrix for different λB . The values correspond to a
strong smoothness constraint on the left and a weaker constraint on the right. Each matrix
is normalized to its maximum, i.e. max(Rq ). The matrix elements are color coded. All results
refer to the same color bar. Arbitrary units.

can be explained with the characteristic that all row sums in the source covariance matrix are

equal. When the row sum increases due to a lower regularization parameter value, the non-

zero elements Rqi i and Rqi j , j ∈ Ψi corresponding to the ith source increase as well. In fact,

this reflects a relationship between the size of the patch in which a source is located and the

corresponding entries in the covariance matrix. The patch bias effect can also be seen in Fig.

3.8 in which only the source variances are displayed. As already discussed in Sec. 3.3.3, the

variance of a source is a function of the distance between its position and a discontinuity in the

similarity structure. It turned out that the ratio between the smallest and the largest variance

never dropped below 0.5 on an annular grid, independently of the regularization parameter.

The illustration shown here reveals that - given a sufficiently small regularization parameter -

the smallest ratio significantly drops below this value. This effect can be explained with the

Figure 3.8: Main diagonal elements of Rq for different λB . The values for each curve are nor-
malized to the corresponding maximum variance, i.e. max(Rq ). The cuts in the similarity
structure are at nodes 300, 800, and 1000. Arbitrary units.
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Figure 3.9: Dependence of the source variance bias from the patch size demonstrated using
a toy example with an annular grid and two patches (see text). The abscissa denotes the per-
centage of all nodes located in the first patch (this is equivalent to its size), and the ordinate
denotes the ratio between the mean variances in both patches. Minimum patch size is 10 (i.e.
1 % of all nodes), λB = 1×10−10 ensures a strong correlation constraint.

different patch sizes. Hence, this corresponds to a patch size dependent bias of sources.

In order to quantify the patch size dependent bias, a second toy example is used. It is also

based on the annular grid from above. Now, only two rather than three areas are constructed.

The patch sizes are systematically varied by shifting one border, while the second border has a

fixed position. A very small regularization parameter λB is used to ensure a strong patch size

dependent bias effect. Figure 3.9 shows the ratio between the mean variances in both patches

with respect to the size of the first patch. A ratio of σ2
P1/σ2

P2 > 1 means that sources in the first

patch have a larger a priori variance, that means they might preferably be activated to explain

data. The most salient aspects are briefly summarized.

The variances in both patches are equal if both functional areas have the same size. If the first

patch comprises only 1 % of all sources, its mean variance is about 50 times larger than that of

the second patch. In contrast, the variances are 50 times smaller if 99 % of all sources are lo-

cated in the first patch. It seems unrealistic that patch size differences like these are relevant

in practice. They can, however, reasonably be expected when, for instance, using a realistic

parcellation and a folded cortical surface with high spatial resolution. For example, the parcel-

lations used in chapter 5 contain functional areas which consist of less than 1000 nodes. The

triangulated grid, however, consists of approximately 250000 nodes. The use of only one of

these patches as prior information would imply that only 0.4 % of all sources are located in this

patch. This means that their mean variance may become even more than 50 times larger than

the variance of all other sources.

The toy examples used so far were based on a very simplistic Laplacian. It is therefore useful

to verify the patch size bias on a more realistic grid such as a triangulated surface, which is

usually used to approximate the source space. The following example is based on this kind of

grid. The weighting between neighbors now additionally depends on geometrical properties

(see Eq. 3.1) because the distance and angles between all neighboring sources are usually not

equal.

Given is a grid consisting of 4574 vertices. It represents the envelope of the brain (see Fig.
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Figure 3.10: Demonstration of the patch size dependent source variance bias. Left: trian-
gulated surface with functio-anatomical borders (similarity pi j = 0 at black edges). Middle
panel: PatchLORETA-based source covariance matrix (λB = 1×10−10). Right panel: Main
diagonal elements mapped on the surface (same color coding). Conclusion: the smaller the
patch size, the larger the estimated source variance. Arbitrary units.

3.10, left panel). Multiple functio-anatomical borders on the surface model several functional

areas. These borders approximate the outline of the Brodmann areas (BA) 44, 45, and 47, and

the stretch of the central, lateral, and interhemispheric sulcus (Fig. 3.10, black edges in left

panel). The a priori functional similarity between neighboring sources located in different

functional areas is zero, i.e. pi j = 0∀ j ∉Ψi , and pi j = 1 otherwise. Figure 3.10 (middle panel)

shows the estimated source covariance matrix (Eq. 3.2, λB = 1×10−10).

As before, the source variances are not equal. The covariances reflect the patchy organization

of the cortex. Note that not only the patches themselves but also the functional boundaries

form distinct functional regions. This is due to the fact that some of the borders are crossing

each other. To associate the different color coded covariance blocks to patches, the source

variances are mapped on the brain surface (Fig. 3.10, right panel). The result confirms that

larger variances are estimated for sources in smaller areas.

The patch size bias is a serious problem for source localization. It reflects an artifact that

occurs through the inversion of the second order spatial derivative operator used in LORETA-

based approaches. Generally, such a bias is undesired and, more importantly, implausible with

respect to the underlying prior knowledge on functional similarity (that means it is implausible

that the incorporation of prior knowledge on the functional similarity increases the probability

that certain sources are activated). For that reason it is absolutely necessary to account for this

bias in source covariance matrix estimation. This is the topic in section 3.3.6.

3.3.5 Occurrence and Impact of Negative Covariances

It was mentioned in Sec. 3.3.2 that the occurrence of negative covariance entries is inevitable

in LORETA-based source covariance matrix estimation. Any element Rqi j can become nega-

tive if the corresponding element Bi j is zero. Such an a priori assumption implies a 180° phase

shift, which is implausible with respect to the kind of prior knowledge applied here, i.e. functio-

anatomical information. Negative covariances between sources might produce more focused

solutions, particularly if the leadfields of these sources are similar. It would therefore be prob-
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lematic if the negative covariances become too strong. It depends on the regularization pa-

rameter whether and how strong a certain element in the covariance matrix becomes negative.

Due to the smoothness constraint, however, it can be expected that their absolute values are

rather small with respect to the largest positive covariances in each row. This assumption will

be examined in this very section.

As above, the starting point is an annular grid consisting of 1000 sources. This grid is the basis

for a total of 4 test cases: Informed LORETA with one (v = 200), two (v = {200,1000}), and three

cuts (v = {300,800,1000}) as well as uninformed LORETA (i.e. no cuts). The Laplacian defines

according to Eq. 3.1 with Bv,v =−1, Bv,v−1 = 1 and Bv,v+1 = 0, and Bv+1,v+1 =−1, Bv+1,v = 0 and

Bv+1,v+2 = 1. The parameter λB is systematically varied to compute multiple source covariance

matrix estimates for each test case. Each matrix is then analyzed row by row using the measure

Rneg
q (i )

/
Rabs

q (i ) =
N∑

j=1

{
−Rqi j , if Rqi j < 0

0, otherwise

/
N∑

j=1

∣∣Rqi j

∣∣ (3.6)

which determines the ratio between the sum of all negative covariances and the sum of the

absolute values of all covariances in the i th row. The measure is zero when all elements are

positive and becomes one when all are negative. Calculating Eq. 3.6 for each row in a matrix

allows to create a boxplot for any value of λB . Figure 3.11 shows the results for all test cases.

Each boxplot allows to conclude whether negative covariances occur in the matrix and how

strong their effect differs between rows.

The analysis for uninformed LORETA (top left) reveals, first, that the ratio (i.e. Eq. 3.6) is

equal in all rows. This is kind of trivial since no additional prior knowledge is applied and,

therefore, all sources have identical covariance structures. Second, negative covariances only

occur in a range of 10−9 ≤ λB ≤ 103. Values smaller than 10−9 represent the case of maximum

smoothness, that means all sources are positively correlated to each other. Values larger than

λB = 103 fully suppress any smoothness constraint (i.e. any correlation between neighboring

sources). Therefore, negative covariances cannot occur at all. Third, the maximum ratio is

≈ 0.062, which is a very low value. It emphasizes that the influence of negative covariances is

rather small.

The results for the informed LORETA test cases are similar to the results obtained for un-

informed LORETA in several ways. First, negative covariances only occur in a certain range

as well. It can be seen that the lower bound of this range shifts towards larger regularization

parameter values when the number of cuts increases. This can be explained by the different

patch sizes in the test examples. More precisely, the size of a patch defines the strength of reg-

ularization that is needed to achieve non-negative covariances. The upper bound of this range

is very similar between both the informed LORETA examples and uninformed LORETA. In par-

ticular, the medians of the measure are almost identical for λB ≥ 10−4. This emphasizes that

the smoothness constraint and, therefore, incorporated prior knowledge has no effect if too

strong regularization is applied. Second, the maximum ratio is ≈ 0.062 as well. This is impor-

tant since it means that the prior knowledge does not increase the maximum effect of negative

covariances.

The boxplots belonging to informed LORETA clearly reflect that the negative covariances are

strongly different between the matrix rows. These differences are a direct result of the inhomo-

geneous covariance structure (cmp. Sec. 3.3.3, Fig. 3.6). However, strong differences only occur
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Figure 3.11: Illustration of the regularization parameter dependent ratio between the sum of

negative covariances and of all absolute values in each row (i.e. Rneg
qi j

/
Rabs

qi j
, Eq. 3.6) using an

annular source space. The measure is determined for uninformed (i.e. no cuts) and informed
LORETA (for 1, 2, and 3 cuts; see text). Shown are the ranges between lower and upper quar-
tile (blue boxes), the median (red bars) and the minimum and maximum values.

in the transition between total smoothness (i.e. for very small λB ) and a moderate smoothness

constraint.

The tests performed above were repeated using different annular grids to examine if the im-

pact of negative covariances depends on the number of sources. Grids with up to 5000 sources

were used for this purpose. All tests revealed rather similar results. This means that the number

of sources does not influence negative covariances.

The test setup used so far reflects a best case scenario. That means that using a one-dimen-

sional equidistantly sampled source space avoids the influence of any inhomogeneous geo-

metrical properties. Another toy example is used to examine potential implications of inho-

mogeneities. It is based on the triangulated surface already presented in Sec. 3.3.4. The source

space consists of 4574 sources and is much more realistic compared to the annular grid. Prior

knowledge is defined according to Fig. 3.10. The measure defined in Eq. 3.6 is applied to the

corresponding uninformed and informed LORETA-based source covariance matrix. The results

are depicted in Fig. 3.12.

Two aspects are important. First, the strength of negative covariances is different in each
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Figure 3.12: Illustration of the regularization parameter dependent ratio between the sum of

negative and positive covariances in each row (i.e. Rneg
qi j

/
Rabs

qi j
, Eq. 3.6) using a triangulated

surface. The measure is determined for uninformed (i.e. no cuts) and informed LORETA (see
Fig. 3.10 for prior knowledge). Shown are the ranges between lower and upper quartile (blue
boxes), the median (red bars) and the minimum and maximum values.

row, even for uninformed LORETA. These differences, however, seem to be rather small in

most cases. Otherwise, the inter quartile range would be much larger. This effect can be ex-

plained with varying geometrical properties, that means an inhomogeneous grid structure.

Since angles and distances between neighboring sources are different for each node, the re-

sulting covariance estimate must be different as well. Some rows (indicated by the extreme

points), however, significantly deviate from the median. Negative covariances in these rows

are either particularly strong or particularly weak. This is a result of strong irregularities in cer-

tain areas of the triangulated6. A second aspect is that the strength of negative covariances is

generally higher compared to the results obtained for the annular grid. This emphasizes that

the grid structure and the general organization of the neighborhood ha a certain impact on the

covariances. Nonetheless, the strength of negative covariances is small enough to assume that

their influence on source localization is rather low.

Finally, an important conclusion can be drawn from all these examples. The occurrence of

negative covariances is only a minor problem for LORETA-based source reconstruction. It is

common practice to approximate the source space using a triangulated surface. Therefore, it

is reasonable to assume that the findings discussed above also apply for practical applications.

This is an important fact because it would only be hardly possible to reduce or even remove

these effects.

3.3.6 Main Diagonal Normalization of the Source Covariance Matrix

The previous sections disclosed several artifacts in the LORETA-based source covariance ma-

trix. In order to pose plausible a priori assumptions on the solution, it is particularly necessary

to reduce the variance bias. Otherwise, several sources are preferred over others during source

6A test revealed that 98.8 % of the grid nodes have 6 neighbors, whereas some nodes have only four and five or even
seven and eight neighbors. Compared to the majority of nodes, they have very different geometrical properties
in their neighborhood.
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Figure 3.13: Estimated source covariance matrix with subsequent normalization to its main
diagonal elements (Eq. 3.8) for different λB . The values correspond to a strong smoothness
constraint on the left and a weaker constraint on the right. The matrix elements are color
coded. All results refer to the same color bar. Arbitrary units.

localization. As shown above, the variance bias depends on the proximity of a source to a dis-

continuity in the functio-anatomical similarity structure. In case of parcellations, the bias ad-

ditionally depends on the patch size. This section introduces a solution that eliminates the

variance bias and, moreover, reduces the bias on covariances.

The problem is solved by introducing an additional normalization operator, i.e. Γ ∈ Rm×m ,

to the LORETA estimator of the source covariance matrix. The resulting estimator writes as

Γ−1
(
B T B

)+
Γ−1. The matrix Γ defines as

Γ= diag
[(

B T B +λB I
)−1/2

]
. (3.7)

It is a diagonal matrix and contains the square roots of the main diagonal elements of the es-

timated covariance matrix. This effectively normalizes each off-diagonal element to its two

adjacent main diagonal elements and sets each main diagonal element to one. Hence, this

normalization ensures an equal variance for all sources. According to Eq. 2.21 and 2.24, the

complete source covariance matrix then writes as

Rq =
(
Ω−1Γ−1 (

B T B +λB I
)−1

Γ−1Ω−1
)

= (
ΩΓ

(
B T B +λB I

)
ΓΩ

)−1
.

(3.8)

In order to calculate Γ, however, it is necessary to derive the main diagonal elements of the

source covariance matrix. That means that the Laplacian-based operator needs to be inverted,

which is a serious problem. It is shown in the end of this section how this can be achieved for

practical problems. Before that, the actual effect of this normalization is illustrated. This is

done on the basis of an annular grid consisting of m = 1000 sources and with a single cut defin-

ing a discontinuity in the functio-anatomical similarity structure. This is the same toy example

as already used in in Sec. 3.3.3. Figure 3.13 shows Rq for different levels of regularization when

main diagonal normalization is applied (cmp. Fig. 3.4 for the results without normalization). It

provides the following insights.
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Figure 3.14: Distance dependent variation of covariances after normalization of the in-
formed LORETA-based source covariance matrix for an annular source space comprised of
a single functional border. Shown is the mean (left) and the standard deviation of the covari-
ances (right) in dependence of the distance d between two sources. The colors encode the
results for different regularization parameters. Arbitrary Units.

First, the results in Fig. 3.13 emphasize that the proposed normalization successfully re-

moves the source position dependent variance bias. Second, the off-diagonal elements are

always smaller than or equal to the corresponding main diagonal element. That means, the co-

variance is a descending function of the distance between sources. The gradient of this function

depends, however, on the proximity of a source to the functional discontinuity and is therefore

different in each row of Rq . It is therefore useful to examine this effect somewhat more closely.

Given Rq , one can define the vector rq (d), rq ∈ Rm , whose i th element describes the covari-

ance to the i th source at the distance d . The distance may vary between 1 ≤ d ≤ m7. Note that

this approach deliberately does not distinguish between clockwise and counterclockwise di-

rection. To quantify the variation of the covariances in a certain distance, it is straightforward

to determine both the mean, i.e. rq (d), and the standard deviation of rq , i.e. σrq (d). Both

functions are shown in Fig. 3.14 for a broad range of regularization parameter values.

It can be seen in the left panel that the function rq (d) systematically depends on Lapla-

cian regularization. In contrast, the standard deviation σrq (d) (right panel) exhibits a non-

continuous dependence on both the distance and Laplacian regularization. Two aspects are

particularly interesting. First, the variation of the covariances is different at any distance and

has a unique maximum. Second, the strength of the variation strongly depends on λB . The

standard deviation is very small when the smoothness constraint is very strong and increases

significantly with growing λB . It then reaches a maximum (here at λB = 1×10−10) and de-

creases again when λB grows further. At the same time, the maximum of σrq (d) shifts towards

smaller distances. Altogether, the standard deviation of the covariances is always small com-

pared to its mean in a certain distance. This is an important fact and there is no reason to

believe that this effect is fundamentally different on other grids.

The bias effect on the covariances is much more complex compared to the variance bias. The

7This results from the cut that interrupts the similarity structure, cmp. Sec. 3.3.3.
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Figure 3.15: Demonstration example to verify that main diagonal normalization of the
source covariance matrix (Eq. 3.8, λB = 1×10−10) removes the patch size dependent source
bias (cmp. Fig. 3.10). The mapping of the labeled main diagonal elements on the surface il-
lustrates the distinct functional regions.

problem is that a slightly different smoothness constraint is imposed on each source. Since it

is difficult to predict the particular effect in each row, it is also hardly possible to counteract,

e.g., by means of suitable algorithms. However, the results presented above suggest that the

differences between the covariance structure for each source are in a rather small order of mag-

nitude. Therefore, there is reason to believe that the covariance bias only has a minor impact

on source localization. Moreover, the minimum norm constraint itself favors smeared solu-

tions and, therefore, is less affected by variations of a priori covariances. Thus, it can safely be

assumed that the overall effect on source localization is certainly weak.

The proposed main diagonal normalization of the source covariance matrix not only ac-

counts for the location dependent bias on variances but also for the patch size dependent bias.

This is demonstrated using the triangulated mesh from Sec. 3.3.4 (cmp. Fig.3.10). The corre-

sponding unbiased estimate of the source covariance matrix, which results from normalizing

the surface Laplacian, is shown in Fig. 3.15.

The last focus in this section is the calculation of Γ, which in turn requires the calculation of

Rq . This appears to counteract one important advantage of informed LORETA-based source

reconstruction: the possibility to compute the inverse solution by means of LU decomposition

(Golub and van Loan, 1996). That means that the explicit inversion of the Laplacian (i.e. the

Laplacian-based smoothness operator) is not necessary in order to calculate the inverse solu-

tion (cmp. Sec. 2.4.4). This excellent feature allows to apply spatial similarity constraints even

on a source space with high spatial resolution8. In order to calculate the normalization operator

Γ it is only necessary to determine the main diagonal elements of the source covariance matrix.

The covariance matrix is the the inverse of the operator (B T B +λB I ), which is a sparse matrix.

8For example, a mesh consisting of m = 240.000 sources has a Laplacian with dimensions m ×m. The sparsity
leads to approx. less than 10 MB of required memory. In contrast, the inverse (BT B)+ is fully occupied, ending
up in a total of 214 GB using single-precision representation (float). Furthermore, the computation of this full
inverse is a serious computational problem.
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3 Generalization of Informed LORETA-based Source Reconstruction

Fortunately, the inversion of a sparse matrix for the purpose of deriving only the main diagonal

elements of the inverse is a frequent problem in a variety of scientific disciplines. These ele-

ments can be computed with a method described by Takahashi et al. (1973). Its extension and

realization in MATLAB (Davis, 2011) performs well even on huge problems. The comparison

of this method with the results of traditional inversion algorithms for several low-dimensional

test examples revealed an excellent agreement. Thus, this sparse matrix inversion algorithm

is an important tool to apply the proposed normalization of the source covariance matrix in

realistic problems.

3.4 Determination of the Laplacian Regularization Parameter

3.4.1 Problem Statement

The LORETA-based estimation of the source covariance matrix requires the regularization

of the Laplacian. The parameter λB controls the balance between main- and off-diagonal ele-

ments in B T B , that means the strength of the smoothness constraint9. Thereby, the transition

from total smoothness to a non-smooth prior assumption occurs in a narrow range (e.g. cmp.

results in Sec. 3.3.5) from which λB has to be selected carefully. Knösche et al. (2013) proposed

to determine the Laplacian regularization parameter empirically in a way that ensures both a

stable inversion of the smoothness operator and that preserves the LORETA effect in the re-

constructed source distribution (i.e. the smoothing effect must be visible). Here, an objective

approach is introduced. It allows to determine λB such that the smoothness constraint can be

adjusted according to a desired strength.

The need for an objective determination of λB becomes even more clear when considering

properties of the Laplacian somewhat more closely. The row normalization introduced in Eq.

2.27 eliminates any information on the distance between neighboring sources. That means,

the weighting between a source and its neighbors is independent of the spatial resolution of

the source space. As a result, the regularization defines how the correlation structure for a given

source (i.e. actually for all sources) changes with respect to the neighborhood order. However,

it would be rather useful to select the parameter λB in a way that allows to define a certain

correlation assumption with respect to the distance between sources. Thus, the correlation

structure for a given parameterλB must be evaluated. This is essential to ensure clearly defined

prior assumptions which are independent of the spatial resolution of the source space.

3.4.2 Laplacian Regularization Parameter Estimation

This section introduces a method to systematically determine the regularization parameter

for the Laplacian. The main objective is to select λB according to the source correlation struc-

ture defined by
(
Γ

(
B T B +λB I

)
Γ
)−1

(cmp. Eq. 3.8). This requires a suitable measure which

provides sufficient information on the estimated spatial correlations.

As shown previously, the LORETA-based covariance matrix changes from the identity ma-

trix for large parameters to a dense matrix when λB converges towards zero. In the latter

9In contrast, the Tikhonov regularization parameter α (cmp. Eq. 2.17) balances between a term fitting the data
and a model term as, for instance, a smoothness constraint. Hence, it controls the impact of the smoothness
constraint on the solution, whereas Laplacian regularization controls the particular spatial correlation structure.
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3.4 Determination of the Laplacian Regularization Parameter

case, the covariance between all elements that belong to the same functional area is one. This

finally leads to a fully occupied matrix with all elements being one in case of uninformed

LORETA. A straightforward approach to assess the covariance structure in this matrix is to

compute its Frobenius norm as a function of λB , i.e. g (λB ) =
∥∥∥(
Γ

(
B T B +λB I

)
Γ
)−1

∥∥∥
F

. It con-

verges towards gmin = min
(
g (λB )

) = p
m when λB increases and towards a fixed maximum

value
p

m < gmax = max
(
g (λB )

) ≤ m when it decreases. The actual value of gmax depends on

prior knowledge. For uninformed LORETA, this value corresponds to number of sources, i.e.

gmax = m. Several smoothness levels can be identified if this measure is computed for a suitable

range of regularization parameter values. This is the basis to select λB according to a desired

smoothness level.

A major drawback of computing the Frobenius norm is that it requires the explicit calcula-

tion of the LORETA-based source covariance matrix, i.e. the computation of the inverse. As

outlined in Sec. 3.3.1 this is only hardly possible in most cases. This problem can be circum-

vented as follows. The computation of the Frobenius norm requires to sum up the squared

values of all matrix elements. If one can be sure that covariances are non-negative (see below),

it is sufficient to directly sum up the non-squared values to assess the covariance structure

in dependence of λB , i.e. g (λB ) = ∑
i
∑

j
(
Γ

(
B T B +λB I

)
Γ
)−1

, i , j = 1. . .m. This measure con-

verges towards gmin = m when λB increases and towards a fixed value m < gmax ≤ m2 when it

decreases. The major advantage is that this sum of matrix elements can be expressed in terms

of a vector-matrix-vector multiplication. The finally proposed measure to asses the covariance

structure is
g (λB ) =~1T (

Γ
(
B T B +λB I

)
Γ
)−1~1

f (λB ) = g (λB )/max
(
g (λB )

)
.

(3.9)

~1 ∈ Rm is a vector with all elements being one. This allows for an effective inversion procedure

by solving a linear system of equations. The function f , which is normalized to the maximum

value gmax to eliminate the dependence on the number of sources, is a relative measure that

expresses the topological smoothness level independently of the number of sources. It varies

between fmax = max
(

f (λB )
) = 1 and fmin = min

(
f (λB )

) = m/gmax. Usually gmax À m and it

follows that fmin ≈ 0.

As already mentioned, this approach implies the assumption that all matrix elements are

non-negative. In fact, it was discussed in Sec. 3.3.2 that negative covariances occur as an ar-

tifact of Laplacian inversion. These negative entries might falsify the proposed smoothness

measure. However, the results in Sec. 3.3.5 have shown that the absolute value of the sum of

negative elements is always rather small compared to the sum of positive values in the source

covariance matrix. It can therefore safely be assumed that the influence of this effect, i.e. of

negative covariances, on the proposed measure is small. Hence, it is useful to ignore potential

artifacts in favor of the efficiency of this method.

Equation 3.9 allows to select a regularization parameter according to the smoothness level.

The question which level should be used depends on the prior information. If, for example, it

can be expected that the sources within the a priori defined functional regions are highly spa-

tially correlated the smoothness level should be high. This might be useful when a full parcella-

tion with particularly small patches is used. When the areas are rather large, a low smoothness

level seems reasonable. For example, this is the case for uninformed LORETA, which actually
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3 Generalization of Informed LORETA-based Source Reconstruction

implies the incorporation of a single patch comprising the whole cortical sheet. It is very much

plausible to select a low smoothness level in this case.

The selection of any value in between these two extremes is not straightforward and depends

on the homogeneity of the size of the incorporated functional areas. If all regions are approx-

imately equal in size, the smoothness level adjusted by means of λB is identical in each area.

For example, this is the case for informed LORETA with prior knowledge defined according to a

full homogeneous parcellation, and for uninformed LORETA. If, however, prior information is

comprised of inhomogeneously sized and/or extremely differently shaped functional regions,

the correlation structure in the distinct regions can be very different. As a consequence, the

actual degree of smoothness in each patch may strongly deviate from the desired smoothness

level. Examples for such a case are the use of only a subset of patches from a full parcella-

tion to inform LORETA, or the use of a full parcellation with inhomogeneously sized patches.

In such a case, only the selection of a regularization parameter close to the maximum or the

minimum smoothness level ensures a predictable source correlation structure. A particularly

important feature of the proposed method to adjust λB is to account for the spatial resolution

of the source space. This feature is illustrated in the following section.

3.4.3 Demonstration Examples

This section aims at illustrating the usage and properties of the proposed method for es-

timating the Laplacian regularization parameter. First, this is done using toy examples sim-

ilar to the one employed in Sec. 3.3.3. Given are three annular source models consisting of

m = {500,1000,2000} sources. They are supposed to approximate the same physical solution

space at different spatial resolutions. All grids are cut at the same relative location at index

v = 0.2 ·m. The Laplacians are constructed like above. The source covariance matrix for each

grid denotes as Rm
q .

The first step is to compute the smoothness measure according to Eq. 3.9 for each source

space. The result is depicted in Fig. 3.16. It is obvious that the measure systematically shifts to-

wards smaller λB when the number of sources increases. More precisely, doubling the number

of sources shifts the measure by approximately one order of magnitude. It is now interest-

ing whether the source covariance matrices for the different grids are similar given the same

smoothness level. Therefore, three different λB corresponding to distinct smoothness levels,

i.e. f (λB ) = {0.9,0.5,0.1}, are selected to compute three Rm
q for each source space. Fig. 3.17

shows the comparison of the results.

The top panel shows the covariance matrix R500
q for each smoothness level. It is expected that

the matrices for m = 1000 and m = 2000 exhibit a very similar covariance structure. To verify

this, the courses of the mean covariance of Rm
q are compared. More precisely, the column-

wise mean of Rm
q denoted as cm

(
jr

)
is calculated as a function of the relative column index

jr = j /m, j being the column index, for each smoothness level. The results shown in the lower

panel of Fig. 3.17 reveal a high similarity between the different functions. Additionally, the

differences between these functions are assessed by means of the standard deviation of the

mean covariances, i.e. σcm
(

jr
)
. It is computed for those 500 indices which are common for all

three source models. The mean standard deviation, i.e. σcm , for each smoothness level is given

in Fig. 3.17. These values emphasize that the differences between the mean covariances are
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3.4 Determination of the Laplacian Regularization Parameter

Figure 3.16: Result of calculating the smoothness measure, i.e. f (λB ), according to Eq. 3.9 for
three annular source models with different spatial resolution.

very small. Overall, the results suggest that the a priori source covariance structure estimated

for source models with different spatial resolution is similar if, first, λB is adjusted according to

the smoothness measure defined in Eq. 3.9 and, second, the source models including the prior

knowledge are equivalent.

A second example demonstrates that the method also works on a source space which is de-

fined on a triangular mesh. It focuses on the relation between the spatial resolution of the

source space and the source localization result. That means, it is demonstrated that consis-

tent reconstruction results can be obtained for various discretizations of this mesh when λB

is adjusted according to a desired smoothness level (i.e. by means of the proposed method).

The example is based on the mesh and the prior knowledge already used in Sec. 3.3.4 (cmp.

Fig. 3.10). For the purpose of source localization, three orthogonal dipoles are placed on each

vertex to construct the source model. This leads to a total of m = 13722 sources. Two addi-

tional source models are defined. The first is a subset of the original source space. It contains

only m = 4578 sources. The second is obtained by refining the original mesh. The resulting

source space consists of m = 41154 sources. All grids are shown in Fig. 3.18. Although the

prior information is derived using the same functio-anatomical boundaries, it is obvious that

the representation of the prior information by means of local discontinuities (i.e. black edges)

is slightly different on each grid. Therefore, sizes and shapes of patches can be slightly different

as well. Next, the smoothness measure according to Eq. 3.9 is calculated for both informed

and uninformed LORETA. The results are shown at the bottom of Fig. 3.18. It can be seen that,

as above, the transition from high to low smoothness systematically shifts towards smaller λB

when the spatial resolution increases. The smoothness measure for the finest granularity has a

slightly different shape compared to the two other source models (i.e. particularly for informed

LORETA). This reflects differences concerning the incorporated prior knowledge.

As a next step, an EEG leadfield is computed for each source space. Details on the volume

conductor and senor model are given in Sec. 4.2.2. An artificial data set is generated afterwards

using the source space with m = 13722 sources. All source dipoles in BA 45 are activated in such

a way that a radial orientation and unit length of the effective dipole at each vertex is reached.
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3 Generalization of Informed LORETA-based Source Reconstruction

Figure 3.17: Comparison of source covariance matrices Rm
q estimated for three different an-

nular source models at three smoothness levels. Top panel: Source covariance matrix R500
q for

smoothness levels f (λB ) = {0.9,0.5,0.1}. The matrix elements are color coded, all results refer
to the given color bar. Bottom panel: Column-wise mean cm

(
jr

)
of Rm

q for each smoothness
level. For details on cm , jr and σcm , see text. The legend (right plot) and the description of
the ordinate (left plot) apply for all graphs. The black function for m = 500 is almost com-
pletely overlayed. The Laplacian regularization parameters are denoted as λm

B .
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3.4 Determination of the Laplacian Regularization Parameter

Figure 3.18: Top panel: Three discretizations of the same surface, which approximates the
envelop of the brain. Black edges denote functional boundaries used for informed LORETA.
Bottom panel: Smoothness measure determined for informed and uninformed LORETA for
the three source models. Legend applies to both plots.

Finally, this activation pattern is used to compute the forward solution (details in Sec. 4.2.4,

SNR=1×108) in order to perform the source reconstruction (details in Sec. 4.2.5). Figure 3.19

shows uninformed and informed LORETA reconstruction results for three different smoothness

levels.

The following conclusions can be drawn. The reconstructed activity patterns on the different

source models are highly similar for each smoothness level. Hence, the objective determina-

tion of λB is crucial. Yet another aspect can be seen: For informed LORETA, the reconstructed

pattern is more and more focused on a single patch when the smoothness level increases. In

contrast, the activation for uninformed LORETA becomes more focal towards lower smooth-

ness levels. This emphasizes that the smoothness constraint not only depends on Laplacian

regularization but also on the prior knowledge itself. This is a very important aspect. It un-

derpins the need to select a desired smoothness level in accordance with the incorporated

prior knowledge. In case of uninformed LORETA, for example, the whole source space forms a

unique functional region and it is implausible to assume that all sources within this region are

correlated. Hence, a low smoothness level is useful. For informed LORETA, the incorporated

regions are much smaller and it might be very likely that sources in these regions exhibit a high

correlation. In this case a higher smoothness level seems plausible.

Finally, it is worth to note that Laplacian regularization is also an issue for the original LORE-

TA method as defined in Eq. 2.26, or any derivative of this approach, which does not employ

a row normalization of the Laplace operator as introduced in Eq. 2.27. These Laplacians are

usually invertible and therefore do not require additional regularization. Instead, the definition

of main- and off-diagonal elements itself introduces a kind of regularization which has a very
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3 Generalization of Informed LORETA-based Source Reconstruction

Figure 3.19: Results of reconstructing source activity in BA 45 (dark red colored region in in-
formed LORETA results). λB is adjusted according to three smoothness levels for each grid.
The source model comprises three dipoles per vertex, plotted are the strength of the effective
dipole at each vertex. Results normalized to the maximum strength in each plot. Arbitrary
units.

similar effect as the one discussed here. However, it is neither possible to determine nor to

control the smoothness level that results from this implicit regularization. This should be kept

in mind when employing such methods for source reconstruction.

3.4.4 An Alternative Method for Laplacian Regularization Parameter Estimation

The smoothness measure introduced in Eq. 3.9 turned out to be particularly suited to adjust

the Laplacian regularization parameter λB according to some smoothness level. However, an

alternative approach is tested in this work. It is briefly summarized in this section.

The approach is based on the idea to assess the similarity between a matrix and its inverse.

More precisely, g (λB ) =
∥∥∥(

B T B
)(

B T B +λB I
)−1 − I

∥∥∥
F

defines the dissimilarity between the LO-

RETA weighting operator and its regularized inverse. This measure converges towards gmin =
min

(
g (λB )

) = 0 when regularization is reduced and towards gmax = max
(
g (λB )

) = ‖I‖F =p
m

when regularization increases, respectively. In contrast to Eq. 3.9, gmax is independent of prior

knowledge such that a normalized measure can be written as f (λB ) = g (λB )/
p

m. Further-

more, the left and right hand side multiplication with the Leadfield matrix and its transposed,

respectively, effectively projects the similarity measure to sensor space and allows for an effi-

cient inversion. The final normalized measure then writes as

f (λB ) =
∥∥∥L

(
B T B

)(
B T B +λB I

)−1
LT −LLT

∥∥∥
F

/∥∥LLT
∥∥

F . (3.10)

The function f (λB ) is reversed to that in Eq. 3.9. It varies between zero and one. A low
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value implies a high similarity between both matrices and, therefore, a strong smoothness con-

straint, and vice versa. As above, the normalization eliminates the dependence on the number

of sources and effectively accounts for the spatial resolution of the source space. This measure

does not require the source variances to be equal. Hence, it also works for PatchLORETA as

introduced by Knösche et al. (2013). Anyway, the use of PatchLORETA is not recommended for

the several reasons discussed above. The alternative method is also less influenced by negative

variances.

The main disadvantage of this method is that f (λB ) does not directly relate to the underlying

smoothness level. Thus, it is only hardly possible to predict a covariance structure for a given

regularization value. Moreover, the proposed Leadfield projection suppresses certain source

configurations. This might be undesired. Therefore, the method introduced in Sec. 3.4.2 is

preferred for adjusting λB . It is used for all subsequent simulations and the analysis of experi-

mental data.

3.5 Summary and Conclusion

The aim of this chapter was the analysis and optimization of PatchLORETA. This method

allows to incorporate prior knowledge on the affiliation of sources to functional regions into

LORETA-based source reconstruction. First of all, a redefinition of the surface Laplacian was

presented in Sec. 3.2. The newly defined Laplacian allows the use of more general information

on the mutual functional similarity between neighboring sources (i.e. even gradual informa-

tion). However, the results of a closer examination revealed that gradual similarity information

might be rather unsuited in order to obtain a strong impact on source localization. Instead, a

sufficiently strong similarity contrast in the local similarity structure is mandatory. For exam-

ple, boundaries representing a strong functional separation between distinct functional areas

are particularly useful. The use of this kind of prior information with informed LORETA might

also be referred to as LineLORETA (Fuchs et al., 2012).

The subsequent analysis of the LORETA-based source covariance matrix in Sec. 3.3 revealed

several issues. The estimated variance of a source depends on (1) its distance to a discontinuity

in the similarity structure and (2) on the size of the patch in which the source is located (i.e.

when a parcellation is used as prior knowledge). Moreover, the estimated covariance between

two sources, e.g. A and B, not only depends on their distance to each other, but also (3) on the

distance of A and (4) the distance of B to a discontinuity in the similarity structure. The analysis

has additionally shown that (5) the estimated covariance between two sources can be negative.

The first two issues are particularly problematic, that means they need to be solved in order to

use informed LORETA. An additional normalization operator introduced in Sec. 3.3.6 removes

both effects. The issues 3-5 are of minor importance.

The regularization of the Laplace operator and its important role for informed LORETA was

evaluated and discussed in another part of this chapter. In simple terms, the Laplacian reg-

ularization parameter defines a relation between the covariance and the distance between

two sources. In other words, it defines a smoothness level. Strong regularization leads to a

weak smoothness level and, generally, reduces spatial correlations. Weak regularization im-

plies a high smoothness level. That means, lowering the regularization parameter increases

the smoothness level until all sources within a functional unit are fully correlated. Note that
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this case corresponds to PatchLORETA2 (see Eq. 2.28), which, however, employs a patch-based

neighborhood definition to achieve such a strong intra-area correlation. In contrast, the ap-

proach presented here relies on the local neighborhood.

The strong relation between Laplacian regularization and the source covariance matrix es-

timate emphasizes the need for a careful selection of λB . A suitable method was proposed in

Sec. 3.4.2. It allows to adjust λB according to the smoothness level. The method is based on

a measure that is directly related to the underlying source covariance structure. The larger its

value, the larger is the imposed smoothness inside functional areas. However, not only the

measure itself but also the incorporated prior knowledge are important in order to select a

suitable regularization parameter. For example, uninformed LORETA effectively implies that

the cortex exhibits a unique functional area. In this case, it is rather implausible to assume the

highest possible degree of smoothness between sources since this would render all sources to

be highly correlated. Hence, a low smoothness level should be selected. Another case would

be the use of a parcellation consisting of a large number of small sized patches for informed

LORETA. The selection of a high smoothness level would be quite useful since it implies a very

strong intra-patch correlation – which seems rather plausible in this situation. The most impor-

tant property of the measure is its ability to adjust the regularization parameter independently

of the spatial resolution of the underlying source space.

Altogether, the informed LORETA method proposed in this chapter can be used to incor-

porate functio-anatomical prior information for linear source reconstruction. The method in

general as well as the use of this kind of prior knowledge is evaluated in the following two chap-

ters of this thesis.
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4.1 Introduction

The method introduced in the previous chapter allows the incorporation of functio-anato-

mical similarity information into LORETA-based source reconstruction. The corresponding a

priori source covariance matrix estimate is free of artifacts on the source variances. This is an

important requirement for its practical application. Subject of this chapter is the evaluation

how the use of such prior knowledge constrains linear source reconstruction in practice. It fo-

cuses on the main characteristics of the source estimates as, for instance, the spatial dispersion

of reconstructed activity. Another focus is the actual benefit that the use of priors might bring

to linear source reconstruction. This is of particular interest for two reasons. First, the accuracy

of the course of functio-anatomical borders is certainly limited. Second, the estimated covari-

ance structure is, at best, only a rough approximation of the real spatial correlation structure.

Therefore, the use of prior knowledge is evaluated under several conditions. That includes sce-

narios in which the use of priors in fact improves source reconstruction since the priors and

the sources that generated the data are in a good agreement with. Other scenarios show how

reconstruction results are affected when the prior deviates from the likely generators.

The simulations in Sec. 4.3 target a qualitative characterization of informed LORETA recon-

struction results. It is evaluated how functio-anatomical information and in particular its ac-

cordance to the activation pattern influences source reconstruction.

Section 4.4 aims to characterize the spatial properties of different informed linear inverse

methods in a quantitative manner. This includes derivatives of FACE, i.e. focal and extended

FACE (cmp. Sec. 2.5.5), as well as informed LORETA for which several regularization levels are

used. The evaluation is done using Monte-Carlo (MC) simulations on the basis of artificially

generated parcellations.

The simulations in Sec. 4.5 are based on both full and local parcellations. The latter contain

only a subset of patches of a full parcellation. In linear inverse methods the a priori source

covariance matrix expresses knowledge or at least a belief on spatial correlations between the

sources which generated the data. Its estimation based on a general smoothness constraint,

which is combined with prior knowledge, may introduce unforeseen prior assumptions. For ex-

ample, the use of a full parcellation implies the occurrence of correlated activity in each patch

of the cortex. This is often a rather unrealistic assumption (e.g. for the analysis of event re-

lated activity). This issue is particularly problematic when the smoothness constraint is strong.
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Moreover, it is independent of the fact if the incorporated functio-anatomical borders accu-

rately match the true functional boundaries. The simulations demonstrate how the restric-

tion of prior information to patches in a certain cortical area affects source reconstruction and

which coinciding effects must be taken into account.

The simulations performed in Sec. 4.3-4.5 are ideal in the sense that the forward models used

for the generation of simulated data and its reconstruction are identical. This is also known

as inverse crime and might cause overestimated measures of the reconstruction quality. It is

evaluated in Sec. 4.6 how spatial inaccuracies between these models, for example caused by

co-registration errors, affect the source reconstruction quality of the employed algorithms.

4.2 Methods

4.2.1 Overview

This section gives a short overview of methods that are used for the simulations in this chap-

ter. This includes forward models, prior knowledge, the generation of simulated data, recon-

struction algorithms, and the metrics for the evaluation of the results. The detailed simulation

setup is presented in the individual sections.

The general simulation procedure employed throughout this chapter can be summarized as

follows: (1) computation of the EEG leadfield matrix, (2) parameterization of reconstruction al-

gorithms according to prior knowledge, (3) activation of a set of dipoles on the source space, (4)

prediction of EEG sensor values using the pre-computed leadfield matrix, (5) addition of noise,

(6) reconstruction of a source distribution for each algorithm under test, and (7) evaluation of

the results.

4.2.2 Source Models and Forward Solution

Two different source models were used for the simulations. The first was based on a triangu-

lated surface approximating the envelope of the brain. It was derived from the Montreal Stan-

dard Brain (Collins et al., 1994) by shifting the inner skull surface inwards about 1 cm. Three

orthogonal dipoles were placed on each vertex, which leads to a total number of 13722 sources

(cmp. Fig. 3.19, second column). Among these surfaces, the outer skull and outer skin surface

were used to construct a three-compartment BEM model with the conductivities 0.33 S/m for

brain and skin and 0.0042 S/m for the skull compartment. The SIMBIO toolbox (Fingberg et al.,

2003) was used to calculate the forward solution at 85 EEG sensor positions arranged according

to the 10-10 system (Chatrian et al., 1985).

The second head model was constructed from an individual subject’s MRI data set. There-

fore, the pial cortex surface (≈ 122000 nodes per hemisphere), the inner and outer skull surface,

and the outer skin surface were segmented using Freesurfer (Fischl et al., 2002). A single ECD

with perpendicular orientation was placed on each vertex of the pial surface to built up the

source space. Inner and outer skull surface and the outer skin surface each consist of 5120 ver-

tices. Finally, a three-compartment volume conductor model was constructed with the same

conductivities as above. The leadfield was computed using SIMBIO for a given set of 60 EEG

sensor positions (placed according to the 10-10 system).
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Figure 4.1: Top panel: Two realistic parcellations mapped on the inflated cortical surface.
Arbitrary patch colors. Bottom panel: Histograms of the patch sizes for each parcellation;
2 cm2 bin width. Left/right parcellation contains 70/156 parcels.

4.2.3 Prior Knowledge

The functio-anatomical prior information used in the simulations was derived from various

parcellations. Generally, parcellations embody the binary similarity structure and are there-

fore perfectly suited for the use with informed LORETA. Full and local parcellations are dis-

tinguished. While the former assign all sources to a dedicated functional area, the latter only

contain a subset of patches of a full parcellation. That means that several sources are unla-

beled. The selection of patches to construct local parcellations is discussed in the simulation

setup for a particular simulation. Here, the derivation of full parcellations is outlined.

The simulations on the folded cortical surface in Sec. 4.3 are based on realistic parcella-

tions according to the Desikan-Killiany-Atlas (Desikan et al., 2006) and the Destrieux-Atlas (De-

strieux et al., 2010). They were drawn from the individual subject’s MRI data using automated

parcellation procedures provided by Freesurfer (Fischl et al., 2004). These parcellations as well

as a histogram of their patch sizes are illustrated in Fig. 4.1. Since both parcellations embody a

different concept to define functio-anatomical borders, the distributions of their patch sizes are

significantly different as well. Both are useful for the desired simulations. However, the patch

sizes are distributed over a rather large range. Moreover, certain intrinsic properties of these

parcellations might distort the analysis (for instance, areas with a certain size might only be

located in a particular area of the brain, and this would introduce a systematic bias). To safely

exclude that patch size differences or other parcellation specific characteristics have a relevant

influence on the reconstruction result, a more controlled setup regarding the prior knowledge

seems reasonable. Therefore, artificial parcellations were generated and used for the MC sim-

ulations in Sec. 4.4-4.6. the sizes of the distinct functional areas are well controlled in these

parcellations.

Two types of artificial parcellations are distinguished: homogeneous and inhomogeneous

ones. The former consist of patches which are all equal in size. The latter contain parcels

whose sizes belong to discrete equally spaced levels (7 levels were used, each with approxi-
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Figure 4.2: Artificial parcellations mapped on the inflated cortical surface and illustration of
their patch sizes. Arbitrary patch colors. Top left: Homogeneous parcellation with a median
patch size of 18.5 cm2. Top right: Inhomogeneous parcellation no. 3 (see legend). Bottom left:
Boxplots showing the variation of the patch size for each homogeneous parcellation. Bot-
tom right: Scatter plot of the patch sizes in inhomogeneous parcellations, grey bars separate
patch size levels.

mately the same number of patches) between a minimum and a maximum patch size. These

parcellations were generated using an iterative procedure, which is briefly summarized in the

following steps: (1) random selection of a seed point on the triangular mesh from the set of un-

labeled sources, (2) assignment of the seed point and adjacent sources within a certain geodesic

distance (which depends on the desired patch size) to a new patch, (3) repetition of step 1 until

no further patch can be created without significantly overlapping existing ones, (4) assignment

of sources in unlabeled regions to neighboring patches, thereby taking the patch size and the

length of the patch boundary into account, and finally (5) iterative exchange of sources be-

tween neighboring patches until the size of all patches is in a range of ±5% from the median.

For an inhomogeneous parcellation, this constraint applies to each patch size level.

The mentioned procedure was used to generate a total of seven homogeneous and three in-

homogeneous parcellations. The results are depicted in Fig. 4.2. The patch sizes in the homo-

geneous parcellations roughly cover the range of sizes found in the realistic parcellations (see

above). The three inhomogeneous parcellations were generated in such a way that their indi-

vidual patch size levels are approximately equal and, as before, that they cover a reasonable

range of patch sizes. In fact, the size of some patches in both homogeneous and inhomoge-

neous parcellations is located outside the desired five percent interval. However, these outliers

are, first, rather seldom and, second, still small enough to ignore potential side effects on the

analysis. Homogeneous parcellations are referenced as the combination of the prefix HP with

the integer digit of the corresponding median patch size throughout this chapter. For example,

HP18 denotes the parcellation with 18.5cm2 sized patches. The three inhomogeneous parcel-
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lations are referenced with IP and the number 1, 2 or 3 (cmp. Fig. 4.2).

4.2.4 Source Activity and Simulated EEG data

The generation of simulated data is based on the activation of one or multiple compact sets

of source dipoles. These sets are either defined manually (Sec. 4.3) or randomly based on the

following steps. The first one is the selection of seed point(s) on the folded cortical surface. In

a second step, sources in the vicinity of each seed point are used to generate an active cluster.

Therefore, sources are selected according a maximum geodesic distance, which depends on the

desired cluster size. Both the location of the seed points and the cluster sizes are random vari-

ables. Activation patterns in agreement or in deviation to prior information are distinguished.

In the former case, functio-anatomical borders confine the spatial extent of active clusters. The

latter case allows activity to spread over boundaries. This represents incorrect or at least un-

certain prior information. The final step for generating the activation pattern is to assign the

same random amplitude to all sources of a cluster. This ensures a homogeneous activation

within clusters. This kind of activation is preferred over a rugged one. It is consistent with the

prior assumption imposed by smooth reconstruction algorithms. Moreover, a discontinuous

activation would produce very similar EEG/MEG data anyway.

The activation pattern qref is then projected to sensor space using the precomputed EEG

leadfield matrix, i.e. dref = Lqref. Finally, uncorrelated zero mean Gaussian noise with the vari-

ance σ2
ε = σ2

ref /SNR is added to the data, i.e. d = dref + ε. σ2
ref is the variance over channels of

the noise-free data, i.e. of dref, and SNR is a random variable or set to a fixed value, depending

on the particular simulation.

4.2.5 Source Reconstruction Algorithms

This section summarizes the inverse algorithms and their parameterization employed for

the simulations. The basis for all algorithms is the linear inverse solution presented in Eq. 2.13.

With the assumption of uncorrelated noise, i.e. Cε =σ2
ε I , it can be written as

q̂ = Rq LT (
LRq LT +α2I

)−1
d . (4.1)

α2 = σ2
ε/σ2

q is the Tikhonov regularization parameter (cmp. Sec. 2.4.3). According to Eq. 2.15,

assuming homoscedastic signals, i.e. tr(Cd ) = tr(σ2
d I ) = σ2

d ·n, and with tr(Cε) = σ2
ε ·n the pa-

rameter estimates to

α2 = σ2
ε · tr

(
LRq LT

)
n · (σ2

d −σ2
ε)

= tr
(
LRq LT

)
n ·SNR

. (4.2)

A similar estimate for α2 has been used in other studies (Ahlfors and Simpson, 2004, Lin et al.,

2004, 2006b, Liu et al., 2002, Molins et al., 2008). The linear source reconstruction methods that

are used for the simulations in this chapter are summarized below. All are based on Eq. 4.1 and

4.2 .

The first algorithm under test is informed LORETA with Rq defined as proposed in Eq. 3.8.

The Laplacian regularization parameter λB is selected according to the smoothness measure

defined in Eq. 3.9. This measure is calculated for each set of incorporated boundaries, that
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means for each parcellation. Finally, multiple values forλB are selected according to the smooth-

ness level used for the particular simulation.

The second method is uninformed LORETA with the source weighting matrix as defined in

Eq. 2.24 and the surface Laplacian given in Eq. 2.27. It serves as a reference method in which

nothing but general spatial smoothness is assumed a priori. As above, multiple values for the

regularization parameter λB are selected on the basis of the smoothness measure (Eq. 3.9) to

adjust the smoothness constraint.

Third, the FACE method is employed for the simulations. The off-diagonal elements of sour-

ces which are located in functional areas are defined as proposed in Eq. 2.29. The main diag-

onal elements of Rq are set to one. Both focal FACE (α1 = 0.2, α2 = 0.1) and extended FACE

(α1 = 0.6, α2 = 0.4) are used. Rq is defined for each parcellation. Autocorrelated FACE or even

combined FACE is not used in this study since, here, the source variance should not be defined

a priori.

Finally, the WMN method (Eq. 2.20) is used as another reference method since it does not

imply any assumption on the spatial correlation structure at all.

4.2.6 Evaluation Metrics

The evaluation of the results is based on comparisons between the reconstructed source dis-

tribution q̂ and the simulated activation pattern qref. Given these patterns, the normalized

energy ê,eref ∈Rm for the i th source defines as

ê (i ) = q̂ (i )2
/

max
(∣∣q̂ (i )

∣∣)2 and

eref (i ) = qref (i )2
/

max
(∣∣qref

∣∣)2 .
(4.3)

The set of sources Ξa ∈ Ξ in the reference distribution qref whose normalized energy is non-

zero, that means eref (i ) > 0, are denoted as active sources. Ξ ∈ [1,m] corresponds to the set of all

sources in qref. Among visual inspection, the following evaluation metrics are used throughout

this chapter. Moreover, statistical comparison between different distributions is performed

using Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests.

The relative energy (RE) for a given source estimate q̂ defines the total normalized energy

produced by the set of originally activated sources Ξa with respect to the total normalized en-

ergy produced by all sources. It writes as

RE = ∑
i∈Ξa

ê (i )

/∑
i∈Ξ

ê (i ) (4.4)

A perfect reconstruction leads to a value of one. The value is zero if no activity is recovered in

the activated region.

The correlation coefficient (COR) indicates how well the original pattern qref is reconstructed

by the source estimate q̂ for a given algorithm. It is particularly suited to assess the quality of

algorithms producing smooth results. A value of one corresponds to a perfect reconstruction.

The area under curve (AUC, Grova et al., 2006) quantifies how well an inverse algorithm de-

tects true active and true inactive sources. It is based on the receiver operating characteristic

(ROC, Metz, 1986) of a detection method. The ROC can be constructed as follows. First, one
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selects a range of thresholds β ∈ [0,1] and determines the number of true positive (TP, simu-

lated and estimated source are active), true negative (TN, simulated and estimated source are

inactive), false positive (FP, simulated source is inactive, estimated source is active) and false

negative (FN, simulated source is active, estimated source is inactive) sources for each value

of β. A source is active if its normalized energy is above this threshold (i.e. ê,eref ≥ β). These

quantities allow to define the

sensitivity
(
β
)= TP

(
β
)/(

TP
(
β
)+FN

(
β
))

and the

specificity
(
β
)= TN

(
β
)/(

TN
(
β
)+FP

(
β
))

.
(4.5)

Evaluating the sensitivity
(
β
)

against
(
1− specificity

(
β
))

gives the ROC curve as well as the AUC

value being the area under this curve. According to Grova et al. (2006), a detection method

is considered as accurate if its AUC exceeds 0.8. They reported the AUC to be biased for the

evaluation of distributed reconstruction methods since the number of active sources is usu-

ally much smaller than the number of inactives (i.e. sources with zero activity). Therefore,

these authors proposed to define a reduced set of card(Ξa) inactive sourcesΞi ∈Ξ\Ξa to com-

pute an appropriate AUC. Similarly to Cottereau et al. (2012), two selections for Ξi are used

here resulting in the measures AUCclose and AUCfar. The former is based on the set Ξclose
i ∈

Ξk
a (Ξa) \Ξa containing only the closest inactive sources. Ξk

a (Ξa) denotes the set of sources up

to the kth neighborhood of the seed point i that is used to generate Ξa . The neighborhood

level k is chosen such that the number of sources in the two sets are approximately balanced,

i.e. card(Ξa) ≈ card
(
Ξclose

i

)
. The AUCclose index quantifies the ability of a method to focus on

the originally activated region. The AUCfar index is determined using the strongest sources in

the reconstructed distribution q̂ which are located outside the region considered for AUCclose

and outside the originally activated region,Ξfar
i ∈Ξ\

(
Ξclose

i

⋃
Ξa

)
. It indicates whether spurious

sources are generated far from the activated region. Both measures are combined to

AUC = 1/2 (AUCclose +AUCfar) . (4.6)

The displacement error (DE) refers to the distance between an activated cluster and the lo-

cation of the nearest reconstructed cluster (i.e. a compact activation in the vicinity of a local

maximum). The calculation of this measure requires the selection of unique sources from q̂

and qref. This is done similarly as proposed by Im et al. (2003). First, a reference source in

the originally activated cluster needs to be selected. Therefore, the source ki in the i th ac-

tive cluster with the smallest error
∥∥L(·,ki )

/‖L(·,ki )‖2 − l c
i

/∥∥l c
i

∥∥
2

∥∥∥
2

, l c
i ∈ Rn being the sum of

leadfield vectors in cluster i , is taken as the reference location r k
i of cluster i . Given the set

of active sources, the selected source provides the best approximation for the leadfield of the

whole cluster. Second, a reference source in the reconstructed source distribution needs to

be selected. Therefore, the source k j in the j th reconstructed cluster (local maximum) in q̂

with the strongest activity ê
(
k j

) > ê (v) , v ∈ Ξ(k j )3, Ξ(k j )3 denoting the third order neighbor-

hood of k j , is used as the reference location r k
j in cluster j . Afterwards, the geodesic distance

between each reconstructed cluster (i.e. r k
j ) and the reference cluster (i.e. r k

i ) is calculated.

DE corresponds to the smallest calculated distance. When multiple clusters are activated, this

procedure is repeated for each activated cluster. The mean value of all shortest distances is
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computed to determine a unique value for DE in this case. This allows to calculate DE even if

the number of activated and reconstructed clusters is different.

The cluster activity variability (CAV) is an original measure which indicates the homogene-

ity of activity within a given set of sources as, for instance, a patch of a parcellation. It is defined

as the average squared relative difference between the normalized energies and the maximum

normalized energy in given cluster. It writes as

CAV = 1
/

Nc
∑

i∈Ξc

(
ê(i )

/
êmax

c −1
)2 (4.7)

with êmax
c = max(ê (Ξc )) being the strongest activity in the selected clusterΞc , and Nc = card(Ξc )

being the number of sources in Ξc . The CAV value is zero when all sources have the same nor-

malized energy, that means when the reconstruction method provides a homogeneous activa-

tion of the cluster. In the following simulations, clusters are the unique parcels of a parcellation.

The CAV then indicates whether a smooth reconstruction method gives preference to the full

activation of patches. The CAV is determined for both the patch in which the global recon-

structed maximum is located (this is denoted as CAVglobal) and for all patches containing local

maxima. The mean of all local CAV values is computed to define CAVlocal. Note that only one

corresponding local maximum for each activated cluster is selected.

The patch reconstruction frequency index (PRFI) is another original measure. It is deter-

mined for every patch in a parcellation and defines as the relative difference between the patch

reconstruction frequency (PRF) and the patch activation frequency (PAF), i.e. PRFIi = (PRFi−
PAFi )

/
PAFi , i ∈ [1, Np ]. Np is the number of patches in the parcellation. PRFi corresponds to

the absolute number of trials in which the maximum normalized energy is located in the ith

patch. PAFi is given by the number of simulations in which sources are active in the ith patch.

A PRFI value smaller than zero corresponds to the case that sources in a particular patch are

less frequently reconstructed than they are activated. Similarly, a positive PRFI value indicates

that sources are more frequently reconstructed than activated. Determining the PRFI requires

a significantly large number of repetitive simulations with random activation patterns in which

always one cluster (not necessarily restricted to a single patch) is active. The measure is used

in simulations with artificially generated inhomogeneous parcellations (see Sec. 4.2.3). It sup-

ports the identification of patch size dependent biases of a reconstruction method.

4.3 Informed LORETA: An Illustrative Demonstration

4.3.1 Objective

The simulations carried out in this section demonstrate principal characteristics of informed

LORETA based source reconstruction. It is demonstrated how the algorithm performs when

the prior knowledge is consistent to the true underlying activation. Moreover, it is shown how a

potential mismatch between prior knowledge and true activation generally affects the inverse

solution. This is basically done using manually defined activation patterns. The results provide

a general insight into the capabilities of informed linear source reconstruction. A systematic

quantitative analysis is carried out in Sec. 4.4-4.6.
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4.3.2 Simulation Setup

This section includes three different simulations. The first is based on a simplified forward

model with sources placed along the brain envelope (see Sec. 4.2.2). Prior knowledge was

defined manually using several lines. They mimic both multiple functional areas and major

sulcus lines (cmp. Sec. 3.3.4 and Fig. 4.3). Source activity was generated manually by activat-

ing compact regions. That means that all dipoles within a certain region were activated. The

effective dipole at each vertex has a unit length and radial orientation. The generated source

patterns were assigned to one of the following categories: (A) Activity is inside patches, (B) ac-

tivity is far away from any patch, and (C) activity is in the close vicinity of patches (this includes

the case where activity overlaps patch boundaries). The two latter ones represent a mismatch

between prior information and true activity. WMN, uninformed and informed LORETA were

employed for source reconstruction. The smoothness level f (λB ) = 0.5 was used for Lapla-

cian regularization (i.e. λi
B = 3.6×10−6 and λu

B = 7.1×10−7). The superscripts i and u de-

note informed and uninformed LORETA. The simulations were carried out without noise, i.e.

SNR = 108.

The second simulation is based on a realistic forward model (see Sec. 4.2.2). Functio-anato-

mical prior information was derived by selecting a subset of patches from the Desikan-Killiany-

Atlas (cmp. Fig. 4.1), namely pars opercularis, pars triangularis and pars orbitalis of the inferior

frontal gyrus (the selected areas can be seen in Fig. 4.4). These areas roughly correspond to BA

44, 45 and 47. Like above, compact source patterns were generated (manually) and assigned

to one of the three categories. However, only one dipole needs to be activated at each vertex.

Noise at several SNR levels was added to the generated data. The regularization parameters for

informed and uninformed LORETA are λi
B = 3.0×10−10 and λu

B = 2.8×10−10.

The third simulation employs the realistic forward model as well. Two different setups for

the prior knowledge are distinguished. The first is subsequently referred to as the full model.

It consists of all patches given by the Destrieux-Atlas (see Fig. 4.1). The second is the language

model. It only contains areas in the temporal lobe and the inferior frontal part of the cortex (see

separate box in Fig. 4.5). These areas are commonly assumed to be involved in language pro-

cessing1. Activity was generated as follows. Between 1 and 19 patches were randomly drawn

from the full parcellation. All sources in these patches were activated with unit strength. A

total of 1000 source patterns were generated for each number of concurrently active patches.

Finally, noise according to several SNR levels in the range from 1 to 108 was added to the for-

ward solution of each generated source pattern. The simulation setup implies that a mismatch

between prior knowledge and true activation can only occur for the language model. WMN,

uninformed and informed LORETA were employed for source reconstruction. Now, three dif-

ferent smoothness levels were used for the LORETA methods, i.e. f (λB ) = 0.01 for low smooth-

ness, f (λB ) = 0.5 for medium smoothness, and f (λB ) = 0.99 for a high smoothness level. The

related parameters are: λuh
B = 3.2×10−12, λum

B = 3×10−10 and λul
B = 1.1×10−7 for uninformed

LORETA; λih_fu
B = 1.2×10−10, λim_fu

B = 3.9×10−8 and λil_fu
B = 9.4×10−5 for uninformed LORETA

with the full model; λih_la
B = 1.9×10−12, λim_la

B = 2.3×10−10 and λil_la
B = 1.3×10−7 for unin-

formed LORETA with the language model. The additional subscript letters h, m and l denote

the smoothness level (high / medium / low) and the abbreviations fu and la the prior models

1The language model was used for the prospect of analyzing experimental language data in chapter 5.
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Figure 4.3: Representative examples of reconstructed source distributions. Upper/Mid-
dle/Lower row refers to category A (activity inside patches) / B (activity far from any patch)
/ C (activity in the close vicinity of patches). Black edges mimic functio-anatomical bound-
aries. Arbitrary units.

full and language, respectively. Finally, the COR metric was used to assess the results.

4.3.3 Results

The results for the simulations on the brain envelope are presented in Fig. 4.3. One repre-

sentative activation pattern and the related reconstructed source distributions are shown for

each category. Generally, uninformed LORETA and WMN produce blurred activity distribu-

tions with a maximum peak inside or at least very close to the activated region. For category

A, informed LORETA produces homogeneous distributions inside the activated patches with a

strong change of source strengths at boundaries. The visual correspondence between recon-

structed and activated source pattern is remarkably high. For category B, informed and unin-

formed LORETA solutions are largely similar. However, informed LORETA sometimes produces

an additional local peak in patch areas. Besides that, the example emphasizes that non-patch

boundaries constrain the spatial distribution as well. For category C, informed LORETA so-

lutions are characterized by the fact that the strongest activity is reconstructed inside a patch

close to the original activation. All sources within this patch usually have similar strength. In

contrast to category A, however, some activity is also produced outside patches.

Figure 4.4 shows representative results for the second simulation. WMN and uninformed

LORETA solutions are now generally much more different in comparison to the simulation on

the brain envelope. The category A results for informed LORETA are strongly dominated by

prior knowledge. In contrast to the uninformed methods, informed LORETA separates multiple

sources even in the presence of moderate noise (i.e. here BA 44 and 47). Functio-anatomical
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Figure 4.4: Representative examples of reconstructed source distributions shown on the
inflated cortex. Upper/Middle/Lower row refers to category A / B / C. Black edges mimic
functio-anatomical boundaries. Arbitrary units.

prior information is much less dominant in category B reconstruction results. This is even the

case for low SNR values. Uninformed and informed LORETA solutions become more and more

similar towards lower SNR levels. Interestingly, the influence of prior information for category

C is strong in the presence of noise but very much reduced in the noise-free case.

The third simulation provides a more quantitative analysis. Figure 4.5 shows the perfor-

mance of informed LORETA in dependence of the number of concurrently active clusters and

the SNR level. The colored surface in each graph represents the median of the COR values.

Similarly the upper gray shaded surface represents the 95 % percentile and the lower surface

the 5 % percentile. Figure 4.6 shows the median COR values determined from simulations with
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Figure 4.5: Characteristic values of the COR distribution derived from integrating over
patches. See text for an explanation on the different surfaces. The colorbar encodes median
COR values. Arbitrary colors are used to illustrate the patches in the language model.

source patterns in which only single patches were active. The results are integrated over noise

levels. The following major conclusions can be drawn from these complementary figures.

In general, the overall reconstruction quality given by the median COR values reduces to-

wards higher smoothness levels for uninformed LORETA and informed LORETA employing the

language model while it improves for informed LORETA with the full model. It can be ob-

served that the COR values obtained for informed LORETA with the full model and for a strong

smoothness constraint are quite high for the majority of patches. In contrast, only a small

subset of patches receives high values with the language model. It is particularly important,

however, that activity in some areas (e.g. Heschl’s gyri) can only be reconstructed using the lan-

guage model. The highly different numbers of patches with low and high COR values in both

models explain the shape of both their median and 95-percentile surface shown in Fig. 4.5. For

informed LORETA with the language model, the median of the COR values can only be close

to one if all activated patches are part of the prior model. It is obvious that this is very unlikely

when multiple patches are activated.
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Figure 4.6: Median of each per-patch COR distribution derived from integrating over noise
levels mapped on the inflated cortical surface (by assigning the median of a patch to all of its
vertices).

4.3.4 Discussion

Three simulations were carried out in this section. The main objective was to study the per-

formance of informed LORETA in two generally different situations. In the first, prior knowl-

edge and generated source activity are consistent. In the second case, prior knowledge and

source activity deviate from each other. The simulations ought to provide a first general im-

pression how the prior assumptions based on different smoothness levels influence the source

distribution.

The first simulation effectively isolated the effect of match and mismatch between prior

knowledge and activation. Therefore, the influence of noise was discarded, and manually de-

fined patch-like activation patterns, a simplistic forward model, and a fixed smoothness level

were used. In general, the results show that lifting the functional coupling between neighbor-

ing sources somewhere on the cortex constrains the spread of the whole source distribution. It

can be seen that activity inside the small patches is always homogeneously distributed. This

is the result of the strong smoothness constraint that was used for informed LORETA. In fact,

such a homogeneous pattern is the best solution subject to the constraint of minimizing the

second order spatial derivative. This explains the very good correspondence between gener-

ated and reconstructed patterns in category A. The results also reveal that informed LORETA

suppresses activity in the vicinity of the patches. In such a case, the algorithm prefers activ-

ity inside patches. This leads to spurious sources for category B and to a mislocalization for

category C. These results clearly demonstrate that the performance of informed LORETA with

a strong smoothness level strongly depends on the correspondence between true activity and

prior knowledge.

The second simulation aimed to study the performance of informed LORETA for category

A source patterns under more realistic conditions. Therefore, a realistic forward model and
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noisy data were used. Tests using a realistic source model are important because the surface

LORETA approach embodies two different constraints on the folded cortical surface. The first

one is the minimum norm constraint, which is based on leadfield similarity. The second one

is the smoothness constraint, which enforces similarity between neighboring sources. Both

constraints can be in a contradiction. For example, two sources on the opposite walls of a

sulcus have similar leadfields, but a rather large geodesic distance (that means that the mini-

mum norm constraint might support their co-activation, while the smoothness constraint does

not). Interestingly, the results presented by Knösche et al. (2013) suggested that this poten-

tial conflict might reduces the effect of the smoothness constraint when the reconstruction is

performed on the folded cortex. Consequently, also the effect of incorporating of function-

anatomical boundaries (i.e. prior knowlegde) would be low. According to the authors, only the

patch-based smoothness approach (i.e. PatchLORETA2, cmp. Sec.2.5.4) would provide a spa-

tial smoothness constraint which is stronger than the constraint on leadfield similarities. The

results presented here, however, are not in agreement with these findings. The comparison

between WMN and uninformed LORETA results reveals a significant difference between the

reconstructed spatial distributions. This clearly emphasizes that the smoothness constraint in

fact has a strong influence on the folded cortex. Moreover, the informed LORETA results show a

clear effect of incorporating functional boundaries. These apparently different findings can be

explained with the strength of the smoothness constraint, which is controlled by Laplacian reg-

ularization. In contrast to Knösche et al. (2013), the simulations here are based on a systematic

adjustment of the regularization parameter to enforce a high smoothness level. In fact, this is

comparable to the patch-based smoothness approach (i.e. PatchLORETA2). These results un-

derpin the importance of Laplacian regularization, even though the regularization parameter

was not systematically varied at all. Finally, the results exhibit a good visual correspondence

between activated and reconstructed source patterns even for lower SNR ratios given that the

underlying activation and prior knowledge are consistent2. Hence, the incorporation of prior

knowledge improves source localization in this particular case.

The third simulation provides brief insight on how the use of different prior models (i.e. a

certain set of functional boundaries) and smoothness levels affects source reconstruction. The

following considerations are useful before analyzing the results. Each prior model divides the

cortex into a fixed number of separated areas. The language model divides the cortical sheet

into a small number of patches and a huge unlabeled area on each hemisphere. Likewise, even

uninformed LORETA implies a separation of the source space into two huge areas, i.e. the left

and right hemisphere. In case of the full model, the subdivision of the cortex is consistent with

the full parcellation. It should be noted that the combination of any of these subdivisions with

a certain smoothness level defines a unique prior model.

Let us first consider the results for the highest smoothness level. Hence, sources within each

cortical area are expected to be correlated (cmp. Sec. 3.4.2). Consequently, the full model

embodies the a priori assumption that the data can be explained with activity that can be lo-

cated anywhere on the cortex and that exactly follows the shape of patches. In contrast, the

language model assumes patch-like activity only in certain regions. Outside these rather small

regions (that means in the unlabeled areas), extremely wide-spread solutions are expected. It

is obvious that this kind of extreme smoothness constraint penalizes activity which exhibits a

2In fact, this is an inherent assumption when employing prior knowledge for the analysis of real data.
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clear maximum in this region (i.e. focal solutions and even moderately distributed solutions

are rather unlikely). For uninformed LORETA, such wide-spread solutions are expected any-

where. Therefore, the full model perfectly fits to the data generation procedure. This explains

the generally good reconstruction quality that can be observed for this method. The other two

methods impose an a priori assumption that is in conflict to the data either anywhere on the

cortex (uninformed LORETA) or only in certain regions (informed LORETA with the language

model). This explains why a good reconstruction quality for the latter one can only be ob-

served when the activation occurs in an a priori defined patch. It is important, however, that

the language model performs better than the full model when activity is generated in certain

areas. For instance, activity from areas in the inferior frontal sulcus and the lateral fissure, e.g.

Heschl’s gyri, are poorly reconstructed using the full model. It seems that activity in these re-

gions is rather explained by means of activity in superficial regions as, for instance, the superior

temporal gyrus. In contrast, the language model comprises some of these deeper patches and

provides much better reconstruction results for them (cmp. Fig. 4.6). This means that the prior

information (which only contains information on the functional boundaries) causes a bias of

the solution towards the a priori defined regions. This is particularly interesting since the in-

corporation of these functional boundaries into the Laplacian does not increase the a priori

variances of these sources. Hence, the method can, for instance, be used to reconstruct evoked

brain activity from deeper brain areas.

Next, the reduction of the smoothness constraint is considered. It was shown in Sec. 3.4.3

that the estimated correlation between two sources only depends on their geodesic distance

(i.e. for a fixed smoothness level). The patch size has no influence on the correlation. How-

ever, the maximum geodesic distance between two sources (in the same patch) depends on the

patch size. In other words, a source in a large patch can be correlated to more distant sources in

comparison to a source in a small patch. This leads to the effect that a reduction of the smooth-

ness level at first affects the correlation structure in large patches. As a consequence, the patch

sizes (or rather the differences between the sizes of separated areas) have a strong impact on

the changes in the a priori covariance structure that occur when the smoothness level is re-

duced. For uninformed LORETA, the two areas are approximately equal in size. Hence, the

changes in covariance structure are similar in each area. The lower the smoothness level, the

more focal sources can be reconstructed. This is also reflected by the simulation results. Con-

sequently, a high smoothness level is inappropriate to reconstruct patch-like or even focal ac-

tivity using uninformed LORETA. Likewise, the areas in the full model are approximately equal

in size as well3. Thus, lowering the smoothness level affects the estimated covariance structure

in each patch in a more or less similar manner. The reconstruction quality reduces towards

lower smoothness levels since homogeneous source strengths inside separated areas (which

are also used for data generation) are more and more penalized. By the way, this suggests that

it is in principle possible to formulate a prior assumption which prefers the partial activation of

patches. The areas in the language model are much less homogeneous in size. The unlabeled

regions are much larger than the incorporated patches. Hence, a reduction of the smoothness

level affects the covariance structure in the two large areas before changes in the smaller areas

can be expected. A reduced smoothness constraint in the larger areas reduces the bias effect

3In fact, all patches are slightly different in size (cmp. Fig. 4.1). It is analyzed in Sec. 4.4 whether such differences
might produce any significant bias on the solution.
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(i.e. the penalty for less smooth solution reduces as well) towards the smaller areas. Again, this

is clearly reflected in the simulation results. It is interesting, however, that this bias is already

remarkably low at a level of 0.5, for which the correlation in the large areas is still expected to be

wide-spread. This discussion emphasizes that the underlying functional organization defined

by prior knowledge must be considered to select a meaningful smoothness level.

Finally, the results for the lowest smoothness level are shortly discussed. Although the results

of the methods converge with increasing regularization, they are still very different for the low-

est smoothness level used here. This can be explained with the calculation of the smoothness

measure (Eq. 3.9). The calculation includes a normalization to the maximum sum of covari-

ances. This number depends on the largest separated area in each prior model. For that reason,

models containing larger areas (e.g. uninformed LORETA) are more similar to the identity ma-

trix for the largest Laplacian regularization parameters used here.

4.4 Spatial Characteristics of Informed Linear Source Estimates

4.4.1 Objective

It is particular interesting whether the source localization results of informed reconstruction

methods depend on certain spatial features of both the incorporated functio-anatomical prior

knowledge and the underlying source activity. This section aims at a systematic evaluation on

the basis of MC simulations and using prior knowledge derived from arbitrary parcellations.

The evaluation focuses on the following questions, which are raised with respect to the findings

presented in chapter 3: (1) Do variations of the patch sizes contained in a parcellation affect

the reconstruction result (i.e. do they bias the solution)? (2) Does any method produce certain

spatial patterns independently of the underlying activity, that means is there a tendency to focal

or widespread solutions or some bias towards certain regions? (3) How does the performance

of a method depend on the spatial extent of the underlying activity? All simulations are carried

out under the assumption that the incorporated boundaries are in agreement with the likely

generators of the data and under noise-free conditions.

4.4.2 Simulation Setup

The simulations in this section are based on the realistic forward model (see Sec. 4.2.2 for

details). The artificial parcellations described in Sec. 4.2.3 were used as prior information. A

total of 5000 independent trials for each parcellation were generated as follows: Data was gen-

erated by means of the random activation of compact clusters with unique source strengths

(see Sec. 4.2.4). The target size of the cluster was selected from a range between 22mm2 (also

being the step width) and 1.1 times the size of the respective patch. Activity was always consis-

tent with prior knowledge. that means it did not overlap functional boundaries. Sources close

to or even inside the interhemispheric fissure were not activated. An SNR of 1×108 was used

for the simulations to suppress any side effects that might be introduced by noise.

Focal FACE, extended FACE, informed LORETA for six smoothness levels (i.e. 0.01, 0.2, 0.4,

0.6, 0.8, and 0.99), and WMN were employed for source reconstruction. See Sec. 4.2.5 for de-

tails and appendix B.1 for the corresponding Laplacian regularization parameters for each par-

cellation. Finally, the size of the activated area and the metrics COR, AUC, DE, CAVlocal , and
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Figure 4.7: Distributions of PRFI derived from inhomogeneous parcellations. The boxplots
indicate first and last quartile, median, and extreme points of the PRFI distributions. The
latter are truncated in some cases in favour of a suitable resolution for all distributions.
The left/right bar for each algorithm comprises the PRFI for all patches belonging to the 2
smallest/largest patch size levels of the 3 inhomogeneous parcellations. Median patch size in
small/large group is 709 mm2/5361 mm2.

CAVglobal were computed for each reconstruction result. Besides that, the PRFI was determined

for each patch.

4.4.3 Results

Effect of patch size differences: Based on the discussion in Sec. 4.3.4 there is reason to be-

lieve that patch size differences within a parcellation cause undesired side-effects in the so-

lution. For example, a strong smoothness constraint for informed LORETA might lead to a

preferred reconstruction of sources in small patches. The first analysis is based on the results

for the three different inhomogeneous parcellations, each of which consisting of seven patch

size levels. Figure 4.7 shows the PRFI for all small and large patches from these parcellations.

Patches belonging to the two smallest size levels are joined together in the small group (N = 43

patches), patches from the two largest levels are joined in the large group (N = 55). The ob-

servations obtained for the small and the large group are statistically different for each recon-

struction method (P < 2×10−3, Kolmogorov-Smirnov).

The standard deviation and the median of the informed LORETA results for the small group

reduce when the smoothness levels becomes lower. The median converges to −1 (with respect

to lower smoothness levels). That means that most of these patches are poorly reconstructed.

In contrast, the median in the large group is approximately zero for all smoothness levels be-

low 0.99 and the standard deviation systematically increases when the smoothness constraint

is reduced. This means that some of these patches are more frequently reconstructed than
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Figure 4.8: AUC and DE distributions derived from simulation trials with active sources in-
side patches belonging to the largest patch size level of the inhomogeneous parcellations
(median patch size is 6404 mm2). The boxplots indicate first and last quartile, median, and
extreme points of the distributions.

others in this group. The obvious concentration of activity to a subset of large patches can be

explained with the minimum norm effect. Lowering the smoothness constraint increases the

degrees of freedom and, therefore, also the tendency to focussed activity in superficial regions.

These regions are only covered by a few patches. Moreover, it is more likely that these regions

are covered by large patches than that a smaller patch covers a superficial region (remember

that the number of patches in each patch size level is approximately equal). This explains why

a subset of large patches is preferred for low smoothness levels. The results for the strongest

smoothness level clearly indicate a bias towards small patches. First, the majority of small

patches (median of the PRFI values is 0.33) is reconstructed much more frequently4 than they

are activated. Second, the majority of large patches has negative PRFI values (median is minus

0.43) and is therefore less frequently activated. This effect, which indicates a considerable bias

towards small patches, is already significantly reduced at a smoothness level of 0.8.

Information on a smoothness level dependent bias can also be drawn from AUC and DE dis-

tributions. The distributions shown in Fig. 4.8 are derived from simulation trials with activity

located in large patches (i.e. patches from the largest level of the inhomogeneous parcella-

tions). Each distribution comprises N = 8541 observations and all are statistically different

from each other (AUC: P < 1×10−7, DE: P < 0.03), except for the two FACE distributions (AUC:

P = 0.07, DE: P = 0.7). Particularly the smoothness levels 0.8, 0.6, and 0.4 outperform the other

informed LORETA derivatives as well as FACE and WMN. A weak smoothness constraint (which

can also be assumed for eFACE, fFACE and WMN) obviously reduces the AUC and increases

DE. As above, this can be explained with the minimum norm constraint and the tendency to

superficial sources. The results for the strongest smoothness constraint clearly indicate a bias

towards smaller patches since the reconstruction quality of large patches is significantly re-

4An PRFI of 1 denotes a twice times more frequent reconstruction than activation.
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Figure 4.9: Distributions of CAVlocal (left) and CAVglobal (right), observations from all homo-
geneous parcellations are grouped together for each method. Active cluster size and patch
are size are not considered. The boxplots indicate first and last quartile, median, and extreme
points of the CAV distributions.

duced. The standard deviation of both distributions is rather large. This implies that the re-

construction quality is very good for certain patches, but other patches are affected by the bias.

The bias effect seems to have almost vanished at a smoothness level of 0.8. These findings are

in agreement with the analysis of the PRFI presented above.

Spatial extent of reconstructed activity: The next analysis focuses on the spatial distribu-

tion of reconstructed activity inside patches. The analysis is restricted to homogeneous par-

cellations to minimize any side-effects as, for instance the patch size depend bias. First, the

CAV results derived on the basis of these parcellations were combined for each reconstruction

method (N = 35000 per method). Figure 4.9 shows CAVglobal and CAVlocal. The patch sizes and

the extent of the activated areas are not taken into account. For each of the two metrics all

distributions are statistically different from each other (P < 1×10−8). Note that the CAV is a

quadratic measure. That means, only values very close to zero indicate a homogeneous activa-

tion of all sources within a patch5.

First, the results clearly reflect that the source strengths inside patches are generally more

similar when the smoothness contraint is stronger. Nonetheless, rugged solutions, which are

certainly in a contradiction with the smoothness constraint, even appear for the levels 0.6, 0.8,

and 0.99. This emphasizes that the smoothness constraint is not overestimated, that means the

homogeneous activation of sources inside a patch must explain the data. Second, the results

show that reconstruction methods with only a weak smoothness constraint (including FACE

and WMN) cannot produce homogeneous solutions.

The distributions for higher smoothness levels exhibit a particularly large variance. Figure

5Considering two sources, a CAV value of 0.1 already corresponds to a rather large difference of around 45 % be-
tween their normalized energies.
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Figure 4.10: Distributions of CAVlocal derived on the basis of three homogeneous parcella-
tions. Sizes of activated clusters are not considered. The boxplots indicate first and last quar-
tile, median, and extreme points of the CAV distributions.

4.10 illustrates that this variance can be explained with the different patch sizes. Shown are

the CAV measures derived for three homogeneous parcellations consisting of differently sized

patches (the analysis was limited to CAVlocal). The distributions obtained for each parcellation

are statistically different from each other (N = 5000 per method, P < 2×10−4). First, the figure

shows a considerable shift of the distributions towards higher CAV values for larger patches. It

is obvious, however, that the strength of this effect depends on the smoothness level. Second,

very focal solutions (CAV ≥ 0.9) only appear for the coarsest parcellation. In contrast, homoge-

neously activated patches (CAV ≈ 0) can only be found for the fine-grained parcellation. This

can be explained as follows. It is very likely that the homogeneous activation of all sources in a

large patch leads to a strong mismatch between predicted and recorded data. This is different

for small patches since the limited spatial extent of the activity also limits the potential predic-

tion error. Consequently, solutions with fully activated patches are more unlikely to occur for

coarse parcellations if these solutions are not supported by data.

The location of the activated cluster and the cluster size employed to generate simulation

data are certainly other aspects that can explain the variance in the CAV distributions. Studying

the influence of the cluster size is particularly interesting since the ratio between cluster and

patch size defines an optimal CAV that can be measured for a particular simulation. There-

fore, the following section examines the reconstruction quality with respect to this ratio more

closely.

Spatial extent of simulated activity: The final analysis in this section focuses on the depen-

dence of the reconstruction quality on both activated cluster and patch size. The analysis is

carried out on the basis of the ratio between these two parameters. This allows to combine the

results derived for all homogeneous parcellations. Figure 4.11 shows scatter plots of the AUC
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Figure 4.11: Scatter plots of the AUC metric (green dots) derived on the basis of homoge-
neous parcellations. Red/Blue lines are derived from a linear fit of the observations in the
range from 0-0.1/0.1-1 on the abscissa. Values close to the lines denote the slopes. Axis labels
apply to all figures in a row/column.

observations and two linear functions for each reconstruction method (N = 35000 samples per

method). Their meaning is discussed below. Apart from eFACE and fFACE (statistically similar,

P = 0.36) all AUC distributions are statistically different from each other (P < 1×10−8).

All plots in Fig. 4.11 exhibit a high concentration of small AUC values (AUC < 0.5) at small

ratios between cluster and patch size. This is even the case for WMN. Therefore, the effect

must be explained with the minimum norm constraint. The AUC values smaller than 0.5 imply

that the originally activated sources are explained by activity in other areas. For WMN, this

is usually the case for small clusters at the walls and the bottom of sulci. Sources in these

regions usually have a smaller leadfield norm than superficial sources. As a consequence, it

is particularly difficult to reconstruct activity using any of the evaluated methods if the cluster

is small compared to the patch size and if the cluster is located in the mentioned regions. The
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Figure 4.12: Distributions of the normalized leadfield norm of cluster seed points (the eu-
clidean norm of each leadfield vector is divided by the strongest leadfield vector on the cor-
tex) for AUC observations lower and higher 0.5. Results are derived on the basis of all ho-
mogeneous parcellations. The boxplots indicate first and last quartile, median, and extreme
points of the distributions.

two distributions displayed in Fig. 4.12 (statistically different, P < 1×10−8) illustrate that small

AUCs in fact coincide with small leadfield norms of the seed points of active clusters. It can

therefore be assumed that the increased number of AUCs lower than 0.5 at small ratios in Fig.

4.11 are caused by small active clusters surrounding such seeds. Obviously, this bias effect even

occurs when a smoothness constraint is applied. Therefore, it is useful to focus on larger ratios

(e.g. AUC ≥ 0.1) to assess the reconstruction quality.

Due to the large variance of the observations in Fig. 4.11 the analysis of trends seems reason-

able. Two linear functions are used for this purpose. The first is used for the range from 0 to

0.1 (blue line) and the second for the range from 0.1 to 0.9 (red line). The latter is particularly

important since the above mentioned bias is reduced. It can be seen that the relationship be-

tween AUC and the cluster-to-patch size ratio significantly reduces towards lower smoothness

levels. High smoothness levels for informed LORETA provide the best reconstruction quality

for clusters in the range of the patch size. Interestingly, the performance for the levels 0.8 and

0.6 is very similar to level 0.99 at high ratios while it is much better at medium and lower ra-

tios. Lowering the smoothness constraint even further (levels 0.4 and 0.2) mainly reduces the

performance (i.e. variance increased) at higher ratios. For level 0.01, however, AUC values drop

significantly. This leads to results that are comparable to the results of eFACE, fFACE and WMN.

Except for small ratios there is only a weak relationship between AUCs and the size of a cluster

inside a patch. It can be summarized that only the results for informed LORETA at smoothness

level 0.2 and higher exhibit a dependence of the reconstruction quality on the ratio between

cluster and patch size. Note that similar conclusions can be drawn for the COR metric which is

shown in Fig. B.1 in appendix B.2.

4.4.4 Discussion

The simulations aimed at studying the spatial characteristics of source distributions derived

from different informed linear reconstruction methods. The simulations were conducted un-
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der reasonably controlled conditions to isolate the influence of prior knowledge. That means,

(1) the source space and forward model were kept constant, (2) prior information was derived

from artificial parcellations, (3) the prior assumptions were consistent to the generated source

patterns, (4) observations from both homogeneous and inhomogeneous parcellations were

combined to prevent an overestimation of potential errors in individual parcellations, and (5)

simulations were carried out under noise-free conditions.

The first simulation revealed that informed LORETA only produced a noticeable but still rel-

atively small bias towards small patches at high smoothness levels (i.e. larger than 0.8). The

bias is much weaker for lower smoothness levels and nonexistent for the two FACE methods.

Therefore, it is no reason to expect any serious negative side-effects resulting from patch size

differences when using realistic parcellations (as, for example, the two shown in Fig. 4.1). Of

course, this also applies when only a subset of patches from such a parcellation is used. This

would be the case for a local parcellation. However, in this case the size of the non-parcelled re-

gion(s) can be much larger than the patches in the subset. As a consequence, no bias between

the patches in the parcelled area but a bias towards the whole parcelled region can reasonably

be expected. The use of local parcellation is subject of Sec. 4.5.

The results for informed LORETA with the lowest smoothness level, for the two FACE meth-

ods, and for WMN exhibit a clear tendency to a more frequent activation of sources in large

patches. The discussion revealed that this is not a bias induced by prior knowledge but directly

results from the intrinsic minimum norm effect (i.e. sources with a strong leadfield norm are

preferred). Since it is more likely that a large patch covers a superficial region, it is also more

likely that activity is reconstructed in larger patches. Note that this is not a general finding but

rather depends on the particular properties of the parcellation. The inhomogeneous parcel-

lations employed here consist of patches whose sizes belong to discrete patch size levels. The

conclusion from above can be drawn since the number of patches in each level is equal. The

two FACE methods are most vulnerable to this effect since, in contrast to all other methods,

their implementation according to Sec. 2.5.5 does not include leadfield normalization. This is

particularly problematic for the simulation setup employed here since activity can be located

on the whole cortex. The effect is less relevant in a scenario in which activity is mainly located

in superficial regions. For example, this is the case for the analysis of brain responses in visual

areas as done by Cottereau et al. (2012).

The aim of the second simulation was to evaluate the coupling between the spatial extent

of the reconstructed source distribution and the imposed smoothness constraint. The simu-

lations based on homogeneous parcellations revealed a considerable tendency to wide-spread

solutions for high smoothness levels. It is important to note, however, that a strong smooth-

ness constraint enables both focal and wide-spread solutions, whereas a weak constraint, for

instance imposed by FACE, always leads to focal activity patterns. From this perspective, the

latter are rather unsuited for the analysis of spatially wide-spread correlated data. Another

finding was that strong variations concerning the spatial extent of reconstructed activity inside

patches can be explained with the patch size. This is particularly the case at high smoothness

levels. At a first glance, this implies that the patch size has a strong impact on the particu-

lar spatial extent of the reconstructed activity. However, further analysis using homogeneous

parcellations (each with differently sized patches) revealed that the spatial extent of a recon-

struction is rather independent of the patch size. This is an important result since it underpins
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that solutions are not dominated by the imposed smoothness constraint.

Based on these findings, the third analysis in this section aimed at evaluating the influence

of the ratio between the size of an active cluster and the patch size on the source localization

results. It turned out that algorithms with a weak smoothness constraint provide results that

are very much independent of this ratio. In contrast, the reconstruction quality of algorithms

with a considerably strong smoothness constraint is related to this ratio. Nonetheless, good

reconstruction results were observed for both low and high ratios between cluster and patch

size. That means that the algorithms were able to reconstruct both focal and wide-spread ac-

tivity inside patches. Again, this underpins that the incorporation of patches does not impose

a particular constraint of the shape of the activity, even not in case of a very strong smooth-

ness constraint (in which the full activation of patches is certainly preferred). Note that the

dependence of the reconstruction quality on this ratio also explains a considerable part of the

variance of the observed spatial extent of reconstructed distributions (Fig. 4.10). The main

conclusion is that high smoothness levels are particularly suited for the reconstruction of large

ratios and moderate levels for moderate ratios. However, a more precise relationship between

quality and the cluster-to-patch size ratio, for instance a certain maximum quality for each

smoothness level, could not be identified.

In summary, the simulations carried out in this section provide inside into the effect of con-

straining linear inversion frameworks with different combinations of a smoothness assumption

with prior knowledge drawn from parcellations. It turned out that, first, none of the methods

induces a strong bias towards particular brain regions, and, second, no method strictly over-

estimates the smoothness constraint. From this perspective, any of these methods (i.e. any

smoothness level for informed LORETA) could generally be employed for the reconstruction of

brain activity. The benefit of utilizing prior knowledge on the functio-anatomical organization

for smoothness based linear inversion frameworks is evaluated in the following section.

4.5 Evaluation of Parcellation-based Functio-Anatomical Constraints

4.5.1 Objective

This section deals with the evaluation of different prior assumptions regarding the shape and

the structure of brain activity for linear source reconstruction approaches. These prior assump-

tions are derived from a combination of prior knowledge given by parcellations with a belief on

the general smoothness of the solution. Therefore, various simulation scenarios are set up us-

ing both full and local parcellations. The evaluation is based on MC simulations. Firstly, it

is particularly interesting whether one can expect an improved performance for informed re-

construction methods in comparison to uninformed methods given that prior information is

correct. Therefore, several parameters are systematically varied to control the complexity of

the simulated source patterns. These parameters are location and size of active clusters, the

noise level, and the number of concurrently active clusters. Secondly, the simulations focus

on misspecified prior knowledge. For example, this comprises simulations in which the course

of functional boundaries is assumed to be inaccurate. But some simulations also imply the

assumption that the course of boundaries is in principle accurate but that no activity in their

vicinity contributes to the data. As a result, the data lacks any information on these bound-

aries. This use case (i.e assuming borders between regions which are not contributing to data)
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can be understood as misplacing boundaries. A typical scenario where this issue matters is the

analysis of evoked responses using boundaries between regions in which spontaneous activity

cancels out due to averaging.

4.5.2 Simulation Setup

The MC simulations are based on the realistic forward model (see Sec. 4.2.2 for details). Two

artificial parcellations (HP8 and HP18, see Sec. 4.2.3) were used as prior knowledge. Addi-

tionally, a total of 10 local parcellation (subsequently denoted with the prefix LP) were derived

given these full parcellations. This was done as follows. The first two parcellations were gener-

ated based on HP8 by selecting a compact set of adjacent patches from the left (LP1a) and the

right hemisphere (LP1b). Another two were derived by extending LP1a (which results in LP1c)

and LP1b (resulting in LP1d) with surrounding patches. Finally, the combination of LP1a with

LP1b provided the 5th local parcellation, i.e. LP1e. Similarly, HP18 was used to derive another

five local parcellations, i.e. LP2a-e.

The general procedure to generate compact activity clusters (see 4.2.4) was as follows: (1)

1-3 seed points were selected from the set of patches from the employed parcellation (only one

seed per patch). Sources close to or even inside the interhemispheric fissure were not activated.

(2) A cluster size between 48 mm2/96 mm2 (HP8, LP1a-e / HP18, LP2a-e) and 1.1 times the size

of the patch where the seed is located was randomly selected. (3) Active clusters were generated

and a unique source strength was randomly assigned to each cluster. Possible values were 2,

4, 6, and 8. Depending on the simulation scenario (see below), patch boundaries were used to

confine the the spatial extent of each cluster. (4) The forward solution was computed for SNR

levels 1, 4, 9, 20, 50, 100, and 109. This procedure was used to generate a total of 5000 trials for

each full parcellation and 1000 trials for each local parcellation in each of the following three

simulation scenarios.

In the first scenario, the simulated activity is consistent with prior knowledge. An active clus-

ter cannot overlap patch boundaries. Generation and reconstruction of brain activity is carried

out with the same parcellation. The second scenario deals with the misspecifications of the

course of boundaries. That means that functional boundaries which do not accurately follow

the real borders between distinct functional regions are used. Activity is generated similarly as

before, except that activity is allowed to spread over borders. The third scenario considers the

misplacement of boundaries. Now, the generation and reconstruction of activity is performed

with different parcellations. Two cases are distinguished. The first one is based on activity

that is generated using the small ROI (i.e. LP1a, LP1b, LP2a, LP2b) and reconstructed using the

corresponding extended version (i.e. LP1c, LP1d, LP2c, LP2d). The second one is based on gen-

erating activation using the extended ROI and reconstructing using the small ROI. Importantly,

activity is not allowed to overlap patch boundaries.

Source reconstruction was performed using focal and extended FACE, informed and unin-

formed LORETA (see appendix B.1 for Laplacian regularization parameters), and WMN. Details

are given in Sec. 4.2.5. Finally, the size of the activated area and the metrics AUC, RE and DE

were computed for each reconstruction result.
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4.5.3 Results

The simulation results are presented by means of rather similar figures. Hereafter, some gen-

eral details on their appearance are summarized. The different observations are illustrated us-

ing boxplots. The white bar in each colored box denotes the median. Lower and upper bounds

of the box denote the 25th and 75th percentile, and the gray whiskers indicate extreme points.

The latter are cropped in parts of the figures in favour of a better visualization of all distribu-

tions. The results of statistical comparisons (i.e. Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests) with the reference

method (i.e. WMN) are given in the text in a condensed manner and only for the relevant dis-

tributions.

The results presented in this section are grouped according to the previously outlined sce-

narios. That means, Sec. 4.5.3.1 presents the results based on prior consistent activation (i.e.

scenario 1), Sec. 4.5.3.2 shows the results for misaligned boundaries (i.e. scenario 2), and Sec.

4.5.3.3 shows the reconstruction performance for misplaced functio-anatomical boundaries

(i.e. scenario 3).

4.5.3.1 Scenario 1: Prior Consistent Activation

The first analysis aims at evaluating the performance of informed linear inverse methods

with respect to the noise level given a prior consistent activation of source activity that can ap-

pear anywhere on the cortical sheet. The results obtained for the two incorporated full parcella-

tions (i.e. HP8 and HP18) are combined for the analysis. Figure 4.13 shows the results for simu-

lations with one active cluster. AUC and RE distributions indicate that all methods perform bet-

ter at higher SNR levels. According to DE, however, the performance of informed LORETA with

smoothness level 0.01, of the two FACE methods, and of WMN slightly decreases. Informed

LORETA with smoothness level 0.4 and above outperforms WMN for AUC (P < 1×10−8) and

RE (P < 1×10−8), and is slightly inferior according to DE (P < 1×10−8). Compared to WMN,

the two FACE methods produce higher AUC values (P<1×10−8), RE distributions with similar

median but a larger variance (P < 1×10−8), and significantly higher DE values (P < 1×10−8).

The results for uninformed LORETA reflect the strong contradiction between the prior assump-

tion (i.e. a large spatial extent of source activity) and the simulated source patterns, whose

spatial extent is limited by the patch boundaries. For that reason, uninformed LORETA with

smoothness level 0.2 and above is inferior to WMN. In contrast, uninformed LORETA with level

0.01 outperforms WMN regarding AUC (P < 1×10−8) and RE (P < 1×10−8) throughout all SNR

levels. This emphasizes the need for a careful adjustment of the Laplacian regularization pa-

rameter. Figure B.2 and B.3 in appendix B.3.1 display the performance for two and three con-

currently active clusters, respectively. These results are consistent to the findings presented

here and, therefore, they are not analyzed in more detail.

The second analysis focuses on the reconstruction quality according to the number of active

clusters. The results for all informed methods, WMN, and uninformed LORETA with smooth-

ness level 0.01 shown in Fig. 4.14 can be summarized as follows. An increased number of

active clusters leads to a slight performance reduction according to AUC and DE measures,

but to slightly improved RE measures. Obviously, the ability of these methods to reconstruct

shape and location of the activity reduces the more clusters are concurrently active, that means

the more complex the patterns are. Informed LORETA (particularly with smoothness level 0.2
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Figure 4.13: Performance of informed and uninformed linear reconstruction methods with
respect to the noise level. Prior information was derived from full parcellations. Single clus-
ters were activated, the activation was consistent with the boundaries. See page 82 for details
on the box plots.

and above) clearly outperforms WMN according to AUC (P < 1×10−8) and RE (P < 1×10−6).

Its results according to DE are similar even though the distributions are statistically differ-

ent (P < 1×10−4). The FACE results are statistically different from the WMN results accord-

ing to each of the three performance measures (i.e. AUC: P < 1×10−5, RE: P < 1×10−8, DE:

P < 1×10−8). It is obvious, however, that FACE results are not better compared to WMN, espe-

cially not for complex source patterns with multiple clusters. Uninformed LORETA performs

significantly worse than WMN (i.e. AUC: P < 1×10−5, RE: P < 1×10−8, DE: P < 1×10−8), ex-

cept for smoothness level 0.01. In contrast to all other methods, the AUC obtained for unin-

formed LORETA improves the more clusters are active. This can be explained with the strong

smoothness constraint which is imposed by most of the uninformed LORETA methods used

here. A strong smoothness favours solutions with a large spatial extent (i.e. independently

of the underlying activity). As a consequence, a higher number of truly active sources in-

creases the true positive rate (cmp. Sec 4.2.6) and, therefore, improves the AUC measure. Un-

informed LORETA with smoothness level 0.01 clearly outperforms WMN for (P < 1×10−8) and

RE (P < 1×10−8). The method obviously imposes a much more meaningful smoothness as-

sumption. According to DE, WMN performs slightly better (P < 1×10−7).
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4 Evaluation of Spatially Informed Linear Inverse Methods

Figure 4.14: Performance of informed and uninformed linear reconstruction methods ac-
cording to the number of concurrently active clusters. Prior information was derived from
full parcellations, up to 3 clusters were activated. The activation was consistent with the
boundaries. Results are integrated over SNR levels 9, 20, 50, and 100. See page 82 for details
on the box plots.

The last analysis using full parcellations and a prior consistent activation evaluates the in-

fluence of differences between the strengths of multiple active clusters on the reconstruction

quality. The analysis is based on the ratio between the weakest and strongest cluster in each

source pattern. This ratio defines as ‖q̂i · l c
i ‖2

/
‖q̂ j · l c

j ‖2 with ‖q̂i · l c
i ‖2 ≤ ‖q̂k · l c

k‖2 ≤ ‖q̂ j · l c
j ‖2,

k ∈ [1, NA]. NA corresponds to the number of concurrently active clusters, l c
k ∈ Rn is the sum

of leadfield vectors in cluster k, and q̂k ∈ R is the unique source amplitude in cluster k. Figure

4.15 displays the reconstruction quality according to this ratio.

None of the algorithms exhibits a significant dependence on the difference between cluster

strengths according to AUC and RE. As before, informed LORETA methods with smoothness

level 0.2 and above outperform WMN according to AUC (P < 1×10−8) and RE (P < 1×10−8).

Informed LORETA with level 0.01 (P < 1×10−8), eFACE (P < 1×10−3), fFACE (P < 1×10−2),

and uninformed LORETA 0.01 (P < 1×10−8) only outperform WMN according to the AUC. In

contrast to AUC and RE, DE provides a recognizable trend in this figure. The lowest DE val-

ues can be observed when the cluster strengths are balanced. This means that the occurrence

of similarly strong clusters reduces the localization error. The two FACE methods and unin-
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Figure 4.15: Performance of localization methods with respect to the ratio between weak-
est and strongest cluster for two active clusters. The measures are grouped according to four
ratio intervals. Prior information was derived from full parcellations, two clusters were ac-
tivated. The activation was consistent with the boundaries. The results are integrated over
SNR levels 9, 20, 50, and 100. See page 82 for details on the box plots. Details on the cluster
strength ratio are given in the text.

formed LORETA with smoothness level 0.2 and above lead to significantly higher localization

errors compared to WMN (P < 4×10−2). The results of all other methods are similar to the

WMN results. The large errors for FACE are likely to occur due to the missing leadfield nor-

malization. The errors for uninformed LORETA can be explained with the strong smoothness

constraint (see explanation above). Figure B.4 in appendix B.3.1 displays the analysis results

for three concurrently active clusters. The conclusion that can be drawn from these results are

very similar. General conclusions that can be drawn with respect to the use of full parcellations

are discussed in Sec. 4.5.4.

The analysis now focuses on local parcellations. That means that activity is expected to be

localized to a certain region for which the functio-anatomical structure is known. The anal-

ysis results obtained for all local parcellations consisting of a single ROI are combined (i.e.

LP1e and LP2e are not used here). Figure 4.16 shows the influence of noise for simulations

with one active cluster. Interestingly, the performance of uninformed LORETA and WMN ac-

cording to the AUC improves towards higher SNR levels. In contrast, the FACE results are dis-
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Figure 4.16: Performance of informed linear reconstruction methods with respect to the
noise level. Prior information was derived from local parcellations with a single ROI. Single
clusters were activated. The activation was consistent with the boundaries. See page 82 for
details on the box plots.

tributed around a more or less constant median of 0.74 (eFACE) and 0.72 (fFACE). WMN is con-

sistently outperformed by informed LORETA with smoothness levels 0.99 (P < 1×10−8) and

0.01 (P < 1×10−8), eFACE (P < 1×10−8), fFACE (P < 1×10−8), and uninformed LORTEA with

level 0.01 (P < 1×10−8). It should be pointed out that both FACE methods are not only inferior

to the two above mentioned informed LORETA derivatives given an SNR of at least 9, but also to

uninformed LORETA with smoothness level 0.01. In contrast to the AUC measure, the RE metric

improves for all methods towards high SNR levels. Again, only informed LORETA with level 0.99

(P < 1×10−8) and level 0.01 (P < 1×10−2), eFACE and fFACE (P < 1×10−8), and uninformed

LORETA with smoothness level 0.01 (P < 1×10−8) consistently outperform WMN. The median

obtained for eFACE and fFACE for the lowest SNR ratio is 0.14 and 0.08. This is remarkably high

compared to all other methods. For example, informed LORETA with smoothness level 0.99 re-

quires an SNR of at least 9 to provide a similar median. For high SNR levels, however, informed

LORETA 0.99 provides very high SNR values and performs even better than FACE. According to

DE, the performance of FACE and WMN slightly drops towards higher SNR levels, whereas it in-

creases for all other methods. All distributions are statistically different from WMN (informed

LORETA 0.01 and 0.99: P < 1×10−8, eFACE: P < 1×10−2, fFACE: P < 1×10−6, uninformed
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Figure 4.17: Performance of informed and uninformed linear reconstruction methods with
respect to the number of concurrently active clusters. Prior information was derived from lo-
cal parcellations with a single ROI, up to 3 clusters were activated. The activation was consis-
tent with the boundaries. Results are integrated over SNR levels 9, 20, 50, and 100. See page
82 for details on the box plots.

LORETA: P < 1×10−8). More importantly, informed LORETA 0.99 leads to smaller localization

errors in comparison to both FACE methods (SNR ≥ 9). For the sake of completeness, Fig. B.5

and B.6 in appendix B.3.1 display the performance for two and three concurrently active clus-

ters. The main conclusion that can be drawn from the presented results is as follows. Given an

SNR of at least 4, informed LORETA with smoothness level 0.99 provides the best compromise

between (1) the reconstruction of the original shape of the activity (AUC), (2) the concentration

of most of the reconstructed energy close to the truly active region, and (3) a smallest possible

localization error. For lower SNR levels, FACE provides the best reconstruction results.

Figure 4.17 shows the reconstruction performance with respect to the number of concur-

rently active clusters. The results for informed LORETA with smoothness levels 0.99 and 0.01,

the FACE methods, uninformed LORETA with level 0.01, and WMN, can be summarized as fol-

lows. The reconstruction quality consistently reduces according to AUC and DE but increases

according to RE. Informed LORETA with level 0.99 provides the best AUC results (P < 1×10−8),

followed by informed (P < 1×10−8) and uninformed LORETA (P < 1×10−8) with smoothness

level 0.01, the two FACE methods (P < 1×10−8), and WMN. According to RE, the best results are
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achieved using eFACE (P < 1×10−8) followed by fFACE (P < 1×10−8), informed LORETA 0.99

(P < 1×10−8), uninformed (P < 1×10−8) and informed LORETA with level 0.01 (P < 1×10−8),

and WMN. The DE observations of these algorithms are roughly in the same range. The low-

est localization error is given by WMN (P < 1×10−8 for each method). As before, informed

LORETA with smoothness level 0.99 provides a reasonable compromise between all perfor-

mance measures when multiple clusters in a localized functional area have to be reconstructed.

The method leads to the best results in terms of reconstructing the original shape of the activity

(i.e. according to the AUC). Extended FACE might be the method of choice if one is interested

in solutions for which most of the energy is reconstructed in originally active regions. However,

this is mainly relevant when multiple clusters are active. The differences according to RE are

much smaller for only one active cluster.

The last analysis with a prior consistent activation is carried out using local parcellations

with two distinct ROIs. This mimics the reconstruction of brain activity that is generated in a

functional network, which consists of areas in distinct brain regions. The simulation results

obtained for the parcellations LP1e and LP2e are combined for the analysis. Figure 4.18 shows

the reconstruction performance according to the noise level for one active cluster. That means

that activity is located either in the one or in the other ROI. Figure B.8 and B.9 in appendix B.3.1

show results for simulations in which up to three clusters are concurrently active in both re-

gions. Finally, Fig. B.7 in appendix displays the reconstruction quality according to the number

of concurrently active clusters. It turned out that there is no principal difference between the

reconstruction results for local parcellations with either one or multiple ROIs. Of course, this

conclusion might be different if the underlying functio-anatomical structure is unknown or if

at least uncertainties must be expected. This is subject of the following sections.

Finally, it is worth to note that informed LORETA with smoothness level 0.2 to 0.8 and un-

informed LORETA with level 0.2 to 0.99 provide a very weak reconstruction performance. Un-

informed LORETA imposes a smoothness constraint that is not consistent with the simulated

patterns. The weak performance for the informed LORETA methods can be explained with

the huge differences between the patch sizes inside the ROI and the rather large areas outside

the ROI. The combination of this cortical organization structure with a moderate smoothness

level leads to a complex correlation structure (cmp. chapter 3). The actual effect on source

estimation is difficult to predict. For example, a level of 0.2 for informed LORETA corresponds

to a high correlation between all sources inside each patch within the ROI, while the sources

located outside the ROI (i.e. the areas which are not part of the local parcellation) are not cor-

related at all to each other (cmp. Sec. 3.4.3). The effect reduces the reconstruction bias towards

parceled regions (which, however, is necessary to reconstruct activity in certain regions). Due

to this, the reconstruction performance for the majority of simulations is weak.

4.5.3.2 Scenario 2: Misaligned Boundaries

The analysis in this section is focused on the evaluation on how discrepancies between the

real and the a priori assumed course of functio-anatomical boundaries affect the reconstruc-

tion performance. According to the simulation design presented in Sec. 4.5.2, the generated

activity may overlap patch boundaries. This implies, however, that not each of the simulated

patterns contains activity that deviates from the prior information. This is a realistic scenario.
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Figure 4.18: Performance of informed linear reconstruction methods with respect to the
noise level. Prior information was derived from local parcellations with two distinct ROIs,
single clusters were activated. The activation was consistent with the boundaries. See page
82 for details on the box plots.

In practice, it is reasonable to expect that the prior knowledge only has minor uncertainties

rather than that the prior is completely wrong. Otherwise, using this kind of prior knowledge

would not make much sense. These uncertainties are not relevant for uninformed LORETA.

Therefore, the analysis is restricted to informed linear reconstruction methods and to WMN as

reference. As above the simulation results obtained for HP8 and HP18 are combined.

Figure 4.19 shows the reconstruction performance with respect to the noise level. The AUC

and DE distributions obtained for the informed methods are all statistically different from

WMN (AUC: P < 1×10−8, DE: P < 1×10−8). According to RE, informed LORETA with smooth-

ness level 0.99 performs very similar to WMN at each SNR level and is not statistically inde-

pendent (P ≥ 0.17). All others are statistically different from the reference method (i.e. P <
1×10−4). The performance with respect to the number of concurrently active clusters is dis-

played in Fig. 4.20. Here, all distributions are statistically independent of the results for the

uninformed reference method (AUC: P < 1×10−7, RE: P < 1×10−2, DE: P < 1×10−4). The

main conclusions that can be drawn from these results are as follows. In principle, the re-

construction results obtained for informed LORETA methods are of lower quality compared to

the prior consistent activation, which was presented in the previous section. The strength of
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Figure 4.19: Performance of informed linear reconstruction methods with respect to the
noise level. Prior information was derived from full parcellations, single clusters were acti-
vated without considering boundaries. See page 82 for details on the box plots.

the performance reduction depends on the noise level. It is highest at the lowest SNR level.

In contrast, the performance of the two FACE methods is only hardly reduced in the present

scenario. The reason for these two rather different findings is the difference between there

smoothness constraints. The stronger the constraint is, the more likely do these boundaries

influence the reconstructed source pattern (because a stronger smoothness constraint leads

to a larger spatial extent of activity). Hence, the FACE methods are much less affected by mis-

aligned functio-anatomical boundaries (i.e. uncertainties in prior knowledge) since they are

based on a very weak smoothness constraint. The constraint is even weaker than for informed

LORETA with smoothness level 0.01. Nonetheless, all informed methods (including FACE) per-

form better than WMN even though the prior knowledge is partly incorrect. This is for two

reasons. First, as already mentioned above, not each simulated source pattern deviates from

prior knowledge. Second, each informed method embodies a smoothness constraint which is,

in principle, much more consistent to the employed simulation patterns (that means activity is

explained by means of compact clusters) than the assumption of uncorrelated sources. Further

results are discussed below.

Simulations using misaligned boundaries were also carried out for local parcellations. There-

fore, the analysis results for all parcellations consisting of a single ROI are combined (i.e. LP1e
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Figure 4.20: Performance of informed linear reconstruction methods with respect to the
number of concurrently active clusters. Prior information was derived from full parcellations,
up to 3 clusters were activated without considering the boundaries. Results are integrated
over SNR levels 9, 20, 50, and 100. See page 82 for details on the box plots.

and LP2e are not used here). The performance results according to the noise level are displayed

in Fig. 4.21. The distributions of the informed linear inverse methods are all statistically inde-

pendent of the WMN distributions (AUC: P < 1×10−3, RE: P < 4×10−2, DE: P < 1×10−3). The

simulation results according to the number of clusters are shown in Fig. 4.22. As before, the dis-

tributions for the informed methods are statistically independent of WMN (AUC: P < 1×10−8,

RE: P < 1×10−5, DE: P < 1×10−8). The only exception is the AUC distribution for the fFACE

method for three concurrently active clusters. This distribution is statistically similar to the

WMN distribution (P = 5.1×10−2). The results can be summarized as follows.

In contrast to the results for full parcellations presented above, each informed method (i.e.

also FACE) exhibits a clearly reduced reconstruction quality according to all performance mea-

sures in comparison to prior consistent simulations. Obviously, the two FACE methods and in-

formed LORETA with smoothness level 0.01 are least affected by the introduced uncertainties

(i.e. the have the smallest performance reduction). Of course, this is due to their weak smooth-

ness constraints, for which uncertainties in prior knowledge are only of minor importance. The

methods perform significantly better than WMN. Informed LORETA with smoothness level 0.99

performs better than WMN at most SNR levels as well. As above, it generally implies a more

consistent assumption on the shape of the active clusters, even though uncertainties in prior
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Figure 4.21: Performance of informed linear reconstruction methods with respect to the
noise level. Prior information was derived from local parcellations, single clusters were ac-
tivated without considering boundaries. See page 82 for details on the box plots.

knowledge have a rather strong impact. More importantly, the strong smoothness constraint

introduces a bias towards the parceled areas. In contrast, informed LORETA with smoothness

levels in the range from 0.2 to 0.8 are clearly inferior to WMN. Their smoothness constraints

are weaker compared to informed LORETA with smoothness level 0.99. This results in a less

efficient suppression of activity outside the region of interest. In other words, activity is sys-

tematically reconstructed outside the ROI in the unlabeled area of the local parcellation. This

is also indicated by AUC values smaller than 0.5 and by large localization errors. This is obvi-

ously not consistent with the simulated source patterns.

4.5.3.3 Scenario 3: Misplaced and Ignored Boundaries

This section aims at analyzing the influence of ignored and misplaced boundaries on the

reconstruction performance. The former represents the case that prior information does not

include all functio-anatomical boundaries that are relevant to explain the actual source ac-

tivity. In other words, data may contain information on the functional organization that is not

reflected in prior knowledge. In contrast, the latter represents the case that not all incorporated

boundaries are involved in activity generation. More precisely, the boundaries are invisible in

the data since there is no activity in their vicinity (see Sec. 4.5.4 for a short discussion on this is-
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Figure 4.22: Performance of informed linear reconstruction methods with respect to the
number of concurrently active clusters. Prior information was derived from local parcella-
tions, up to 3 clusters were activated without considering the boundaries. Results are inte-
grated over SNR levels 9, 20, 50, and 100. See page 82 for details on the box plots.

sue). Either way, the courses of the incorporated boundaries match the real functio-anatomical

borders.

First, the use case of ignored boundaries is considered. Therefore, all results obtained for

simulations with data generation on the basis of the large ROI and source reconstruction using

the small ROI are combined (see Sec. 4.5.2 for details). Given this setup, the simulated source

patterns are not necessarily located inside the ROI that is used to inform the reconstruction

methods. Figure 4.23 shows the reconstruction performance with respect to the noise level

for one active cluster. Figure 4.24 shows the performance in dependence on the number of

concurrently active clusters. All distributions are statistically different from WMN (AUC: P <
1×10−5, DE: P < 1×10−5, RE: P < 1×10−8). The results provide the following insights.

The majority of the AUC samples observed for informed LORETA with smoothness levels 0.2

to 0.99 are generally close or even below 0.5 (except for noise-free simulations). As already

mentioned above, a value below 0.5 means that active sources in the generated simulation

pattern are systematically inactive in the corresponding reconstructed source pattern. This

is exactly what happens here. Activity is generated using the large ROI, which contains certain

regions that are not part of the small ROI. If activity is generated in these particular regions,

the data is explained in the small ROI. This results from the bias effect that was observed for
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Figure 4.23: Performance of informed linear reconstruction methods with respect to the
noise level. Prior information was derived from local parcellations (i.e. parcellations with a
small ROI), single clusters were activated inside the corresponding large ROI area. The activa-
tion was consistent with the boundaries. See page 82 for details on the box plots.

local parcellations (i.e. activity is biased towards the parceled regions, see Sec. 4.5.3.1). In fact,

informing LORETA with only a subset of the relevant functio-anamotical borders can be under-

stood as a misinformation on the location of boundaries (or, in other words, on the existence

of boundaries). This effect is also reflected in high DE values (i.e. high localization errors) and

particularly low RE values (i.e. much of the energy is explained by sources outside the activated

area).

It is obvious that this bias effect depends on the strength of the smoothness constraint. As

a consequence, source reconstruction methods with a weak smoothness constraint (i.e. in-

formed LORETA with smoothness level 0.01, eFACE, fFACE) provide much better results, in

particular according to AUC and RE. However, it has to be pointed out that the performance

difference between informed LORETA and the two FACE derivatives is rather strong. This is

caused by different assumptions on the correlation structure outside the incorporated patches.

FACE only imposes correlations between neighboring sources inside patches. That means that

sources are expected to be uncorrelated in areas outside the small ROI. Informed LORETA im-

poses a general smoothness constraint everywhere on the cortex. This constraint is only lifted

at boundaries. Hence, the general smoothness constraint provides a high consistency to any

active cluster in the large ROI (i.e. outside the small ROI). This leads to high AUC values, the
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Figure 4.24: Performance of informed linear reconstruction methods with respect to the
number of concurrently active clusters. Prior information was derived from local parcella-
tions (i.e. parcellations with a small ROI), up to three clusters were activated inside the corre-
sponding large ROI area. The activation was consistent to boundaries. Results are integrated
over SNR levels 9, 20, 50, and 100. See page 82 for details on the box plots.

lowest localization errors compared to all other informed methods, and to moderate RE values

compared to informed LORETA with higher smoothness levels. In fact, a comparison with the

reconstruction performance of uninformed LORETA 0.01 (cmp. Fig. 4.17, Sec. 4.5.3.1) reveals

a high similarity. This suggests that, here, the functional separation of the cortex according to

incorporated boundaries is only of minor importance. Another interesting aspect is the com-

parison of the two FACE methods. Here, focal FACE generally outperforms extended FACE in

case of one active cluster. When multiple clusters are active, the performance difference be-

tween these two methods reduces and even reverses for RE and DE (cmp. B.10 and Fig. B.11 in

appendix B.3). In other words, the method with the stronger correlation constraint (i.e. inside

the predefined ROI) is usually inferior to the method with the weaker smoothness constraint.

This seems somewhat contrary to fact that a certain minimal smoothness level seems reason-

able to explain compact clusters. One could expect that eFACE implies a better correspondence

to the activated source patterns. However, this is obviously not the case. The performance dif-

ferences between eFACE and fFACE is rather a matter of the degrees of freedom in each method.

Focal FACE implies higher degrees of freedom since the smoothness constraint is weaker than

in eFACE. This allows an easier deviation from solutions which are placed inside the small ROI.
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Figure 4.25: Performance of informed linear reconstruction methods with respect to the
overlap between the total activated area and prior knowledge. Prior information was derived
from local parcellations (i.e. parcellations with a small ROI). Up to three clusters were acti-
vated inside the corresponding large ROI. Results integrated over SNR levels 9, 20, 50, and
100. See page 82 for details on the box plots.

This is in fact similar to the bias effect observed for informed LORETA.

The final analysis focuses on the overlap between prior and activation. Therefore, the over-

lap between the area that is covered by activated clusters and the small ROI (which is used as

prior knowledge) is determined for each simulation pattern. The overlap indicates how well

the prior fits potential locations of brain activity. Figure 4.25 displays the performance in de-

pendence of the overlap (in percent). The overlap is grouped according to two fixed levels (i.e.

0 % and 100 %) and 5 intervals. As above, the distributions obtained for informed methods

are statistically different from the WMN distributions (AUC: P < 1×10−3, RE: P < 1×10−3, DE:

P < 1×10−8).

First, the results for an overlap of 0 % (i.e. all activated clusters are located outside the small

ROI) are considered. Informed LORETA with smoothness level 0.01 outperforms all methods

according to AUC and RE and all informed methods according to DE. The majority of AUC

samples for informed LORETA with level 0.4 and higher are considerably below 0.5 (that means,

sources are systematically inactive during reconstruction) and the localization error (DE) is

large. This clearly indicates that the activity is biased towards the a priori defined regions. As

before, the largest bias can be observed for the strongest smoothness level. Moreover, it can be
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seen that fFACE performs better than eFACE. This underpins the above mentioned discussion

that a bias effect towards parceled areas can also be observed for FACE.

Second, the results for higher overlap ratios are considered (except the results for 100 %). It

can be seen that the performance of the informed LORETA methods with smoothness level 0.4

and higher, and of the two FACE methods steadily increases the more the prior and the ac-

tivated source areas coincide. Nonetheless, informed LORETA 0.01 outperforms all methods

according to AUC and, as above, all informed methods according to DE. It is obvious that the

strongest effects (i.e. the strongest change of the reconstruction performance) can be found for

the highest smoothness levels. This is particularly interesting for the two FACE methods. The

performance gap between both methods according to AUC and DE converges towards zero.

According to RE, eFACE is inferior to fFACE when the overlap is small but clearly outperforms

fFACE even for moderate overlap ratios. This can be explained as follows. First, the more activ-

ity is located inside the a priori defined regions, the lower is the above mentioned bias effect.

Second, the relevance of the smoothness constraint increases when more activity is located

inside patches. Therefore, the eFACE method, which is based on a stronger smoothness con-

straint compared to fFACE, is more suited in this case.

Finally, a 100 % fit between activity and prior knowledge is considered. This effectively cor-

responds to the simulations carried out in scenario 1. The general drop of the RE performance

in comparison to the preceding interval results from the fact that the distributions for 100 %

overlap mainly consist of results for simulations with only one active cluster (because it is very

likely that at least one cluster deviates from prior knowledge when multiple clusters are gen-

erated). It turned out before that the reconstruction performance according to RE is generally

lower if less clusters are active (cmp. Fig. 4.14). Informed LORETA with smoothness level 0.99

provides the best reconstruction results (i.e. the best compromise between AUC, DE, and RE).

In summary, this analysis reveals that the reconstruction performance of informed methods

whose correlation structure strongly depends on prior knowledge (i.e. all informed LORETA

methods with smoothness level 0.2 and higher, and the two FACE methods) significantly drops

when activity is located outside the a priori defined region. This is particularly relevant for

informed LORETA with smoothness level 0.99 and for the two FACE methods. In both cases,

the absence of important boundaries in prior knowledge leads to a location bias of the recon-

structed activity. In contrast, informed LORETA with smoothness level 0.01 is much less prone

to such errors. However, the poor impact of prior knowledge of course also leads to a lower

reconstruction performance when prior and activity are consistent (cmp. scenario 1).

So far it turned out that the lack of relevant boundaries in prior information is a serious issue

for most informed methods. Therefore, the second use case analyzes the reconstruction per-

formance for simulations where to many functio-anatomical boundaries are defined. In other

words, the prior knowledge contains boundaries that are irrelevant for the generation of the

data (i.e. activity is not generated in their vicinity). As a consequence, these boundaries are

not visible in data space. All results obtained for simulations with data generation on the basis

of the small ROI (i.e. using parcellations LP1a, LP1b, LP2a, LP2b) and source reconstructions

using the corresponding large ROI (i.e. LP1c, LP1d, LP2c, LP2d) are considered for the analy-

sis. The results from the 4 parcellations are combined. Figure 4.26 displays the performance

with respect to the noise level. Figure 4.27 shows the reconstruction quality in dependence

of the number of active clusters. The distributions obtained for the informed methods are all
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Figure 4.26: Performance of informed linear reconstruction methods with respect to the
noise level. Prior information was derived from local parcellations (i.e. parcellations with a
large ROI). Single clusters were activated inside the corresponding small ROI (prior consis-
tent activation). See page 82 for details on the box plots.

statistically different from the WMN distributions (AUC: P < 1×10−8, RE: P < 1×10−4, DE:

P < 1×10−7). B.12 and B.13 in appendix additionally show the performance for two and three

concurrently active clusters.

It is mainly interesting how the misinformation influences the reconstruction performance

in comparison to scenario 1 (i.e. in comparison to an optimally defined prior). However, it must

be considered that the prior knowledge is different in both scenarios. As a consequence, the in-

verse algorithms are different as well (for example, the eFACE method used in both scenarios

is not identical). It is therefore not possible to perform a direct comparison of the results ob-

tained for each method in these two scenarios. It is rather useful to compare the performance

differences that can be found between these methods separately for each scenario. This is done

here. The results obtained for scenario 1 have shown that the use of informed LORETA with the

strongest smoothness constraint promises the best reconstruction performance. A much lower

smoothness constraint (smoothness level 0.01) still leads to acceptable AUC results but also to

relatively low RE values (particularly in comparison to informed LORETA 0.99 and to the FACE

methods). In contrast, the results obtained in the current scenario show that the use of the

highest smoothness level is not superior to the use of the lowest level. The median in both

AUC distributions is approximately the same. The RE values are more similar as well. In other
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Figure 4.27: Performance of informed linear reconstruction methods with respect to the
number of concurrently active clusters. Prior information was derived from local parcella-
tions (i.e. parcellations with a large ROI). Up to three clusters were activated inside the corre-
sponding small ROI (prior consistent activation). Results integrated over SNR levels 9, 20, 50,
and 100. See page 82 for details on the box plots.

words, the performance difference between informed LORETA with smoothness level 0.99 and

informed LORETA with smoothness level 0.01 is much smaller in the present scenario. Like-

wise, the performance difference between informed LORETA 0.01 and the two FACE methods

is much smaller as well (particularly according to RE). This effect can be explained with the

incorporation of irrelevant boundaries. These boundaries reduce the bias effect towards the

region of interest6 (i.e. the small ROI in this case; a bias effect towards the large ROI is still

present but is irrelevant for the simulations scenario). As a consequence, some data is obvi-

ously explained by activity outside the small ROI (otherwise, the reconstruction quality would

not be reduced).

Two main conclusion can be drawn from the results presented in this section. On the one

hand, the comparison with results obtained for scenario 1 provides the essential insight that

an extension of the ‘optimal’ ROI with irrelevant boundaries leads to a significant reduction of

the reconstruction performance for methods where the prior knowledge has a strong impact

6For informed LORETA, the use of these boundaries drastically reduces the penalty of solutions with activity out-
side the small ROI. For FACE, the boundaries introduce a general smoothness assumption in regions outside the
small ROI. Both effects result in a reduced bias towards the small ROI.
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(i.e. informed LORETA 0.99 and FACE). On the other hand, the previous use case has shown

that the reconstruction performance is even worse if relevant boundaries are omitted when

defining prior knowledge. It is obvious that both cases should be prevented. However, this

might be difficult in practice since the optimal ROI is usually not know. Therefore, the results

emphasize that the priors must carefully be selected. The following section provides a further

discussion on this issue.

4.5.4 Discussion

The aim of this section was the evaluation of various different functio-anatomical prior as-

sumptions incorporated into linear inverse reconstruction methods. This included the use of

different types of parcellations, i.e. local and full ones, and the variation of the validity of the

prior information. The latter was realized by varying the consistency between brain activity

and prior information. The evaluation was carried out subject to two aspects. The first is to

provide insight in the potential performance of informed methods given that the prior fits to

the actual brain activity (i.e. this was subject of simulation scenario 1). The second aspect is

to examine how potential errors in prior knowledge affect the reconstruction performance (i.e.

this is subject of scenario 2 and 3).

Before the results obtained for the different scenarios are discussed in more detail, it is first

reasonable to put the focus on the terminology ‘correct’ and ‘incorrect’ prior knowledge, which

is used in various contexts throughout this chapter. All algorithms employed for the simula-

tions presented above are based on different assumptions on the source correlations. These

assumptions are expressed by means of the source covariance matrix. The estimation of this

matrix is based on the combination of a general smoothness assumption (i.e. even for the FACE

methods) with prior knowledge. Importantly, the prior knowledge in a particular scenario is

always the same for all reconstruction methods. As a result, each source covariance matrix ex-

presses an assumptions on the covariance structure that is expected to underlie the data. This

is the actual starting point to distinguish between correct and incorrect prior information. For

example, the prior assumption is meant to be wrong if the covariance matrix implies correla-

tion between sources which are uncorrelated in the data. This is, however, a situation that can

easily occur when the prior assumption is based on (individual) structural information such

as it is provided by functio-anatomical boundaries. For example, employing a full parcellation

using informed LORETA with smoothness level 0.99 implies highly correlated activity in each

patch. Likewise, employing a local parcellation implies a strong correlation inside the patches

and in the outer patch area (i.e. the unlabeled region) as well. It is, however, very unlikely that

such a correlation structure occurs in a realistic data set. In fact, it does even not occur in any

of the simulations carried out in this section. Obviously, the intended and the actually imposed

prior assumption can be in a blunt contradiction. Depending on the particular activation, this

can lead to a corrupted reconstruction and to the generation of spurious sources. In fact, any

of the employed reconstruction methods poses prior constraints that are incorrect in a cer-

tain manner. Therefore, the categorization of correct and incorrect priors does not relate to the

particular prior assumption. It is rather based on the fact whether the simulated activity is con-

sistent with the functio-anatomical boundaries (i.e. with the real underlying prior knowledge).

That means, prior knowledge is meant to be correct if (1) the a priori defined patches fully cover
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the cortical area where activity might be generated and if (2) the incorporated boundaries con-

fine the outline of active clusters (i.e. no overlap). Otherwise, prior knowledge is meant to be

incorrect.

1st simulation scenario: The first scenario in this section dealt with correct prior knowl-

edge. The simulations were based on the generation of compact clusters that were randomly

distributed on the whole cortical sheet. Source reconstruction was performed using full parcel-

lations. As a result, the whole cortex is subdivided into approximately equally sized areas. This

leads to a rather balanced correlation structure in each cortical area for both informed LORETA

and FACE. The analysis revealed that the combination of functio-anatomical prior knowledge

with a moderate smoothness constraint (i.e informed LORETA with levels 0.4 to 0.8) provides

the best reconstruction performance. The performance obtained for the strongest smooth-

ness level is slightly lower (most likely because the intrinsic assumption of fully active patches

is usually in conflict with the actual activation pattern). Nonetheless, the method still outper-

forms uninformed methods and informed methods with a weak smoothness constraint (i.e. in-

formed LORETA 0.01, eFACE, and fFACE). Finally, these informed methods of a weak constraint

outperform the uninformed reference methods WMN, but are inferior to uninformed LORETA

with smoothness level 0.01 (i.e. the best uninformed reconstruction method). This means that

the use of a general smoothness constraint is more effective than the use of constraint that is

based on the combination of prior knowledge with a weak smoothness assumption in this par-

ticular scenario. This emphasizes the importance of the smoothness constraint regarding the

impact of prior knowledge on source reconstruction.

Another analysis on the basis of correct prior knowledge was performed using local parcel-

lations. The results confirm the importance of the smoothness constraint. In contrast to full

parcellations, the cortex is subdivided into rather small parceled areas and usually much larger

unlabeled regions. Compared to the use of full parcellations, this leads to a very different cor-

relation structure between informed LORETA and FACE. In the FACE method, the correlation

constraint is completely removed in unlabeled regions. In contrast, informed LORETA intro-

duces a strong smoothness constraint for unlabeled regions. Depending on the actual smooth-

ness level, this introduces long distant correlations in these areas, while the smoothness inside

patches is limited by the patch size. Either way, the use of local parcellations introduces a cor-

relation constraint that depends on the particular source location. These are important aspects

that must be considered for the performance analysis.

According to the results, informed LORETA is only useful with the highest and lowest possi-

ble smoothness level. They provide much better results than informed LORETA for any other

smoothness level and, more importantly, outperform the best uninformed reconstruction me-

thod (i.e. uninformed LORETA with smoothness level 0.01). This is interesting since the two in-

formed LORETA derivatives imply totally different correlation structures. The highest smooth-

ness level implies a very strong correlation between all sources in the outer-patch area (i.e.

unlabeled regions). As a consequence, activity in these regions are effectively penalized. In

other words, solutions are forced to be located inside the a priori defined patches. In contrast,

the lowest smoothness level imposes correlations on a very small spatial scale (i.e. only a small

fraction of the patch sizes) that is comparable to that in uninformed LORETA with smooth-

ness level 0.01. Hence, the good performance obtained for smoothness level 0.01 cannot be

explained with a bias of the solution towards a priori defined patches, but rather with a gener-
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ally good correspondence between the prior assumption and the generated activity. All other

smoothness levels seem unsuited for informed LORETA. The high localization errors that are

observed with these methods indicate that the reconstructed activity is located in outer patch

areas. It should be noted that the correlation structures obtained for these smoothness levels

are very complex. It is therefore difficult to predict their actual effect on source reconstruc-

tion. It is obvious, however, that the imposed assumptions are usually inconsistent to the true

activity.

The reconstruction results obtained for FACE demonstrate as well that the definition of the

smoothness constraint is crucial. In FACE, the correlation structure inside patches can gen-

erally be compared to informed LORETA with smoothness level 0.01. That means that only a

small scale intra-patch correlation is imposed on the solution. Outside patches, however, FACE

assumes uncorrelated sources. It turned out that extended FACE outperforms focal FACE. A

slightly stronger smoothness constraint as imposed by eFACE is obviously more consistent with

compact activity (i.e. activity which has a certain spatial extent) than a much weaker smooth-

ness constraint (as provided by fFACE). This is similar to the findings presented by Cottereau

et al. (2012) who also carried out simulations using a local parcellation. It is, however, rather

difficult to conclude how strong prior knowledge, i.e. the limitation of the correlation con-

straint by means of boundaries, actually contributes to the performance gain in comparison to

WMN. Particularly the fact that FACE is still inferior to uninformed LORETA 0.01 emphasizes

that a general correlation assumption has a major impact on the solution. Therfore, it is very

likely that the limitation of this constraint (i.e. prior knowledge) is only of minor importance.

Nonetheless, it should also be noted that FACE performs particularly well according to the RE

measure. This, in turn, indicates that the incorporation of the boundaries is, in fact, relevant.

Hence, the particular effect of the prior knowledge for FACE remains somewhat unclear. A final

assessment cannot be made on the basis of these results. Another problem is that FACE as orig-

inally proposed by Cottereau et al. (2012) (and as used in this thesis) does not include leadfield

normalization. In contrast, all LORETA methods include this kind of normalization to prevent

an overestimation of superficial sources. Based on the conducted data it is, therefore, not pos-

sible to draw the conclusion whether FACE is inferior to LORETA-based approaches due to its

weak smoothness constraint or due to the lack of depth normalization.

In summary, the results obtained for scenario 1 provide evidence that the incorporation of

functio-anatomical prior information into linear inverse methods can improve source recon-

struction in comparison to uninformed localization methods. The particular meaning of the

terminology ‘correct prior knowledge’ was discussed above. It is obvious from the results that

the use of local parcellations provides the best reconstruction performance. However, it is not

possible to state that the use of a local parcellation generally provides better results than us-

ing a full parcellation. It is rather a question whether activity must be expected on the whole

cortical surface (which usually seems to be unlikely), or if the activity is localized to certain re-

gions (which is usually the case in many practical applications and which allows to use a local

parcellation).

2nd simulation scenario: The second scenario dealt with inaccurate prior knowledge in the

sense that the course of the boundaries is incorrect. Hence, boundaries incorporated as prior

knowledge do not match the boundaries between distinct functional units. As stated above,

such inaccuracies are likely to occur in realistic scenarios for multiple reasons. For example,
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the spatial resolution of any parcellation based on in vivo data is certainly limited7. The results

for these simulations clearly show that the use of incorrect prior knowledge (i.e. incorrect with

respect to the course of functio-anatomical boundaries) leads to a clearly reduced reconstruc-

tion performance compared to the use of correct prior information. It is obvious that methods

based on a strong smoothness constraint are much more affected by uncertainties than meth-

ods with a weaker smoothness constraint.

The strength of the performance reduction depends on the particular measure that is used

to asses the reconstruction quality. The strongest reduction can be found for the AUC mea-

sure. The definition of the sensitivity and the specitivity according to Eq. 4.5, which are the

basic measures for the AUC, imply that differences between the shape of simulated and recon-

structed source patterns have very a strong impact. In contrast, RE determines the amount of

energy in the original activated regions and DE measures differences according to the location.

Therefore, they are less dependent on the particular shape of the reconstructed source pattern.

This explains why both measures are much less sensitive to the inaccuracies introduced in this

scenario compared to the AUC.

It is particularly interesting that uninformed LORETA with smoothness level 0.01 outper-

forms all informed reconstruction methods. This emphasizes the importance of correctly ali-

gned boundaries. However, it must also be noted that the simulation setup implies very strong

uncertainties regarding the course of boundaries (because the maximum overlap of bound-

aries is not limited). In fact, this assumption implies that the course might be completely

wrong. This can be interpreted as a worst case scenario. In practice one should expect much

smaller uncertainties since, otherwise, the prior knowledge would not reflect any prior knowl-

edge (i.e. it would be useless). From this point of view it can be argued that the course of

the employed functio-anatomical boundaries exhibits only minor inaccuracies under practical

conditions and, therefore, only a weak reduction of the reconstruction performance must be

expected.

3rd simulation scenario: A different aspect of inaccurate prior knowledge was subject of the

third simulation scenario. It dealt with both the use of borders that are not relevant for the

particular simulation, and with the absence of borders that are relevant to explain the data.

Although it turned out that both issues lead to a reduction of the reconstruction performance,

the latter one is particularly problematic. More precisely, the results revealed that the recon-

struction performance drastically reduces even if only a minor part of the active brain area is

located in regions that are not incorporated as prior knowledge. This underpins the impor-

tance of a correct definition of boundaries. In practice, however, it is often difficult to specify

only those borders that are actually relevant to explain the data. Therefore, it seems reasonable

that local parcellations should consist of all patches that might contain any relevant activity.

The analyses carried out in this section have shown that the reconstruction quality essen-

tially depends on two key factors: the prior knowledge defined by the course of the functio-

anatomical boundaries, and the smoothness assumption. Although both are combined with

each other in informed reconstruction methods, the latter one is of particularly importance.

7The estimation of functio-anatomical boundaries by means of some structural information as, for instance, the
strength of fibers, which connect distinct regions, depends, first, on the accurate estimation of structural data
and, second, on applying thresholds. This implies that it is unlikely to achieve a perfect match between the true
and the estimated functional borders in a certain experimental paradigm.
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The smoothness assumption expresses a general believe on the spatial extent of active clusters.

Its importance is confirmed, for instance, by the enhanced reconstruction performance that

can be achieved using uninformed LORETA with smoothness level 0.01 in comparison to the

use of WMN.

Another important finding in this section is the use of local parcellations provides good re-

construction results in many situations. From a practical perspective, local parcellations are

very useful. They allow to constrain activity to a particular region (without the need to adjust

the variance of sources in order to increase their likelihood for being activated). Finally, in-

formed LORETA with smoothness level 0.99 provides a very good reconstruction performance

if the prior knowledge is correct. However, this method is also strongly prone to errors caused

by inaccurate prior knowledge. In contrast, informed LORETA with smoothness level 0.01 leads

to slightly lower reconstruction performance but is also more robust to errors in prior knowl-

edge. Therefore, both methods can be useful in practical situations.

4.6 Influence of Spatial Inaccuracies in Forward Modeling

4.6.1 Objective

The simulations in the previous sections were carried out using the same forward model for

data generation and source reconstruction (i.e. under ideal conditions). In fact, using the same

model for both procedures is referred to as an inverse crime because it might cause the overesti-

mation of performance measures (i.e. of the reconstruction quality). The subject of the present

section is the evaluation of informed linear inverse methods using different forwards models

for the generation of EEG data and its reconstruction. Two aspects are evaluated. The use of

different source models for forward and inverse calculations is subject of the first simulation

scenario (see below). This ensures a shift of the source locations. The impact of inaccuracies

of the electrode positions (for example resulting from co-registration errors) on the solution is

evaluated in the second scenario.

According to Kaipio and Somersalo (2005) even the use of different forward models which,

however, are based on exactly the same underlying discretization of the solution space does not

avoid inverse crime. In relation to EEG/MEG source reconstruction, this means that a differ-

ent source space must be defined (for example by means of another tessellation of the cortical

surface) for each forward model in order of effectively prevent inverse crime. In fact, this is an

efficient technique that has already been employed in many studies (see, for instance, Aura-

nen et al., 2005, Chang et al., 2010, 2013, Lucka et al., 2012, Ou et al., 2009). However, it limits

the analysis to the use of performance measures which do not depend on source indexing. For

example, this is necessary for correlation and AUC analysis, which rely on before/after compar-

isons. Common metrics that are used in this case are dipole localization error (DLE) or spatial

dispersion (SD).

An alternative technique to generate a second source space is to shift each source to a new

source position. This ensures that the same source indexing can be applied in both grids. It is

then possible to carry out before/after comparisons at each source index, given that the shift of

each source is in a sufficiently small range (for instance in the range of less than the half of the

mean spatial resolution). This kind of shift can easily be realized on a regular cubic source space

(for instance by means of a parallel shift of all source positions). The simulations in this thesis
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are based, however, on source models which are defined along the heavily folded cortical sheet.

This requires another technique in order to shift each source to a new position. It is particularly

important to preserve the general geometrical properties of the grid. The technique used here

is outlined in the following section. It is the basis for subsequent simulations which aim at

analyzing the relevance of inverse crime for informed LORETA based source localization.

4.6.2 Simulation Setup

The simulations in the present section are based on the realistic forward model presented

in Sec. 4.2.2. This forward model was employed for the computation of the inverse operators

of the different inverse methods. A modified version of this model was used for the prediction

of EEG data. The forward model was modified in two different ways. For the first scenario, the

source space was replaced by a shifted version (see below). Other components (e.g. the surfaces

used to model the boundaries between different brain compartments) were kept constant. The

shifted source space was generated by adding zero-mean Gaussian noise (σ = 0.3mm) to all

source coordinates in the original source space. This way, all source locations are shifted by

a reasonable distance, while the index of each source is preserved. The latter aspect is not

only important to perform before/after comparisons but also ensures that prior knowledge (i.e.

patch definitions) does not have to be readjusted. The minimum, maximum, and mean euclid-

ian distance between the new and the original source positions are 5.8×10−5 mm, 2.82 mm,

and 0.27 mm, respectively.

In the second scenario, only the sensor model was modified, while other components of the

forward model (i.e. also the source space) were the same as presented in Sec. 4.2.2. Four

different sensor models were generated. Now, the electrode positions were shifted by adding

zero-mean Gaussian noise with the standard deviations σ = 0.5mm/1mm/2mm/3mm. This

leads to a minimum, maximum, and mean euclidean distance between the electrode positions

in the original and modified sensor model of 0.26 mm, 2.18 mm, 0.80 mm / 0.29 mm, 2.84 mm,

1.5 mm / 0.47 mm, 6.69 mm, 3.2 mm / 0.59 mm, 9.85 mm, 4.71 mm. Each of these sensor mod-

els embodies a different level of co-registration errors.

The full parcellations HP8 and HP18 (see Sec. 4.2.3) as well as the local parcellations LP1a,

LP1b, LP2a, and LP2b (see Sec. 4.5.2) were employed as prior knowledge. Source activity was

generated just like before (see p. 61). Only the prior consistent activation was considered here8.

A total of 1500 trials for each full parcellation and 500 trials for each local parcellation were

generated for each scenario. Source reconstruction was performed using focal and extended

FACE, informed and uninformed LORETA (see appendix B.1 for Laplacian regularization pa-

rameters), and WMN. It was done on the basis of the original forward models9. Details on the

inverse methods are given in Sec. 4.2.5. Finally, the size of the activated area and the metrics

AUC, RE and DE were computed for each reconstruction result.

8Prior knowledge is assumed to be correct. However, the redefinition of the source space as mentioned above
introduces minor uncertainties regarding the shape of the patches.

9Hence, a recalculation of the Laplacian regularization parameters is not necessary.
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4.6.3 Results

The analyses carried out here are similar as those in Sec. 4.5.3. General details on the boxplots

and on the statistical tests can be reviewed there. Section 4.6.3.1 presents the results for the use

of different source models for forward and inverse calculation (i.e. scenario 1). Section 4.6.3.2

shows the reconstruction performance with respect to co-registration errors of the electrode

positions (scenario 2).

4.6.3.1 Scenario 1: Different Source Models for Forward and Inverse Calculations

The very first analysis focuses on the use case that source reconstruction and data genera-

tion are based on different source models (i.e. no inverse crime). Activity can appear on the

whole cortical sheet and is consistent with prior knowledge (i.e. full parcellations used for

source localization). The results obtained for the two full parcellations (i.e. HP8 and HP18)

are combined. Figure 4.28 shows the corresponding performance measures AUC, RE and DE

in dependence of the signal-to-noise ratio (for trials with one active cluster). Almost all distri-

butions obtained for informed and uninformed LORETA are statistically different from WMN

(AUC: P < 1×10−3, RE: P < 1×10−2, DE: P < 1×10−2). The only exception is informed LORETA

with smoothness level 0.01. The RE observations obtained for this methods are statistically

similar to WMN (P = 7.3×10−2), particularly at low SNR levels. Figure 4.29 displays the per-

formance according to the number of concurrently active clusters. Here, the DE distributions

obtained for informed LORETA with levels 0.8 and 0.99 are statistically similar to the WMN ob-

servations (P ≥ 9.3×10−2). All other distribution in the figure are statistically different from the

WMN results (AUC: P < 2×10−2, RE: P < 2×10−2, DE: P < 5×10−2).

It is particularly informative to compare the performance results obtained here with those

found in Sec. 4.3.3 (where inverse crime might be an issue). This comparison reveals no per-

formance differences according to AUC and RE. The ability to localize the exact position of

an active cluster is, however, slightly reduced here. Importantly, this is a general issue for all

employed inverse methods and not only for informed reconstruction methods, which are of

particular interest. Despite of this weak effect, it is reasonable to draw the conclusion that the

performance in case of inverse crime and without inverse crime is approximately the same for

any of the evaluated methods. For the sake of completeness, the reconstruction performance

for two and three concurrently active clusters with respect to the SNR are displayed in appendix

B.4 (i.e. Fig. B.14 and B.15).

The second analysis focuses on prior consistent source reconstruction using local parcella-

tions. As above, data generation and source reconstruction are based on different source mod-

els. The results obtained for all local parcellations (i.e. LP1a, LP1b, LP2a, LP2b) are combined

for this analysis. Figure 4.30 shows the reconstruction performance according to AUC, RE and

DE with respect to the signal-to-noise ratio (for trials with one active cluster). The majority of

the distributions obtained for informed and uninformed LORETA are statistically different from

the WMN results (AUC: P < 1×10−8, RE: P < 1×10−2, DE: P < 3×10−2). However, the DE distri-

butions for informed LORETA with smoothness levels 0.8 and 0.99 are statistically similar to the

WMN results at various SNR levels (P ≥ 6.2×10−2). Figure 4.31 displays the performance in de-

pendence of the number of concurrently active clusters. Here, all distributions are statistically

different from those provided by WMN AUC: P < 1×10−8, RE: P < 1×10−6, DE: P < 1×10−8).
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Figure 4.28: Performance of informed and uninformed linear reconstruction methods with
respect to the noise level. Forward and inverse calculations are based on different source
models. Prior information was derived from full parcellations, single clusters were activated.
The activation was consistent with the boundaries. See page 82 for details on the box plots.
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Figure 4.29: Performance of informed and uninformed linear reconstruction methods with
respect to the number of concurrently active clusters. Forward and inverse calculations are
based on different source models. Prior information was derived from full parcellations, up
to 3 clusters were activated. The activation was consistent with the boundaries. Results are
integrated over SNR levels 9, 20, 50, and 100. See page 82 for details on the box plots.
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Figure 4.30: Performance of informed and uninformed linear reconstruction methods with
respect to the noise level. Forward and inverse calculations are based on different source
models. Prior information was derived from local parcellations, single clusters were acti-
vated. The activation was consistent with the boundaries. See page 82 for details on the box
plots.

As above, it is particularly useful to compare the results with those obtained for simulations

with local parcellations in Sec. 4.3.3. Similarly to the analysis with full parcellations, this com-

parison reveals the same performance according to AUC and RE and a slightly reduced perfor-

mance according to DE for all methods. Likewise, it can be concluded that the correction for

inverse crime does not change the general performance of the inverse methods to reconstruct

activity that is localized to a confined region on the cortex. For the sake of completeness, the

results for two and three concurrently active clusters are displayed in appendix B.4 (i.e. B.16

and B.17).

In summary, the results for simulations with both local and full parcellations have shown that

the use of the same source space for forward and inverse calculations has only a marginal, if

any, effect on the reconstruction performance. A short discussion on the results is provided in

Sec. 4.6.4.
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Figure 4.31: Performance of informed and uninformed linear reconstruction methods with
respect to the number of concurrently active clusters. Forward and inverse calculations are
based on different source models. Prior information was derived from local parcellations, up
to 3 clusters were activated. The activation was consistent with the boundaries. Results are
integrated over SNR levels 9, 20, 50, and 100. See page 82 for details on the box plots.

4.6.3.2 Scenario 2: Influence of Electrode Co-registration Errors

This section analyses the reconstruction performance of informed LORETA, extended FACE,

and focal FACE in case of inaccurate EEG electrode positions due to co-registration errors. This

is done separately for simulations on the basis of full and local parcellations. Figure 4.32 shows

the combined results obtained for the two full parcellations (HP8 and HP18). The performance

measures are displayed versus the strength of co-registration errors. These are indicated by

the particular standard deviation of the Gaussian noise that was used to displace the electrode

positions. All distributions are statistically different from the WMN samples (AUC: P < 1×10−8,

RE: P < 1×10−4, DE: P < 1×10−8). Likewise, Figure 4.33 shows the combined results for all

local parcellations. Again, all distributions of the informed methods are statistically different

from the WMN observations (AUC: P < 1×10−8, RE: P < 1×10−8, DE: P < 1×10−8).

The results show that none of the performance measures is seriously affected by the co-

registration errors. Neither any informed reconstruction method nor the uninformed reference

method exhibits a reduced reconstruction performance at any of the tested co-registration
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Figure 4.32: Performance of informed linear reconstruction methods with respect to the co-
registration error of EEG electrodes. The strength of the error is indicated by the standard
deviation of a Gaussian error function (see text). Prior information was derived from full par-
cellations, up to 3 clusters were activated. The activation was consistent with the boundaries.
Results integrated over SNR levels 9, 20, 50, 100. See page 80 for details on the box plots.

error levels. These findings are consistent with the observations reported by Cottereau et al.

(2012). Hence, it can be concluded that the utilization of functio-anatomical prior knowledge

to constrain LORETA-based approaches does not increase the vulnerability to errors induced

by inaccurate electrode positions. This was one of the questions to be answered in this section.

Finally, it can be concluded that co-registration errors of the EEG electrode positions do not

affect the simulation results presented in this work.

4.6.4 Discussion

The objective of the present section was the evaluation of the reconstruction performance

of informed linear inverse methods given that the forward models used for the prediction (i.e.

generation) and the reconstruction of EEG data are different. This is much more realistic than

using identical models for these two procedures. In fact, these models are always different

when analyzing real experimental data. However, all previous simulations carried out in chap-

ter 4 employed the same forward model for inverse and forward calculations. It was therefore

necessary to analyze whether this simplification of the simulation setup leads to an overesti-
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Figure 4.33: Performance of informed linear reconstruction methods with respect to the co-
registration error of EEG electrodes. The strength of the error is indicated by the standard
deviation of a Gaussian error function (see text). Prior information was derived from local
parcellations, up to 3 clusters were activated. The activation was consistent with the bound-
aries. Results integrated over SNR levels 9, 20, 50, 100. See page 80 for details on the box plots.

mation of any performance measure (which might also have an impact on the conclusion that

were drawn with regard to the reconstruction capabilities).

As before, several hundred source patterns of different complexity were randomly generated.

Prior knowledge was derived from local and full parcellations and was assumed to be consis-

tent to the generated activity. Two different types of simulations were carried out. The first

approach was based on the use of different source models for the generation of the two for-

ward models. More precisely, a new source space was generated by means of randomly shifting

the source localizations in the original source space. This is an effective technique to prevent

inverse crime. Moreover, it preserves source indexing. This allows to employ performance

measures which rely on before/after comparisons of the spatial distributions (e.g. AUC, RE).

This ensured that a potential overestimation of these performance measures, which were used

in previous parts of this chapter, could in principle be detected. The evaluation revealed only a

minor performance drop for DE and, more importantly, no performance reduction according

to AUC and RE. The marginal drop of DE is a direct result of displacing each source to a new

location. This shift renders a zero localization error virtually impossible. However, all recon-

struction methods suffer from this effect. More importantly, the performance of the informed
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reconstruction methods is not overestimated compared to any other of the evaluated inverse

methods. As a consequence, it can be concluded that inverse crime is not a problem at all for

any of the simulations carried out in the previous sections.

Note that the weak relevance of inverse crime can explained with the high spatial resolution

of the source space. This high resolution renders the leadfield of neighboring sources highly

similar. That means, a shift between the true and the modeled source locations is per se un-

likely to seriously affect any performance measure. Therefore, it can reasonably be argued that

a sufficiently high spacial resolution of the source space effectively prevents inverse crime. This

is consistent to Lamus et al. (2012) who reported the use of a source space with approximately

150000 nodes per hemisphere to minimize the effect of inverse crime. This is in a similar range

as for the realistic source models employed in this work.

The second approach in this section assessed the impact of EEG electrode co-registration

errors. This addressed the problem that the accuracy of the modeled electrode positions is

usually limited. For example, uncertainties introduced by the digitization process, the seg-

mentation of the scalp surface (i.e. and all other volume components as well), and the match-

ing between EEG/MEG and MRI coordinates are relevant steps in EEG/MEG processing in

which uncertainties are likely to be introduced. Gaussian noise was added to the original elec-

trode positions to generate a total of four different sensor models (each with a different co-

registration error level). These errors are in a similar and even above the range as proposed in

other studies that investigated the accuracy of electrode positions (see, for instance, Cottereau

et al., 2012, Schwartz et al., 1996). The simulation results revealed no considerable influence of

co-registration errors on the reconstruction performance. This emphasizes that linear inverse

methods in general (and particularly informed reconstruction methods) are relatively robust

against errors of the electrode positions. The robustness can be explained with the fact that

this kind of error could also be modeled by means of adding uncorrelated noise at the true elec-

trode location. The impact of noise is usually effectively minimized by means of regularization

(see chapter 2). Hence, the effect of the modeled electrode localization errors are minimized

by regularization as well. This is, of course, only true if the location errors at each electrode are

linearly independent from each other. It can be concluded that potential errors between true

and localized electrode position do not affect the results presented in this work.
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5.1 Motivation and Outline

This chapter demonstrates the application of informed LORETA for the reconstruction of

real experimental EEG and MEG data. It aims at exploring the potential benefit of functio-

anatomically informed linear source reconstruction methods under realistic conditions, that

means for the analysis of a particular experimental paradigm. The analyzed EEG/MEG data

was recorded in a language experiment in which multiple spoken sentences were presented

to subjects. It is particularly interesting whether the use of informed reconstruction methods

provides a plausible reconstruction of the likely generators of this kind of data.

EEG and MEG are commonly used techniques for studying the spatio-temporal organiza-

tion of spoken language processing. Several neurocognitive models that explain the cortical

organization of speech were presented in literature (e.g. Hickok and Poeppel, 2007, Knösche

et al., 2005). These models are good candidates to derive functio-anatomical prior knowledge

on the basis of individual parcellations. The subsequent chapter is structured as follows: Sec-

tion 5.2 describes the experimental setup. This mainly includes the experimental paradigm,

technical parameters, EEG/MEG signal processing, the derivation of functio-anatomical prior

knowledge, and the estimation of noise and data (co-)variances, which are necessary to com-

pute linear inverse solutions. The results are presented in section 5.3, separately for EEG and

MEG measurements. Finally, the findings are discussed in sec. 5.4.

5.2 Methods

5.2.1 Experimental Setup

The basis for the evaluation of informed LORETA is EEG/MEG data of five subjects recorded

in a spoken language experiment. A total of 192 sentences were presented to each subject. The

task for each subject was to assess each sentence according to its grammatical structure and the

prosody. The analysis carried out here does not focus on characteristic features of the brain re-

sponse according to these two attributes, but rather on the brain processes which are triggered

by a sentence onset. Therefore, the analysis is focused on the N100/N100m and P200/P200m

components are. Data was simultaneously recorded at 60 EEG and 306 MEG channels with a

sampling rate of 1 kHz using a Neuromag Vectorview device (Elekta Neuromag Oy, Helsinki,

Finland).
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The processing of the recorded signals comprised the following steps. At first, Neuromag’s

Max-Filter was applied to MEG data for interference suppression and head movement correc-

tion. Next, the raw signals were filtered using a bandpass (2-20 Hz). Afterwards, single trials

(i.e. epochs, 200 ms before to 500 ms after sentence onset) were extracted from continuous data

stream. Then, baseline correction was applied to each channel by subtracting the mean signal

of the pre-stimulus interval from all samples in the corresponding trial. Next, disturbed chan-

nels and trials including artifacts were identified by means of visual inspection and discarded

from further processing. The averaged evoked response of all trials was computed separately

for EEG and MEG and, finally, all EEG signals were referenced to common average.

5.2.2 Forward model and Prior information

Freesurfer (Fischl et al., 2002) was used to construct triangulated grids for the folded corti-

cal surface (≈ 269.000 dipoles per subject), the inner and outer skull surfaces, and skin (each

surface consists of 5120 vertices) based on individual MR images. The MNE toolbox (see www.
martinos.org/mne) was used for the co-registration of these surfaces with the sensor coordi-

nate system. The source space was built up by placing one ECD with perpendicular orientation

on each vertex. Finally, a three-compartment BEM model with the conductivities 0.33 S/m for

brain and skin, and 0.0042 S/m for the skull compartment, was constructed. The final EEG for-

ward model was computed using SIMBIO (Fingberg et al., 2003) and the MEG leadfield using

the MNE toolbox.

Prior information for the informed methods was derived from a parcellation according to the

Destrieux-Atlas (Destrieux et al., 2010). An individual parcellation was generated from each

subject’s MRI data set by means of automated parcellation procedures provided by Freesurfer

(Fischl et al., 2004). The individual prior models were constructed by selecting regions that are

expected to be involved in the early processing of auditory signals and spoken language from

each individual parcellation. The following regions were used (on both hemispheres): (1) areas

close to or inside the superior temporal gyrus (STG), that means the transversal gyrus (Heschl’s

gyrus, BA 41, BA 42), the transverse temporal sulcus, planum polare, planum temporale, and

the lateral STG; (2) additional areas in the temporal lobe as, i.e. the superior temporal sulcus

and the middle temporal gyrus; (3) inferior frontal areas, that means orbital (BA 47), triangu-

lar (BA 45), and opercular (BA44) parts of the inferior frontal gyrus, the inferior frontal sulcus,

and the lateral orbital sulcus. Major parts of these regions are involved in auditory process-

ing (Fonaryova Key et al., 2005) and spoken language processing (Hickok and Poeppel, 2007,

Knösche et al., 2005). The incorporated regions are of course only an approximation for the

true underlying functional entities. For example, the automatic parcellation procedure is based

on the sulcal depth, that means the accuracy of the boundaries is certainly limited. Moreover,

some regions as, for instance, the lateral STG might consist of multiple distinct functional en-

tities which are not contained in the prior model. Finally, additional regions (for example the

transverse temporal sulcus) were used to account for the uncertainties regarding the course of

the boundaries (this was done to ensure that any active region is covered by prior knowledge).
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5.3 Results

5.2.3 Reconstruction Methods and Assessment Criteria

The inverse solution presented in Eq. 2.13 and the estimate of the source variance defined in

Eq. 2.15 are the basis for the analysis of experimental data. The noise covariance matrix Cε and

the total data variance tr(Cd ) must be determined in order to solve these equations. These two

quantities were estimated at each sample point of the averaged evoked response, separately for

EEG and MEG. The data variance was approximated by summing up the squared amplitudes

of all channels at each sample point in the averaged evoked response. The computation of Cε

was realized as follows: First, the averaged evoked response was subtracted from each single

trial. Afterwards, the noise covariance matrix at sample point i was estimated on the basis of

the inter-trial signals (see below) of all channels (that means, all inter-trial signals were corre-

lated with each other). The inter-trial signal of channel x at a given sample point i defines as

the concatenation of all single-trial amplitudes of channel x at sample point i . Cε(i ) turned

out to be ill-conditioned in many cases. Therefore, additional regularization was applied (i.e.

C∗
ε (i ) =Cε(i )+β(i )I , with C∗

ε (i ) being the regularized noise covariance matrix and β(i ) the reg-

ularization parameter at sample point i ) such that the goodness-of-fit (GOF, see below) of the

solution reaches a maximum.

Informed LORETA and WMN (Eq. 2.20) were used for source reconstruction. The source

correlation matrix for informed LORETA was determined according to Eq. 3.8. The highest

smoothness level was selected for Laplacian regularization (Eq. 3.9). Note that the regulariza-

tion parameter was individually calculated for each subject.

The reconstruction results were assessed by means of visual inspection and the GOF mea-

sure. The GOF defines as

GOF(i ) = 1−
∑

(Lq̂(i )−d(i ))2∑
d(i )2 . (5.1)

and describes how well the solution at sample point i , i.e. q̂(i ), fits the of the averaged evoked

response, i.e. d(i ), given the physical forward model defined by the leadfield. The value

GOF(i ) = 1 implies a perfect fit. Smaller values indicate that not all spatial features of the data

can be explained with the estimated solution. Good solutions are expected to provide a GOF of

0.8 and higher (Maurits, 2012).

For visual inspection, the absolute values of the estimated source strengths are mapped on

each subjects inflated cortical surface. However, not the full spatial distribution but only the

main spots of activity are visualized. Main activity is identified by discarding all sources with

less than 97 % of the maximum source strength in the given solution. This value was deter-

mined from the explorative analysis of all histograms of the source strength. Sources with less

than 3 % of the maximum value turned out to be a good approximation of significant activity.

5.3 Results

The analysis presented here focuses on the N100/N100m and P200/P200m component of

the averaged evoked response (i.e. with respect to the sentence onset). The peak activity of

these components consistently occurred at around 152 ms and 230 ms (median). The particular

times for each subject, the number of rejected trials and channels, the estimated signal-to-

noise-ratios, and the Laplacian regularization parameters are presented in Tab. 5.1. Figure

5.1-5.4 show the localization results for both components separately for EEG and MEG.
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Table 5.1: Subject specific parameters of EEG/MEG data and informed LORETA Laplacian
regularization parameters (i.e. for strongest smoothness constraint).

Figure 5.1: Shown are maps of significant N100 source activity on the individual inflated cor-
tical surface derived from EEG data. Significant activity is indicated by the upper three per-
centiles of the absolute source strengths. Black edges denote prior knowledge.
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Figure 5.2: Shown are maps of significant N100 source activity on the individual inflated cor-
tical surface derived from MEG data. Significant activity is indicated by the upper three per-
centiles of the absolute source strengths. Black edges denote prior knowledge.

First, the EEG reconstruction results obtained for the N100 component are considered. The

GOF values indicate that the estimated solutions explain a sufficient amount of the data (GOF >
0.9, one exception). The WMN solutions are not very consistent over subjects. They indicate,

at best, that main spots are located in the lateral STG (i.e. close to the transverse temporal

gyrus) and in the right middle temporal gyrus. Activity on the left hemisphere is inconsistent

between subjects and mainly distributed over frontal, central and parietal regions. The recon-

structed source patterns for informed LORETA are much more compact, which is a straight-

forward consequence of the strong smoothness constraint. Likewise to WMN, however, the

informed LORETA results are not very consistent over subjects as well. Three subjects exhibit

significant activity in right planum temporale and left transverse temporal gyrus. In contrast to

WMN, no activity is located outside a priori defined regions.

The MEG reconstruction results obtained for the N100 component are much more consis-

tent. Besides that, all solutions explain the data with a GOF of at least 0.91. WMN reveals bi-

lateral activity with main spots in the lateral STG (close to anterior part of planum temporale),
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Figure 5.3: Shown are maps of significant P200 source activity on the individual inflated cor-
tical surface derived from EEG data. Significant activity is indicated by the upper three per-
centiles of the absolute source strengths. Black edges denote prior knowledge.

the middle temporal gyrus, and the central gyrus. It seems obvious that the minimum norm

effect projects the STG activity to the two adjacent gyri. As before, informed LORETA results

are much more compact. Main spots are located in the left and right transverse temporal gyrus

and sulcus, and (for three subjects) along the left lateral STG. Similarly to EEG, inconsistent

activity also appears in other a priori defined regions but not outside these incorporated areas.

Generators of the N100 component have been reported in the superior temporal plane (Fonary-

ova Key et al., 2005), particularly in the primary auditory cortex in Heschl’s gyrus (Hari et al.,

1987), and in planum temporale Knösche et al. (2003). The results presented here are in general

agreement to this level of knowledge. Particularly the informed LORETA source distributions

obtained from MEG source reconstruction clearly indicate main activity in the transverse tem-

poral gyrus. In contrast, WMN projects the solutions on top of superficial gyri and, therefore,

provides no evidence that generators are located in the primary auditory cortex. The EEG re-

sults for informed LORETA provide some evidence that sources in planum temporale are active

as well.
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Figure 5.4: Shown are maps of significant P200 source activity on the individual inflated cor-
tical surface derived from MEG data. Significant activity is indicated by the upper three per-
centiles of the absolute source strengths. Black edges denote prior knowledge.

The next analysis focuses on the P200 component. The GOF values for the EEG solutions are

lower in comparison to the results obtained for the N100 component, particularly for informed

LORETA. However, the values are still large enough to be considered as acceptable results (ex-

cept for subject 1, whose GOF is lower 0.8). Like before, the WMN patterns exhibit a rather

low consistency over subjects. The activity on the right hemisphere seems to be slightly more

anterior in comparison to the N100. A consistent location on the left hemisphere cannot be

found. For informed LORETA, a consistent activation in right planum temporale (in 3 of the

5 subjects) and in the anterior part of the right middle temporal gyrus (4 of 5 subjects) can be

reported. Activity on the left hemisphere is inconsistent over subjects.

As before, MEG provides much more consistent spatial patterns of significant activity com-

pared to EEG. For WMN, the P200 activity in temporal regions is slightly more distributed com-

pared to the N100. Nonetheless, main spots are located in left and right lateral STG (close to

the anterior part of planum temporale and the transverse temporal gyrus), the middle temporal

gyrus, and, in most cases, the central gyrus. The informed LORETA results are widely consistent
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over subjects. The main spots are located in the lateral STG and the transverse temporal gyrus

on both hemispheres. The GOF is less than 0.8 for two subjects.

Generators of the P200 component have been reported in the primary and secondary audi-

tory cortices (Fonaryova Key et al., 2005). That means that some generators are slightly more

anterior and posterior compared to the N100 component (Bosnyak et al., 2004). As before, par-

ticularly the informed LORETA solutions derived from MEG data are in good agreement with

expected activity in the primary auditory cortex. In contrast, WMN does not provide sufficient

evidence that these regions are active, neither for EEG nor for MEG. The existence of more an-

terior and/or posterior generators cannot be sufficiently verified on the basis of this data. While

this could result from several issues, for instance the experimental design, data quality, uncer-

tainties in prior knowledge, etc., it is of minor importance here. It can be summarized that the

incorporation of individual functio-anatomical information into informed LORETA provides

evidence on certain generators (i.e. activity in certain areas) of the N100/P200 components.

Activity in these areas could not be reconstructed with the uninformed reference methods. This

finding is crucial.

5.4 Discussion

In this chapter, informed LORETA and the uninformed reference method WMN were ap-

plied to the reconstruction of auditory event-related potentials recorded in a spoken language

experiment. The analysis focused on the reconstruction of the N100 and the P200 compo-

nents. These are supposed to have main generators in primary and secondary auditory cortices

(Fonaryova Key et al., 2005). This partially comprises sources in deeper cortical structures, for

instance Heschl’s gyrus. These deeper regions can only be poorly reconstructed using classical

linear inverse methods (e.g. WMN, LORETA). It should be demonstrated that the utilization of

functio-anatomical similarity information by means of smoothness based linear inverse algo-

rithms improves source reconstruction. Therefore, source reconstruction was carried out on

realistically shaped folded cortical surfaces with high spatial resolution. Prior information was

defined on the basis of individual anatomical data and its combination with general knowledge

on the likely generators.

The EEG results obtained for the two tested algorithms are rather inconsistent over subjects.

In contrast, the source patterns reconstructed from MEG data are widely consistent over sub-

jects. Informed LORETA provides very plausible source distributions because main activity ap-

pears in the transverse temporal gyri (i.e. in the primary auditory cortex). This is also very plau-

sible in the light of the WMN results. WMN reconstructs major parts of the activity on top of

superficial gyri which are in the vicinity of Heschl’s gyrus. This is a clear indication that the true

sources might be located in deeper regions (e.g. transverse temporal gyri) which are enclosed

by these adjacent gyri. The analysis does not focus on particular details of the N100/P200 com-

ponents or even on differences between them. The results allow the conclusion that constraints

on the correlation structure drawn from individual functio-anatomical prior information might

be very helpful for the analysis of auditory evoked EEG/MEG data. Similarly, Cottereau et al.

(2012) reported that the use of a functionally informed reconstruction methods (i.e. FACE) im-

proves the localization visually evoked potentials. Besides the fact that informed LORETA and

FACE are different according to some aspects, this emphasizes that information on the func-
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tional cortex organization is generally suited to improve EEG/MEG source localization of event

related potentials.

The reconstruction results for PatchLORETA1 that were presented by Knösche et al. (2013)

suggested that the incorporation of functio-anatomical prior knowledge into a local neigh-

borhood-based smoothness operator defined on the folded cortical surface is ineffective. In

contrast, the informed LORETA results presented here underpin that it is possible to achieve

a significant effect on the reconstruction result by means of this technique (i.e. the combina-

tion of prior knowledge with a smoothness operator). In fact, the imposed constraint was even

that strong that significant activity was only reconstructed inside a priori defined regions but

not elsewhere. This, in turn, is actually very similar to the PatchLORETA2 results presented

by Knösche and colleagues. The smoothness constraint in PatchLORETA2 is based on a patch

neighborhood (i.e. all sources within a functional unit are correlated). These obvious discrep-

ancies between PatchLORETA1 and the informed LORETA approach employed here can be ex-

plained with the Laplacian regularization parameter that controls the smoothness constraint.

Here, the parameter was adjusted such that a high smoothness level is achieved. This is actually

very similar as employing a patch based neighborhood constraint. In their study, the Laplacian

regularization parameter for PatchLORETA1 was set to a fixed value. The resulting correlation

structure was not considered. However, it is obvious that the selected regularization parame-

ter imposes a smoothness level (i.e. a weak correlation constraint) which is unsuited for the

source reconstruction on the folded cortical surface. This is particularly problematic if sources

are expected in deeper cortical regions. The problem is that the smoothness constraint (i.e. the

constraint on the similarity between reconstruction points) is in a contradiction to the mini-

mum norm constraint imposed by leadfield similarity on the folded cortex. If the correlation

constraint is not restrictive enough (which is the case for the fixed Laplacian regularization pa-

rameter in PatchLORETA1), it supports the co-activation of long-distant sources, for instance

sources located on adjacent gyri. This is consistent with the minimum norm effect and even-

tually renders the functio-anatomical prior ineffective. Selecting a more restrictive correlation

constraint (i.e. a smaller regularization parameter) renders the prior information more effec-

tive. Correlations between sources located in distinct functional regions are minimized, while

the a priori correlation between adjacent sources becomes stronger. It has to be pointed out,

however, that a co-activation of far distant sources would still be possible if it is supported by

data.

Given that the incorporated areas represent homogeneous functional entities, the results

produced by informed LORETA seem to be very plausible. The combination of a small regu-

larization parameter with functio-anatomical boundaries imposes a correlation structure that

is in a good agreement with the homogeneous activation of regions. However, this cannot be

assumed in general. Particularly in larger areas such as the lateral STG it is likely that a more

finegrained functional subdivision must be considered. Moreover, the parcellations employed

here are estimated on the basis of certain anatomical properties and it is likely that the ex-

tracted boundaries do not exactly match the course of the true functional borders. On the one

hand, the derivation of more precise and meaningful prior knowledge from, for example, fMRI

could render its use even more powerful. On the other hand, the simulations in last chap-

ter have shown that the incorporation of regions which do not contribute to the EEG/MEG

data tends to reduce the reconstruction quality. This emphasizes that the regions that are used
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as prior information have to be carefully selected. Otherwise, implausible prior assumptions

might not only reduce the reconstruction performance but also encourage the reconstruction

of spurious sources.
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6 Summary and Conclusions

This thesis deals with the reconstruction of neuroelectromagnetic sources from EEG/MEG

data by means of spatially informed linear inverse methods. These methods employ so called

distributed source models, which usually cover the cortical sheet, and whose free parameter

are the source strengths (i.e. current densities). A unique solution to the inverse problem can

be derived on the basis of a zero-mean shrinkage prior on the source strengths. This allows

to encode independent prior information on the source variances and covariances. However,

a reliable derivation of independent information on source variances is usually difficult. For

example, it is not sufficiently understood how primary current densities can be inferred from

BOLD intensities, which can be drawn from fMRI data. As already argued by Knösche et al.

(2013), however, it is quite plausible that similar BOLD signals, similar long-range connectivity

patterns, or similar cytoarchitectural properties of neighboring sources imply a certain func-

tional similarity and, therefore, similar neuroelectric activity. This kind of functio-anatomical

information can be encoded as a priori source correlations.

Recently, two independent studies reported the utilization of functio-anatomical prior knowl-

edge for linear EEG/MEG source reconstruction1. The FACE method presented by Cottereau

et al. (2012) allows to encode similarity information directly into the source correlation ma-

trix2. The similarity information was derived from the separation of the cortex into distinct

functional regions (i.e. parcellations). In contrast, PatchLORETA proposed by Knösche et al.

(2013) employs a general smoothness assumption that is is lifted at functional boundaries. The

boundaries were derived from parcellations as well. The method is essentially based on en-

coding smoothness between directly neighboring sources if they belong to the same functional

region. Otherwise, the smoothness constraint is rejected. Besides the fact that it is only possi-

ble to encode binary similarity information (for instance, patch affiliation) into PatchLORETA,

it was unclear whether the estimation of the source correlation matrix by means of Laplacian

inversion (which is the essential core of this method) actually provides the intended correlation

structure. A major subject of this thesis was the extension, the systematic evaluation, and the

improvement of PatchLORETA.

The extension of PatchLORETA was presented in chapter 3 of this thesis. It allows the use

1The principal techniques presented to incorporate this knowledge could also be used with other approaches such
as non-linear Bayesian inversion schemes (e.g. Daunizeau et al., 2006, Trujillo-Barreto et al., 2004)

2The general possibility to encoding functional information between cortical sources has already been proposed
before (see, for instance, Dale and Sereno, 1993).
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of more general, i.e. gradual similarity information. The subsequent analysis focussed on the

Laplacian inversion based estimation of the source covariance matrix and revealed several is-

sues. First, it turned out that the estimated variance of a source as well as the covariances in

its vicinity depend on its geodesic distance to a discontinuity in the general similarity structure

(e.g. introduced by functional borders). This effect causes undesired biases as, for instance,

the preference of sources in smaller patches compared to large ones. Second, it was shown

that in some cases negative entries appear in off-diagonal elements of the covariance matrix.

This implies a phase shift of 180°, which is an implausible assumption on the basis of functio-

anatomical priors. An additional normalization operator was introduced to ensure equal main

diagonal entries in the source covariance matrix. While this effectively removes the bias effect,

inhomogeneities in the covariance structure as well as negative covariances remain. However,

they turned out to be of minor importance under practical conditions. Another major topic

in chapter 3 was the evaluation of Laplacian regularization. It was demonstrated that the reg-

ularization is of crucial importance for the estimated source correlation structure. Moreover,

a method was introduced that allows an efficient and, more importantly, an objective deter-

mination of a suitable parameter. The method indirectly accounts for the spatial resolution of

the underlying source space and, finally, provides a dedicated source correlation patterns. The

final method is referred to as informed LORETA.

In chapter 4, informed LORETA was evaluated by means of various simulations. A binary

similarity measure rather than gradual similarity information was used to keep things simple.

Although similarity information was defined on the basis of functional borders drawn from par-

cellations in most simulations, the use of boundaries drawn from major sulci was also demon-

strated. Firstly, the chapter comprised an illustrative demonstration on how such priors ac-

tually affect source reconstruction. Secondly, informed linear inverse methods (i.e. informed

LORETA and FACE) were evaluated in various simulation scenarios. The evaluation revealed

general spatial characteristics of informed linear inverse estimates. Moreover, it provided im-

portant information on how the algorithms actually perform using parcellation-based functio-

anatomical constraints in various situations. Among other things, the influence of noise, the

complexity of activation patterns, and the consistency between prior knowledge and the ac-

tivation was systematically varied. A main conclusion that can be drawn from the results is

that the consistency between incorporated boundaries and the underlying activity is crucial

for EEG/MEG source reconstruction. Not only is it important to employ all boundaries that are

relevant in the particular condition, but also turned it out to be very helpful to eliminate those

boundaries that are not visible in the data. Using boundaries that are not relevant (which might

be the case when prior information is derived from a full parcellation) expresses a believe on

the source correlation structure that is not supported by EEG/MEG data. For example, the fact

that two areas can be separated by means of certain structural properties does not mean that

their implicit common boundary is actually visible in the data set, particularly not if the func-

tion in these regions is not related to the stimulus used trigger evoked responses. As a result,

the limitation to those boundaries which can be expected to contribute to the data seems very

reasonable. The use of local parcellations is a step into this direction.

Subject of chapter 5 was the evaluation of informed LORETA for the reconstruction audi-

tory event related potentials. The data used for the analysis was taken from a spoken language

experiment. The analysis provided the main conclusion that the use of functio-anatomical
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prior information produces very plausible reconstruction results, particularly in comparison

to uninformed methods. Knösche et al. (2013) reported that the use of smoothness-based

prior assumptions (i.e. the incorporation of functio-anatomical prior knowledge into informed

LORETA / PatchLORETA) might be less effective on the folded cortical surface. The authors

argued that the interaction of the two contradicting constraints (i.e. the minimum norm con-

straint, which is based on leadfield similarity, and the local smoothness constraint) reduces the

impact of prior knowledge. However, the evaluation presented here revealed a strong effect of

smoothness-based prior assumptions. The results underpin the importance of Laplacian reg-

ularization. In other words, not only the functio-anatomical prior information itself but the

effective source correlation structure imposed as a prior must be carefully considered before

applying the method.

Likewise to FACE, informed LORETA represents a linear inverse method that constrains the

solution by means of the a priori source correlation structure. This kind of prior assumption is

usually a much weaker constraint than, for instance, restricting the source space to likely active

regions (Baillet and Garnero, 1997) or than modulating the source variances with, e.g., BOLD

intensities (Babiloni et al., 1998, Liu et al., 1998, Sato et al., 2004). For example, neighboring

sources, whose functional similarity is low according to prior knowledge, can be activated in-

dependently of each other (i.e. independently of the smoothness constraint) if this is supported

by the data. This would not be possible if one of these sources is either not available (i.e if the

source is not included in the source space) or has a variance close to zero, which effectively

minimizes their chance to be activated.

There are also some general differences between informed LORETA and FACE , which should

be pointed out here. The main difference is the fact how the similarity information is actually

encoded. While FACE allows to directly encode the correlation structure, informed LORETA

is based on the estimation of this structure by means of Laplacian inversion. The Laplacian

is used to expresses a general smoothness constraint (i.e. a general similarity assumption)

between directly neighboring sources. Prior knowledge interrupts the spatial smoothness as-

sumption at functio-anatomical boundaries. Finally, the Laplacian regularization parameter

controls the smoothness constraint (i.e. the spatial extent). As a consequence, informed LORETA

fully exploits the sparse nature of the Laplacian. That means that the number of non-zero off-

diagonal elements in the Laplacian is independent of the spatial extent of the assumed (ex-

pected) spatial correlation. In contrast, FACE is currently based on encoding correlations up

to the second order neighborhood. A stronger correlation constraint (i.e. a larger spatial ex-

tent) would require the definition of non-zero correlations with additional neighbors. As a re-

sult, the sparsity of the source correlation matrix reduces. Another difference is that informed

LORETA employs the smoothness constraint everywhere on the cortex, whereas the similar-

ity constraint in FACE is only applied inside functional units, i.e. only inside the patches of

a parcellation. Sources are expected to be uncorrelated outside these areas. Note, however,

that a stronger smoothness constraint implies a strong contradiction to the leadfield similarity

based minimum norm constraint, particularly in large areas. In fact, the potential contradic-

tion mainly depends on the patch size. This might be problematic for the use of local parcella-

tions, which consist of small and large regions (i.e. unlabeled areas). Consequently, solutions in

larger regions might be suppressed (however, this could also be intended in order to prefer cer-

tain regions for source localization). It is straightforward to propose an extension to informed
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LORETA that eliminates this effect in unlabeled areas (see below).

The selection of patches (to generate a local parcellation, i.e. a unique prior model) for a

certain experimental paradigm might be difficult in practice. An alternative to select one prior

model, that means a certain combination of patches, might be the definition of multiple mod-

els and the evaluation of their evidence in the light of the data. This could effectively be done

using Bayesian Model Averaging (BMA) (Trujillo-Barreto et al., 2004), which is essentially based

on the definition of covariance components. Therefore, the specification of the covariance ma-

trix could be replaced by the technique presented in this work, i.e. the estimation of a source

correlation structure on the basis of a functio-anatomically informed Laplacian. Likewise, one

could also employ a full parcellation with the Multiple Sparse Priors (MSP) approach (Friston

et al., 2008). This non-linear Bayesian source reconstruction scheme is based on weighting

several source covariance components based on their plausibility in the light of the data. The

components could be derived from each patch in the parcellation (and a certain LORETA-bases

smoothness assumption). Theoretically, no manual selection of a plausible prior model would

be required. However, if such a more or less automatic prior selection leads to a plausible solu-

tion remains an open question.

The use of parcellations is not new and has already been proposed in other linear and non-

linear EEG/MEG source reconstruction schemes. For example, Cottereau et al. (2007) described

a multi resolution image selection approach. Parcellations, which span the whole cortical

sheet, are the basis for an iterative search of an optimal parcellation that constitutes a best fit-

ting source space. Other approaches did not directly employ parcellations but comprise the key

assumption that brain activity can be described by correlated activation within several areas of

a certain spatial extent (Chowdhury et al., 2013, Daunizeau et al., 2006, Friston et al., 2008).

One has to keep in mind that the use of parcellations implies a relative exact knowledge on

the location and the course of functional boundaries between neuronal sources. This implies a

very high accuracy which, however, can certainly not be drawn from this kind of knowledge for

the following reasons. First, assumptions on functional areas are drawn from knowledge on the

anatomical structure. This information can only serve as an indicator for functional similarity.

Second, the boundaries defined by, e.g., cytoarchitecture are often subtle and gradual (Kaas,

2002), that means not as strict as suggested by parcellations. Third, segmenting parcels on the

individual cortical surface (no matter if this is done on the basis of individual anatomical in-

formation conducted in-vivo or based on the mapping of generic brain atlases to the cortex) is

always prone to errors that might introduce uncertainties into the final parcellation. New tech-

niques such as the hierarchical parcellation of the cortex, which are based on the similarity of

long range connectivity patterns (Moreno-Dominguez et al., 2014), are very promising towards

a more precise and more individual functional separation of the cortex.

An alternative to the use of parcellations would be the integration of gradual similarity infor-

mation. For example, such information could be directly derived from the similarity between

BOLD signals recorded during fMRI or rsMRI, between cytoarchitecture, or between long-range

connectivity patterns. In principle, the extension proposed in this thesis allows to encode grad-

ual mutual similarity information and, therefore, the use of the mentioned measures. The use

of gradual information could, however, be problematic for the following reasons. As shown

in chapter 3, the effect of prior information depends on the similarity contrast in the neigh-

borhood of a source. Gradual similarity information reduces this contrast (compared to the
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use of binary information) and, therefore, the impact of prior knowledge on the solution. This

effect could render the use of similarity priors ineffective with informed LORETA. A low simi-

larity contrast might also imply a rather implausible correlation structure since it encourages

long range correlations. Finally, the results presented in this thesis clearly indicate that even

the use of binary similarity measures can lead to rather complex source correlation structures

which are sometimes hard to predict. However, it is important to imagine the source corre-

lation structure that may arise from the combination of prior knowledge with a smoothness

assumption. Otherwise, a practical application of the method would be difficult. This might

become even worse for gradual priors.

The informed LORETA method presented in this thesis can be extended in various ways, par-

ticularly with respect to the use of parcellations. First, it is straightforward to introduce an

additional diagonal operator. Similarly to the already existing diagonal matrix which performs

depth normalization, another diagonal matrix could be used to weight sources according to

their plausibility of being active in the particular data set. This corresponds to the a priori

definition of source variances. In fact, this would lead to a similar method as the combined

FACE approach, which was also proposed by Cottereau et al. (2012). Increasing the weight for

a particular source would lower its variance and vice versa. As already stated above, however,

this is a more restrictive strategy than only defining similarity priors (i.e. correlation priors).

Second, the Laplacian could be modified in a way that the general smoothness constraint be-

tween sources is only applied if they are located in a labeled area, that means in a patch of the

parcellation. Otherwise, the off-diagonal elements can be set to zero, which leads to a diago-

nal weighting in this area, i.e. a minimum norm constraint. Moreover, one could even think

about employing a regularization vector for the Laplacian rather than a unique regularization

parameter. The entries of the vector could be used to encode the strength of the smoothness

constraint separately for each patch. For example, this would allow to apply a much weaker

smoothness constraint in unlabeled areas compared to other regions (i.e. patches). This way,

the smoothness constraint in unlabeled areas could be reduced to a meaningful level. Finally,

this would be an effective strategy to suppress the potential punishment of sources that was

already discussed earlier in this work. Third, it is also straightforward to combine informed

LORETA with the PatchLORETA2 approach. This allows to introduce a smoothness constraint

between sources which are not directly connected in the underlying grid structure. This is the

basis for incorporating inter-area correlations between functionally related regions.

Altogether, the results presented in this thesis emphasize that functio-anatomical priors can

be incorporated into a smoothness-based linear inversion scheme in a very effective way. The

technique seems suited to provide EEG/MEG source reconstruction results that are much more

plausible compared to uninformed methods.
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Appendix A Laplacian Inversion based Source Covariance Estimates

A.1 Occurrence of Negative Covariances

This section relates to the estimation of the normalized source covariance matrix Rs = (B T B+
λB I )−1 (cmp. Sec. 3.3). It is shown that the regularization of the Laplacian can lead to a negative

covariance Rsi j if the corresponding matrix element Bi j is zero. The effect is demonstrated

using a test example.

Given is an annular grid consisting of m = 4 nodes. According to Eq. 3.1, and under the as-

sumption that γi j = 1 ∀i , j = 1. . .m, i 6= j , i.e. uniform geometrical properties, the Laplacian

defines as

B =



−1 p12

p12+p14
0 p14

p12+p14

p21

p21+p23
−1 p23

p21+p23
0

0 p32

p32+p34
−1 p34

p32+p34

p41

p41+p43
0 p43

p41+p43
−1


.

The structure of this matrix is representative for all Laplacians used in this work. Therefore,

the conclusion which can be drawn from this example can easily be generalized for all invoked

Laplacians.

First, the Laplacian for uninformed LORETA is considered. That means that the uniform

similarity pi j = 1 ∀i , j = 1. . .m, i 6= j is assumed between neighbors . Then, B simplifies and

the matrix to be inverted writes as

B T B +λB I =



λB +1.5 −1 0.5 −1

−1 λB +1.5 −1 0.5

0.5 −1 λB +1.5 −1

−1 0.5 −1 λB +1.5


.

The explicit calculation of the inverse, for example using the adjoint method (i.e. the inverse of
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matrix A defines as A−1 = 1/det(A) ·adj(A); see, e.g., Sharma (2004, p. 191)), yields the solution

Rs = 1

λ4
B +6λ3

B +9λ2
B +4λB

×



λ3
B +4.5λ2

B +
4.5λB +1

λ2
B +2λB +1 −0.5λ2

B +0.5λB +1 λ2
B +2λB +1

λ2
B +2λB +1 λ3

B +4.5λ2
B +

4.5λB +1

λ2
B +2λB +1 −0.5λ2

B +0.5λB +1

−0.5λ2
B +0.5λB +1 λ2

B +2λB +1 λ3
B +4.5λ2

B +
4.5λB +1

λ2
B +2λB +1

λ2
B +2λB +1 −0.5λ2

B +0.5λB +1 λ2
B +2λB +1 λ3

B +4.5λ2
B +

4.5λB +1



.

It can be seen that the elements Rs13 , Rs24 , Rs31 , and Rs42 can become negative if λB > 0 exceeds

a certain threshold. Note that these are the same elements which are zero in the Laplacian, i.e.

B13 = B24 = B31 = B42 = 0. This procedure was replicated for examples with m > 4 nodes and it

turned out that, indeed, each zero element in B can become negative in RS .

To verify that this also holds for informed LORETA, another Laplacian is constructed by as-

suming that p12 = p21 = 0, and pi j = 1 for all other similarities. This leads to the Laplacian

B =



−1 0 0 1

0 −1 1 0

0 0.5 −1 0.5

0.5 0 0.5 −1


,

and the expression

B T B +λB I =



λB +1.25 0 0.25 −1.5

0 λB +1.25 −1.5 0.25

0.25 −1.5 λB +2.25 −1.0

−1.5 0.25 −1.0 λB +2.25


.
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Finally, the inverse for this informed LORETA example is given by

Rs = 1

λ4
B +7λ3

B +12.25λ2
B +2.5λB

×



λ3
B +5.75λ2

B +
7.375λB +0.625

0.625−0.75λB −0.25λ2
B +

0.625λB +0.625

1.5λ2
B +5λB +
0.625

0.625−0.75λB λ3
B +5.75λ2

B +
7.375λB +0.625

1.5λ2
B +5λB +
0.625

−0.25λ2
B +

0.625λB +0.625

−0.25λ2
B +

0.625λB +0.625

1.5λ2
B +5λB +
0.625

λ3
B +4.75λ2

B +
4.875λB +0.625

λ2
B+1.75λB+0.625

1.5λ2
B +5λB +
0.625

−0.25λ2
B +

0.625λB +0.625

λ2
B+1.75λB+0.625 λ3

B +4.75λ2
B +

4.875λB +0.625



.

Now, the elements Rs12 and Rs21 can become negative in addition to Rs13 , Rs24 , Rs31 , and Rs42 .

Again, the test was repeated several times for grids with m > 4 nodes. The result was always the

same.

In a last test it should be examined if an element in Rs can be negative if its corresponding

value in B is non-zero. For the examples above, this is obviously not possible. It could only be

the case if the similarity contrast in a certain neighborhood exceeds some threshold. There-

fore, the previous example was slightly modified. Now, the similarities 0 < p12 = p21 < 1 were

varied until the elements Rs12 and Rs21 only contained positive terms. Here, this was the case

for p12 = p21 > 0.1386, which corresponds to a similarity contrast of p13/p12 ≈ 7.22. Hence, if

the similarity to a neighbor is week with respect to all other neighbors, the covariance can be

negative as well and the effect is not exclusively limited to zero elements in B .

The overall conclusion of this section is that covariances Rsi j between sources i and j can

become negative if they have only a week or even no connection. In realistic problems, the

number of sources which are not directly connected is huge in comparison to those which

share a connection. For example, on a triangulated grid with 250000 nodes and one source

per node, each source is typically connected to 6− 7 neighbors. This means that actually a

huge number of elements in each row of Rs can become negative. The question under which

conditions this can occur and whether this is problematic is subject of Sec. 3.3.
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B.1 Laplacian Regularization Parameters for MC simulations

B.1.1 Informed LORETA Parameters for Full Parcellations

The following table lists Laplacian regularization parameters for informed LORETA. The pa-

rameters were used to adjust the smoothness level (cmp Eq. 3.9) in the simulations (in Sec.

4.4-4.6) which employed artificially generated full parcellations. See Sec. 4.2.3 for details on

the parcellations and for the abbreviations used here.

Table B.1: Informed LORETA regularization parameters (λB ) for full parcellations

Smoothness Level
0.99 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.01

P
ar

ce
ll

at
io

n

HP4 3.3×10−8 1.4×10−6 5.3×10−6 2.0×10−5 1.4×10−4 7.9×10−2

HP8 1.1×10−8 3.7×10−7 1.4×10−6 5.4×10−6 3.8×10−5 2.5×10−2

HP18 2.1×10−9 7.4×10−8 2.8×10−7 1.1×10−6 7.8×10−6 6.0×10−3

HP26 1.2×10−9 3.6×10−8 1.3×10−7 4.9×10−7 3.6×10−6 3.2×10−3

HP37 5.5×10−10 1.7×10−8 5.9×10−8 2.2×10−7 1.6×10−6 1.5×10−3

HP56 2.3×10−10 7.8×10−9 2.8×10−8 1.0×10−7 7.1×10−7 7.1×10−4

HP82 9.8×10−11 3.2×10−9 1.2×10−8 4.1×10−8 2.8×10−7 3.2×10−4

IP1 2.4×10−10 7.9×10−9 3.2×10−8 1.3×10−7 9.6×10−7 1.1×10−3

IP2 2.4×10−10 7.8×10−9 3.0×10−8 1.2×10−7 9.6×10−7 1.1×10−3

IP3 2.6×10−10 8.7×10−9 3.4×10−8 1.3×10−7 1.0×10−6 1.1×10−3
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B.1.2 Informed LORETA Parameters for Local Parcellations

Table B.2 contains Laplacian regularization parameters for informed LORETA. The parame-

ters were used for the simulations with local parcellations in Sec. 4.5. See Sec. 4.5.2 for details

on the parcellations and for the abbreviations used here.

Table B.2: Informed LORETA regularization parameters (λB ) for local parcellations

Smoothness Level
0.99 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.01

P
ar

ce
ll

at
io

n

LP1a 3.0×10−12 8.1×10−11 2.6×10−10 7.8×10−10 3.6×10−9 2.3×10−6

LP1b 3.0×10−12 8.1×10−11 2.6×10−10 7.6×10−10 3.6×10−9 2.3×10−6

LP1c 2.8×10−12 7.8×10−11 2.5×10−10 7.8×10−10 3.7×10−9 2.5×10−6

LP1d 2.9×10−12 7.8×10−11 2.5×10−10 7.4×10−10 3.6×10−9 2.5×10−6

LP1e 2.9×10−12 7.8×10−11 2.5×10−10 7.2×10−10 3.6×10−9 2.4×10−6

LP2a 2.7×10−12 7.4×10−11 2.4×10−10 7.4×10−10 3.6×10−9 2.5×10−6

LP2b 3.0×10−12 8.1×10−11 2.6×10−10 7.6×10−10 3.6×10−9 2.5×10−6

LP2c 2.5×10−12 6.9×10−11 2.3×10−11 7.4×10−10 3.7×10−9 2.9×10−6

LP2d 2.6×10−12 7.2×10−11 2.4×10−10 7.4×10−10 3.7×10−9 2.9×10−6

LP2e 2.5×10−12 6.8×10−11 2.2×10−10 6.9×10−10 3.6×10−9 2.8×10−6

B.1.3 Uninformed LORETA Laplacian Regularization Parameters

The following table lists Laplacian regularization parameters for uninformed LORETA. The

parameters were used to adjust the smoothness level (cmp Eq. 3.9) in the simulations in Sec.

4.5-4.6.

Table B.3: Laplacian regularization parameters (λB ) for uninformed LORETA

Smoothness Level
0.99 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.01

3.2×10−12 8.5×10−11 2.7×10−10 7.9×10−10 3.6×10−9 2.2×10−6
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B.2 Additional Simulation Results to Section 4.4

B.2 Additional Simulation Results to Section 4.4

B.2.1 Influence of the Spatial Extent of Simulated Activity inside Patches

The analysis in Sec. 4.4 revealed that AUC values obtained for informed LORETA with smooth-

ness level 0.2 and higher depend on the ratio between patch and cluster size. It is analyzed

here whether a similar relation can also be found for the COR metric. For details on the sim-

ulation setup see Sec. 4.4. Figure B.1 shows the correlations (COR) between simulated and

reconstructed source distributions. All distributions are statistically different from each other

(N = 35000 samples per method, P < 1×10−6). A bias effect at small ratios (i.e. values less

than 0.1) was observed for the AUC measure. Obviously, this is not the case here. This can

be explained with the fact that the COR metric is based on the comparison of simulated and

Figure B.1: Scatter plots of the COR metric (green dots) derived on the basis of homogeneous
parcellations. Red lines are derived from a linear fit of the observations, values close to the
lines denote the slopes. Axis labels apply to all figures in a row/column. See text for details
(Sec. B.2.1).
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reconstructed activity for all sources rather than on comparing only a small subset of sources

(cmp. Sec. 4.4 on p. 78). Thus, the metric is much less sensitive to the mislocalization of tiny

clusters, which were supposed to cause this bias. Among this, the results presented here con-

firm the dependence of the reconstruction quality from the ratio between cluster and patch

size for informed LORETA with smoothness level 0.2 and higher.

B.3 Additional Simulation Results to Section 4.5

B.3.1 Scenario 1: Prior Consistent Activation

The results presented in this section refer to the performance analysis of informed linear

inverse methods given a prior consistent activation (see 4.5.3.1). Details on the objective and

the simulation setup can be found in Sec. 4.5.1 and 4.5.2.

Influence of the noise level, full parcellations: Figure B.2 shows the reconstruction quality

with respect to the SNR level given that two clusters are concurrently active for data genera-

Figure B.2: Performance of informed and uninformed linear reconstruction methods with
respect to the noise level. Prior information was derived from full parcellations, two separate
clusters were activated. The activation was consistent with the boundaries. See page 82 for
details on the box plots.
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Figure B.3: Performance of informed and uninformed linear reconstruction methods with
respect to the noise level. Prior information was derived from full parcellations, three sepa-
rate clusters were activated. The activation was consistent with the boundaries. See page 82
for details on the box plots.

tion. Full parcellations were employed as prior knowledge. Likewise, Fig. B.3 shows the results

for three concurrently active clusters. The main conclusions are as follows. AUC and RE mea-

sures improve for higher SNR levels for all methods, whereas DE seems to be relatively constant

(i.e. except for uninformed LORETA with high smoothness levels). This is similar to simula-

tions with one active cluster. Informed LORETA with smoothness level 0.2 and higher generally

outperforms WMN according to AUC (for 2 clusters: P < 1×10−8; for 3 clusters: P < 1×10−6)

and RE (P < 1×10−2 for 2 and 3 active clusters). For DE, the results of informed LORETA and

WMN are in a very similar range. In fact, many of the distributions are statistically similar.

The performance of FACE is very different. The AUC is consistently higher for SNR levels up

to 20 (P < 1×10−2) and becomes more and more similar to the WMN results towards a better

signal-to-noise ratio. The RE distributions exhibit a similar median but a larger variance (for

2 clusters: P < 1×10−7; for 3 clusters: P < 1×10−8) compared to WMN distributions. More-

over, FACE is inferior to WMN with respect to the DE metric (for 2 clusters: P < 1×10−8, for

3 clusters: P < 1×10−6). Finally, uninformed LORETA results for smoothness level 0.2 and

higher are inferior to WMN (AUC: P < 1×10−8, RE: P < 1×10−8, DE: P < 2×10−2). In contrast,

uninformed LORETA for level 0.01, which employs a very weak correlation constraint, outper-
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forms WMN according to AUC (for 2 clusters: P < 1×10−8; for 3 clusters: P < 1×10−6) and

RE (P < 1×10−2). All results are generally consistent with the findings revealed for simulations

with one active cluster.

Relative strength between multiple clusters: Figure B.4 displays the reconstruction quality

with respect to the relative strength between the weakest and the strongest cluster when three

active clusters are activated. The AUC and the RE metric seem to be largely independent from

this parameter. This in accordance with the results for two active clusters presented in Sec.

4.5.3.1. At best, a minor reduction of RE can generally be observed towards a more balanced

activation. Informed LORETA with smoothness level 0.2 and higher outperforms WMN accord-

ing to AUC (P < 1×10−8) and RE (P < 1×10−8). The DE results of both methods are similar.

Informed LORETA with smoothness level 0.01 provides a slightly better AUC (P < 1×10−7) and

very similar results for the two other measures. The AUC results obtained for the two FACE

methods are similar to WMN. The localization error is significantly larger (P < 1×10−8). The

Figure B.4: Performance of localization methods with respect to the ratio between weakest
and strongest cluster for three active clusters. The measures are grouped according to four
ratio intervals. Prior information was derived from full parcellations, three clusters were ac-
tivated. The activation was consistent with the boundaries. The results are integrated over
SNR levels 9, 20, 50, and 100. See page 82 for details on the box plots. Details on the cluster
strength ratio are given in the text on page 83.
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corresponding RE distributions are characterized by a significantly higher median but also by a

larger variance (P < 1×10−2). In summary, all results are consistent to the results obtained for

two activated clusters.

Influence of the noise level, local parcellations: Figure B.5 shows the reconstruction quality

with respect to the SNR level given that two clusters are concurrently active for data generation.

Here, local parcellations were employed as prior knowledge. Likewise, Fig. B.6 shows the re-

sults for three concurrently active clusters. Obviously, the AUC generally increases for a higher

signal-to-noise levels. For the two FACE methods, however, a rather stable distribution inde-

pendent of the SNR can be observed. WMN is consistently outperformed by informed LORETA

with smoothness level 0.99 (P < 1×10−8) and 0.01 (P < 1×10−8), eFACE (P < 1×10−8), fFACE

(for 2 clusters: P < 1×10−8, for 3 clusters: P < 1×10−5), and uninformed LORTEA with level

0.01 (P < 1×10−8). The RE metric generally improves for higher SNR levels. WMN is outper-

formed by informed LORETA 0.99 (P < 1×10−8), informed LORETA 0.01 for SNR above 9 (for 2

clusters: P < 1×10−3, for 3 clusters: P < 4×10−2), eFACE (P < 1×10−8), fFACE (P < 1×10−8),

and uninformed LORETA 0.01 (P < 1×10−8). As for one active cluster, the performance of

Figure B.5: Performance of informed linear reconstruction methods with respect to the noise
level. Prior information was derived from local parcellations with a single ROI. Two clusters
were activated. The activation was consistent with the boundaries. See page 82 for details on
the box plots.
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Figure B.6: Performance of informed linear reconstruction methods with respect to the noise
level. Prior information was derived from local parcellations with a single ROI. Three clusters
were activated. The activation was consistent with the boundaries. See page 82 for details on
the box plots.

FACE according to RE is relatively high even for low SNR values. The performance of FACE

and WMN according to DE slightly reduces for high SNR levels. In contrast, the performance

of informed LORETA increases in this case. All distributions are statistically different from the

WMN observations (for 2 clusters: informed LORETA: P < 2×10−2, eFACE: P < 1×10−8, fFACE:

P < 1×10−8, uninformed LORETA: P < 1×10−5; for 3 clusters: informed LORETA: P < 1×10−2,

eFACE: P < 1×10−8, fFACE: P < 1×10−8, uninformed LORETA: P < 1×10−8). As before, all

findings are generally consistent with the results obtained for one active cluster. Moreover, it

can be seen that the performance of all methods increases according to RE the more clusters

are active. In contrast, the performance according to the AUC and DE slightly reduces.
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Figure B.7: Performance of informed and uninformed linear reconstruction methods with
respect to the number of concurrently active clusters. Prior information derived from lo-
cal parcellations with two distinct ROIs, up to 3 clusters were activated. The activation was
consistent with the boundaries. Results are integrated over SNR levels 9, 20, 50, and 100. See
page 82 for details on the box plots.

Simulations with distinct ROIs as prior information: Another important aspect is the perfor-

mance analysis when multiple distinct brain regions are involved in data generation. Simula-

tions concerning this issue were undertaken in this work by combining two distinct regions, i.e.

two local parcellations, to generate prior knowledge. Figure 4.18 in Sec. 4.5.3.1 displays the per-

formance of the evaluated methods with respect to the noise level given that a unique compact

cluster is active in one of the incorporated regions. The results are very similar to simulations

with a single ROI (cmp. Fig. 4.16). Figure B.7 presents the reconstruction quality with respect

to the number of clusters that are activated within these ROIs. A comparison to Fig. 4.17 reveals

that these results are similar to the simulations with a single ROI as well. The reconstruction

quality of the informed methods, WMN, and uninformed LORETA with smoothness level 0.01

consistently reduces according to AUC and DE the more clusters are active. In contrast, the

reconstruction quality according to RE increases. According to AUC and RE, WMN is outper-

formed by informed LORETA with smoothness level 0.99 (P < 1×10−8) and 0.01 (P < 1×10−8),

both FACE methods (P < 1×10−8), and uninformed LORETA 0.01 (P < 1×10−8). The localiza-

tion error for informed LORETA 0.99 is approximately in the same range as for WMN, while the
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Figure B.8: Performance of informed linear reconstruction methods with respect to the noise
level. Prior information was derived from local parcellations with two distinct ROIs, two clus-
ters were activated. The activation was consistent with the boundaries. See page 82 for de-
tails on the box plots.

errors for informed LORETA 0.01 (P < 1×10−8), eFACE (P < 1×10−8), fFACE (P < 1×10−8), and

uninformed LORETA 0.01 (P < 1×10−8) are slightly larger.

For the sake of completeness, Fig. B.8 and B.9 show the performance with respect to the

noise level for two and three active clusters, respectively. Again, these results are very similar

to the results obtained for simulations with one ROI (cmp. Fig. B.5 and B.6). Informed LORETA

with smoothness levels 0.99 and 0.01, the two FACE methods, and uninformed LORETA with

smoothness level 0.01 outperform WMN according to the AUC (P < 1×10−3) and RE (P <
5×10−2). The localization error for informed LORETA 0.99 is very similar to WMN for higher

SNR levels (i.e. SNR ≥ 20) and slightly higher for lower levels (for 2 active clusters: P < 5×10−2,

for 3 clusters: P < 1×10−2). Informed LORETA with level 0.01 produces larger errors compared

to WMN for SNR = 50 and lower (P < 1×10−2). This is also true for uninformed LORETA with

smoothness level 0.01 (P < 1×10−2). Finally, the two FACE methods are generally inferior to

WMN regarding DE (for 2 cluster: P < 1×10−2, for 3 clusters: P < 1×10−6).

It can be summarized that an increased number of concurrently active sources coincides

with a slightly reduced AUC performance (particularly for moderate SNR values), with a rela-

tively strong improvement of the RE performance, and with a moderate reduction of the DE
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Figure B.9: Performance of informed linear reconstruction methods with respect to the noise
level. Prior information was derived from local parcellations with two distinct ROIs, three
clusters were activated. The activation was consistent with the boundaries. See page 82 for
details on the box plots.

performance. Importantly, this seems to be independent on the fact whether only a single ROI

or, as in this case, two distinct ROIs are incorporated as prior knowledge. It is likely that the in-

corporation of another one or two distinct ROIs (that means, a total of three or four ROIs within

on parcellation) is still unproblematic with respect to the reconstruction quality. If, however,

the total area covered by these ROIs becomes large with respect to the whole cortical area, the

prior might become ineffective. This is similar to the use of a local parcellation that covers a

huge area or even the full parcellation. It was shown in this work that the use of a full parcel-

lation is ineffective if activity outside an a priori defined area can safely be excluded. In this

case, a locale parcellation is more appropriate. Similarly, the use of parcellations consisting

of multiple distinct local areas seems only useful if activity must be expected in each of the

incorporated regions.
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B.3.2 Scenario 3: Misplaced and Ignored Boundaries

The results presented in this section refer to the performance analysis of informed linear in-

verse methods given a prior inconsistent activation (see 4.5.3.3). Different situations are distin-

guished. (1) Boundaries are ignored for data generation. This mimics the case that the course

of boundaries is inaccurate. (2) Important boundaries are omitted for the prior definition. (3)

The prior contains information on boundaries which are not reflected in the data. More details

on these use cases, the objective, and the simulation setup can be found in Sec. 4.5.1 and 4.5.2.

Ignored boundaries: This use case implies that the simulated source patterns might be lo-

cated outside the ROI that is used to inform the inverse method. Figure B.10 shows the recon-

struction quality with respect to the SNR level given that two clusters are concurrently active

for data generation. Likewise, Fig. B.11 shows the results for three concurrently active clusters.

The distributions of the metrics obtained for FACE and LORETA methods are statistically dif-

ferent from the results for obtained for the WMN method. The P-values are as follows. AUC:

informed LORETA P < 1×10−8, eFACE P < 1×10−5, fFACE P < 1×10−6, uninformed LORETA

P < 1×10−8; RE: informed LORETA P < 1×10−5, eFACE P < 1×10−8, fFACE P < 1×10−8, un-

Figure B.10: Performance of informed linear reconstruction methods with respect to the
noise level. Prior information was derived from local parcellations (i.e. parcellations with a
small ROI), two clusters were activated inside the corresponding large ROI area. The activa-
tion was consistent with the boundaries. See page 82 for details on the box plots.
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Figure B.11: Performance of informed linear reconstruction methods with respect to the
noise level. Prior information was derived from local parcellations (i.e. parcellations with a
small ROI), three clusters were activated inside the corresponding large ROI area. The activa-
tion was consistent with the boundaries. See page 82 for details on the box plots.

informed LORETA P < 1×10−7; DE: informed LORETA P < 1×10−2, eFACE P < 1×10−8, fFACE

P < 1×10−8, uninformed LORETA P < 1×10−4. Compared to the results obtained for one ac-

tive cluster (see 4.23), the AUC distributions tend to have a lower median and also a smaller

variance the more clusters are active. The localization error increases, that means that the re-

construction performance reduces as well. In contrast, RE results have higher medians and a

larger variance the more clusters are active. This is consistent to simulation results for consis-

tent priors presented above.

Misplaced boundaries: In these simulations source patterns were generated in the subset of

patches that was also used to inform the linear inverse methods. This means that the ROI

used for reconstruction (i.e. prior knowledge) is larger than the ROI in which activity is gener-

ated. Thus, several functio-anatomical boundaries are not relevant for source reconstruction,

that means they are misplaced. Importantly, clusters do not overlap patch boundaries. Hence,

the course of the boundaries is assumed to be correct. Figure B.12 shows the reconstruction

quality with respect to the SNR level given that two clusters are concurrently active for data

generation. Likewise, Fig. B.13 shows the results for three concurrently active clusters. The

distributions obtained for all informed and uninformed LORETA methods as well as for the
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Figure B.12: Performance of informed linear reconstruction methods with respect to the
noise level. Prior information was derived from local parcellations (i.e. parcellations with a
large ROI), two clusters were activated inside the corresponding small ROI area. The activa-
tion was consistent with the boundaries. See page 82 for details on the box plots.

two FACE methods are almost all statistically different from the WMN results (for 2 clusters:

AUC: P < 1×10−3, RE: P < 1×10−2, DE: P < 1×10−2; for 3 clusters: AUC: P < 1×10−3, RE:

P < 1×10−3, DE: P < 1×10−3). Only the RE results for informed LORETA with smoothness

level 0.01 at for SNR = 4 are similar to WMN (P = 0.34). It can be seen that the reconstruction

quality slightly reduces according to AUC and DE and slightly increases according to RE when

the number of concurrently active clusters increases. That is similar to the results obtained for

the prior consistent simulations. Moreover, the reconstruction performance for two and three

active clusters is generally consistent to that of simulations with only one cluster.
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Figure B.13: Performance of informed linear reconstruction methods with respect to the
noise level. Prior information was derived from local parcellations (i.e. parcellations with a
large ROI), three clusters were activated inside the corresponding small ROI area. The activa-
tion was consistent with the boundaries. See page 82 for details on the box plots.
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B.4 Additional Simulation Results to Section 4.6

B.4.1 Scenario 1: Different Source Spaces for Forward and Inverse Calculations

The results presented in this section refer to the performance analysis of informed linear in-

verse methods using different forward models (i.e. leadfield matrices) for forward and inverse

calculations (see 4.6.3.1). The generated source patterns were consistent with the functio-

anatomical boundaries employed as prior knowledge. More details on the objective and the

simulation setup can be found in Sec. 4.6.1 and 4.6.2.

Influence of the noise level, full parcellations: Figure B.14 shows the reconstruction quality

with respect to the SNR level given that two clusters are concurrently active for data genera-

tion. Full parcellations were used as prior knowledge. Likewise, Fig. B.15 shows the results for

three concurrently active clusters. AUC and RE improves for higher SNR levels for all meth-

ods. In contrast, DE seems to be relatively constant for most methods. Informed LORETA with

smoothness level 0.2 and higher generally outperforms WMN according to AUC (P < 1×10−8

Figure B.14: Performance of informed and uninformed linear reconstruction methods with
respect to the noise level. Distinct source models were used for forward and inverse calcula-
tions. Prior information was derived from full parcellations, two clusters were activated. The
activation was consistent with the boundaries. See page 82 for details on the box plots.
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Figure B.15: Performance of informed and uninformed linear reconstruction methods with
respect to the noise level. Distinct source models were used for forward and inverse calcu-
lations. Prior information was derived from full parcellations, three clusters were activated.
The activation was consist with the boundaries. See page 82 for details on the box plots.

for 2 and 3 active clusters) and RE (P < 1×10−8 for 2 and 3 active clusters). The DE results

obtained for informed LORETA and WMN are in a very similar range. In fact, many of the dis-

tributions are statistically similar. FACE provides a very different performance. The AUC is con-

sistently higher for SNR levels up to 20 (for 2 clusters: P < 1×10−3, for 3 clusters: P < 5×10−2)

and becomes more and more similar to the WMN results for higher signal-to-noise ratios. The

RE distributions have a slightly higher median but and a significantly larger variance (for 2

clusters: P < 2×10−2; for 3 clusters: P < 1×10−3) compared to WMN distributions. Moreover,

FACE is inferior to WMN with respect to the DE metric (for 2 clusters: P < 1×10−5, for 3 clus-

ters: P < 4×10−2). Finally, uninformed LORETA results for smoothness level 0.2 and higher are

inferior to WMN (AUC: P < 1×10−8, RE: P < 1×10−7). In contrast, uninformed LORETA for

level 0.01, which employs a very weak correlation constraint, outperforms WMN according to

AUC (P < 1×10−8) and RE (P < 1×10−8). All results are generally consistent with the findings

revealed for simulations with one active cluster. More importantly, the results are very simi-

lar to the results obtained for simulation in which the simulation setup does not account for

inverse crime (cmp. Fig B.2 and B.3).
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Figure B.16: Performance of informed and uninformed linear reconstruction methods with
respect to the noise level. Distinct source models were used for forward and inverse calcu-
lations. Prior information was derived from local parcellations, two clusters were activated.
The activation was consistent with the boundaries. See page 82 for details on the box plots.

Influence of the noise level, local parcellations: Figure B.16 shows the reconstruction qual-

ity with respect to the SNR level given that two clusters are concurrently active for data gen-

eration. Local parcellations were used as prior knowledge. Likewise, Fig. B.17 shows the

results for three concurrently active clusters. The AUC generally increases for higher signal-

to-noise levels. For the two FACE methods, however, the AUC results are rather independent

of the SNR level. The WMN method is consistently outperformed by informed LORETA with

smoothness level 0.99 (P < 1×10−8) and 0.01 (P < 1×10−8), eFACE (P < 1×10−8), fFACE (for

2 clusters: P < 1×10−8, for 3 clusters: P < 1×10−4), and uninformed LORTEA with level 0.01

(P < 1×10−8). The RE metric improves for all methods for higher SNR levels. WMN is outper-

formed by informed LORETA 0.99 (P < 1×10−8), eFACE (P < 1×10−8), fFACE (P < 1×10−8),

and uninformed LORETA 0.01 (P < 1×10−8). Moreover, informed LORETA 0.01 for SNR above

4 in case of two active clusters (P < 1×10−2), and for SNR above 20 in case of three active clus-

ters (P < 1×10−5), outperforms WMN as well. As for one cluster, the performance of FACE

according to RE is relatively high, even for low SNR values. According to DE, the performance

of FACE and WMN slightly reduces for higher SNR levels. In contrast, the results obtained for

informed LORETA with smoothness level 0.2 and higher improve for higher SNR levels. All dis-
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Figure B.17: Performance of informed and uninformed linear reconstruction methods ac-
cording to the noise level. Distinct source models were used for forward and inverse calcula-
tions. Prior information was derived from local parcellations, three clusters were activated.
The activation was consistent with the boundaries. See page 82 for details on the box plots.

tributions are statistically different from the WMN results (for 2 clusters: informed LORETA

smoothness level 0.2 and larger: P < 1×10−3, eFACE: P < 1×10−8, fFACE: P < 1×10−8, unin-

formed LORETA: P < 1×10−2; for 3 clusters: informed LORETA smoothness level 0.2 and larger:

P < 1×10−3, eFACE: P < 1×10−8, fFACE: P < 1×10−8, uninformed LORETA: P < 1×10−6). In-

formed LORETA with smoothness level 0.01 is statistically different from the WMN results as

well, but not in the noise-free case (for 2 clusters: P < 1×10−4, for 3 clusters: P < 1×10−5).

Again, all findings are generally consistent with the results obtained for simulations with one

active cluster. The results presented here clearly indicate that the use of identical source mod-

els for forward and inverse calculations does not cause an overestimation of the performance

measures. This is consistent with the findings for full parcellations (see above).
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